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ST R U B L I S THE MUNICH PRINTS
Mr.L.Moore repliessIn my recent article, when doubting the existence of reoognisable first Munich
prints of the 10 and 15 Rp., I was deliberately provocative, and I am honoured that my
confessed heresy drew such an excellent contribution from the able pen of Lt.—Colonel
J.D.Blyth (November "News Letter").
Let me hasten to admit that Lt. Colonel Blyth, with his customary thoroughness of
investigation, has caught me out on one — to me — minor point when he queries my statement that the 5 Rp. orange brown could be confused with the 15 Rp. rose in 'bad' light.
On looking up my notes I find that the adjective 'bad' is my own. De Reuterskiold says
'in the evening', while Zumstein in the 1924 'Handbuch' uses the words 'bei kunstliohem
Licht' (in artificial light). It has always been obvious to me that illumination in
small Swiss post offices 100 years ago would be by oil lamp — or even a tallow dip.
The Electricity Grid only reached my village some 3 or 4 years ago, so my own
comparison of colours was by oil lamp and in my tests I have used the contemporary
Bavarian stamps, which were of the colours requested by the Swiss authorities.
Col. Blyth's experiments with colours and lights — particularly the Quartz lamp —
make very interesting reading and he is right in reminding us of the difficulty of
describing colours in words, especially when translating German words! I agree with
him that 'dull' is the best translation of the German 'matt' in relation to colours.
His suggestion that the pigments of the inks used varied with the different printings is
probably oorreot, although I cannot see that this in itself establishes any particular
chronological order.
There is no doubt that the first and second printings of the 5 and 40 Rp. are
distinguishable because there is a record of the Swiss request for a modification of
the colours after receipt of the first printing. There is no record of any similar
request in respect of the 10 and 15 Rp. Agreed, there are several shades of these two
values in the Munich prints, which is not surprising because there were no fewer than
9 deliveries of the 10 Rp. and 7 of the 15 Hp. over a period of 6 months. Zumstein
in the 1924 'Handbuch', while listing the 5 and 40 Rp. separately under 1st and 2nd
printings, treated the so—called first printings of the 10 and 15 Rp. merely as 'shades'
below the main numbers (31 & 32). Dr. Suter, who compiled the notes for the 'Handbuch',
only reoently had a series of articles in the 'B.B.Z.', when this vexed question was
again examined, but not conclusively.
So, while we all agree the existence of these two values in different colours,
I am not convinced that any one shade can be attributed to any particular printing,
and in this attitude I appear to be in the excellent company of Frl. Kuisel and Muller
of Basel,
( S U B S C R I P T I O N S)
Renewal subscriptions for 1959 — still a modest 7/6d. — are due as from the
1st January and it would be greatly appreciated if members would send their remittances
to the Hon. Treasurer, Mr, A. J. HARDING, 31, SOMERSET WAY, IVER, BUCKS., as soon as
possible, to save work and avoid interru:Y ;.'.on in the despatoh of the 'News Letter'
and Exchange Packet.
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to the "Helvetia Philatelic

Society".

Thank you.
VWWWWWWWWWWWWW
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(Cöntinued)

An industrial country like Switzerland,
situated in the most active part of Europe,
with its productive areas highly decentralised and trading with the whole world, must
have at its disposal an extensive system of
transport and communications. The Confederation was born along the central pass of
the Alps, and the important trade routes
which crossed the country; the rivers and
lakes were navigated and for a long time the
Rhino bridge at Basle was the last possibility of crossing the river by bridge before it
flowed into the sea. At the same time the
rapid construction of a transport system
based on the most modern methods available,
was an indispensable factor in making the
beauty of the country accessible to the
tourist, and the unproductive wealth of
scenery became an important element in Swiss
public economy.
'

A century after the inauguration in 1847,
of Switzerland's first railway line, the
country's railway system is just under 3600
miles long and is one of the densest in the
world. Construction gave rise to many feats
of ongineeringa the Gotthard Tunnel, nearly
10 miles long, opened in 1882, and the highest railway in Europe - to Jungfraujoch
11,303 ft. above sea level, opened in 1912,
to name only two. Elects .fication of the
railways has proceeded rapidly, being begun
in the 19th cent. At the end of 1948 there
were still some 600 miles of railway not run
by electricity, and completion of the project
should be achieved about the middle of this
century. ,
-

Navigation of Swiss lakes and rivers,
though originating in the p re-railway epoch
and serving mainly for goods traffic, has
received a great impetus from the tourist
traffic. Some lines are maintained by the
railways, as for instance the Lake Constance
lines by the Swiss Federal Railways, and the
Lakes of Thun and Brienz lines by the
Lotschberg Railway. Some 105 steamers ply
on the Swiss lakes, carrying over 48,500
passengers. In this century Swiss navigation attained importance in another direction
by the reopening of the chine shi.pn .ng
between Basle and the sea, which had been
interrupted by the coming of the railway.
The first Rhine steamer actually reached
Basle as long ago as 1832, but the service,
which included connections to London, was
unable to hold its own against the railway
constructed 12 years later, The building
of the docks began in 1904 and by the outbreak of the Second World. War, over a mile of
docks had been constructed. At the end of
194 2 the Swiss merchant fleet on the Rhine,
with direct access to the sea, consisted of
240 boats and in addition Swiss cargoes were
navigating the high seas under the flag of
the Confederation. In 1948 a direct
passenger-boat service was inaugurated
between Basle, Strasbourg and Rotterdam.
(To be continued)
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At the request of several members we
are, in future, leaving a 2-inch margin
for binding purposes. Although this cuts
-.down the amount of reading matter which
than be got on the page, it is thought
that this will be compensated for by the
extra convenience given.

ARTICLES. The Editor will be pleased to
receive articles,letters,news,views or
comments for publication in the 'News
Letters.
A special postmark will be used for
mail posted at the "COMMISSION PREPARATOIRE DE LA CONFERENCE EUROPEENE DES
ADMINISTRATIONS DES PTT" which is being
held from the 26th to 31st January,1959,
at the Hotel Kulm, St. Moritz.
For the postmark collectors-New Post office opened on 1st Dec, 1958.
RUSCHEGG-HEUBACH.
Post office closed down on 16th Nov.195 8 .
ST.MARTIN(LUNGNEZ)
The private parcels office of
SCHAFFHAUSEN BOCKSRIED changed its name
on 1st Dec 195 8 to SCHAFFHAUSEN
HOCHSTRASSE.
FLIGHT

COVERS

FROM THE WORLD-FAMOUS ROTHSCHILD
AIR MAIL COLLECTION.
Some months ago we were very
fortunate in acquiring part of the
Swiss section of the Rothschild
Air Mail collection.
A small
number of covers, 20 odd in fact,
are still available and will be
gladly sent on approval to anyone
interested. Each cover carries our
certificate (with photograph) that
it emanates from this historic
collection and they are priced very
reasonably for what they are. An
average of only 10* has been added
to what would be the normal cost of
an equivalent cover, for certification and photographic expenses.
Most Air Mail collectors will want
to show at least one such cover in
their collection.
A GOOD SELECTION OF OTHER FLIGHT

MATERIAL ALWAYS AVAILABLE.
WS' AGAIN HAVE FURTHER ZEPPELIN
COVERS TO OFFER.

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
Household name for 'Swiss' in
the English-speaking world. .
27, Westbury Road, Woodside Park,
London. N.12.
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1 dot btw. 1 and 0 of 10
dot on 1 S of Grasset
51 small dot R. above 0 of 10
.101 two dots above 0 of 10; dot above wing
151 str. above 1 of 10; dot in clothes
2 dot under N of Universelle
small str. L. of Florian
52 str. through shawl
dot over and btw, 7 and 5 of 3875
102 figure over frame above UN of Union
dot in J
152 two small dots in cloud under J
dot R. of globe at bottom
3 str. from 2 to 3 wire
str. low L. at 1 of 10
53 half-moon in frame R. of letters
103 colourless spot in frame L. under tab.
153 str. above 0 of 10
4 spot under 2 0 of 1900
spot on lower part of pole
54 dot on pole beside arms
small dot under frame below Florian
X0 4
154 small str, before Universelle
5 dot above globe at L.
large spot on L. shoulder
55 dot before U of Universelle
dot L. of 1875 at line
105 small dot under 3 wire
155 small dot before 1875
6 small star in tab. L. at frame
small o betty. DE and L 1 UNION
56 small dot under UB
106 small dot in cloud under IV of Univ.
156 dot outside L. frame at globe level
dot in shawl at L.
7 dot on S of Postale
dot under 75 of 1875
57 line on pole under arms
dot on top R. on 1 of 10
07
fine str, under J.
dot in cloud above 1 wire
157 three small dots in tab. at L.
8 2 small o in & outside of frame in tab.
indent in curved line under 2 E of
Universelle
58 dot in cloud under UN of Universelle
various small dots in tab.
108 dot btw. 3 and 4 wire L. insulators
dot on globe at L,
158 dot before Universelle
9 dot on L. cheek
str. in cloud under UN of Universelle

59
109 dot btw. 2 and 3 wire
dot above frame and 1 N of Union
159 dot in tab. at L. frame
10 dot in lower R. corner
dot under 9 of 1900
60 curved line broken under J
colourless area over head
110 h/line above globe; dot in 0 of 10
160 dot btw. 7 and 5 of 1875
11 small dot over frame above T of Postale
small dot above 1 wire
61 dot in globe L. of face
111 two small dots, outside L frame at 10
h/line from top frame, face to tab.

No. 78A
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10 Cts. RED
Line Perforation.

,

161
12 indent in R. frame at globe level
white dot in clothes L. of pole
62 dot R. at foot of 1 0 of 1900
dot outside L. frame at 10
112
162 dot under R of Universelle
small star R. below 9
13 small o above A of Florian
dot outside R. frame below curved line
63 small dot in 1 L of Universelle
V. h/line L. of 10
113 indent in L. frame at J
163
14 dot on line above 1 of 1875
dot in lower R. corner
64 small star outside frame at globe at R
small dot in top of pole
114 small dot in top R. tab.
164 dot under 7 of 1875
small dot before Universelle
15 spot btw. 1 and 2 wire
small star in lower tab.
65 dot in lower scroll
small dot under U of Jubile
115 small dot below frame under D
165 two dots under curved line 7 and JU
16 dot under curved line and RS
white spot in globe above R. hand
66 small dot on 1 of 10
116 dot below and btw. OS of Postale
small dot L. above 0 of 10
166 dot under U of Jubile
dot btw. 2 and 3 wires
17 dot R. above hyphen
lower R. corner open to L.,indent in
lower frame
67 dot low in tab.
small dot above globe at L. frame
117 figura over frame and IL
167 small star btw. 2 and 3 wires
18 dot under 1 of 10
dot in 7 of 1875
68 small dot above, btw. LL
dot on pole near arms
118
168 H. h/line in cloud
19 small str. above hyphen
69 dot above, btw. 18 of 1875
dot over top frame and A of Postale
119 small dot top R. near 5 of 1875
169 white spot R. of L. wrist
small dot outside L,frame above indent
20 dot in V9 H. h/line in cloud
70 H. h/line above NIVER
small dot on 0 of 10
120 small star above top L. corner
170 dot on R. hand
21 small str. in tab. at L. frame
71 dot in lower R. corner
small str. on 1 N of Union
121 small str. L. of 10
171 small o in J
22 dot on pole at L. upper-arm
dot below frame under D
72 V. h/lines under lower L. insulator
V. h/lines on pole under L. hand
(To be continued)
---

---
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LONDON GROUP: Hon, Secretary: Mrs.'E.J. Rawnsley,
32, Etholbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex.
The next meeting, to be held in Room 31, Kingsway
Hall, L0.2., will be on Wednesday, 4th February, when
the subject will be 'PRE-STAMP COVERS' This is a wide
field and all members are invited t o contribute towards
the displays.
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LIBRARY.
We aro attaching to this issue
an up-to-date Library List, and
it has been put on a separate
sheet for the convenience of
members.
PUBLICITY POSTMARKS.

The following publicity
postmarks have been issued and
Will members please note an alteration to the pubshould be added to the list
lished programme: The subjects for March and April are
which terminated with the Sept.
being transposed, i.e. Wednesday, March 4th, will again
News Letter (page 2)
be an All-Member occasion: 'POSTAGE DUES, OFFICIALS,
CHAR DONNE
TELEGRAPHS ETC. - all those 'odd' items that are
GLION
seldom seen.
LE MONT - PELERINE
POSCHIAVO
This change enables us, on Wednesday, April 1st, to
SEELISBERT
have the pleasure of a visit from an old friend and Hon.
UETLIBERG
Member, DR. K. STRAUSS who will give a talk and display
UZNACH
on the 'STANDING HELVETIA' issues, Please make a note
ZERMATT (this is a new type
of this important occasion, which should not be missed.
in a single circle, with no
date-bridge).
YORKS/LANCS GROUP Hon. Secretary: Mr. J.A.Eastwood,
Whinnoy Field House,Skircoat Green Road,Halifax.
A member asks if there is
The meeting on December 6th was devoted to 'WEBERS
anyone who is well up in Postag
DISPLAYS', and a well varied programme was enjoyed.
Duos - yellow series, Control
MR. F. MYERS presented a paper and gave an excellent
marks I and II., and can help
display on stamps depicting postal coaches - horse and
him to sort out ()specially
motor! He_ahowed 34 of what ho described as 'reasonseries D, E. F and G.
f3.bly Constant flaws' of the 1953 Postal Coach, 10 c.
Is there anyone ?? If so,
green.
please let the Editor know.
MR. R.G.STROWLGER gave a pTer and well-considered
Four large size illustrations
study of the various perfs of 'Standing Helvetia'. Ho
to
accompany Mr. Morrison's
pointed out that tho 'Croas & Figure' design of the same
article
on the 1900 UPU series
period was not subject to the same variations of perf.
will
bo
published
next month
There was not even the experimental 9fr , which was at the
as
a
separate
reference
sheet.
request of the postal authorities, not for printers'
convenience, and he posed the question "Why?".
MRS. MYERS introduced a beautiful collection of Cantonal
J. S. ARMSTRONG
Heraldry and Costames of the Pro Juventute issues,
illustrated by her own paintings.
MR. H.W. ROBERTSHAW showed_ a wide range .of stamps with
SWITZERLAND - MINT
cancellations of the privately owned railway linesoome
of which were not known to members who have travelled
1932 Disarmament Conference l5/extensively.
1932 St. Gotthard
...
1/3
ER. U.J.F. GOSLING showed an interesting display of
10/Landscapes
...
1934
postmarks from oval and straight-linos to c.d.s. with
10/...
1938 S.D.N., B.I.T.
times. He reminded members that Emmeneggerts work ended
Exhibition 1st Issue,
1939
with the year 1882, and the authors expressed the hope
10/6
...
9 values
that someone might continue therefrom. Mr. Gosling,
Exhibition 2nd Issue,
1939
therefore, dealt with the next 20 years and has already
12/12 values
...
listed a great number under groups. Is this not a
1/6
...
Red
Cross
1939
likely field where members throughout the country might
28/6
1941 Historical Series ..
collaborate?
1942 Salvage - 3 values .
5/3
On December 23rd members of the Group gave a
2/6
...
Olympics
1944
combined display to the Bradford Philatelic Society.
1945 Peace Issue
It has been found that general societies appreciate a
2/-!
1947 Railway Centenary ..
show of this kind, where thanks to the varied interests
1/6
1948 Swiss Confederation
of members, the whole period from 1549 (sic) to 1958
1948 Landscapes
•..
4/9
can be covered.
2/3
i.
1949 Centenary
'
2/6
...
U.P.U.
1949
OUTLINE MAPS OF SWITZERLAND ' approx. size 5i x 4", on
1952 Centenary Telethin card are available at 12/6d. per 100 (+ 1/6d.
communications ...
2/9
postage) - or onpaper, if preferred, at 10/- per 100
Wants lists welcome.
postage. Smaller quantities can be supplied
proportionately.
Torrisholme,
14, Low Lane,
Orders to the Hon. Secretary: Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley.
The Editor will be pleased to receive articles, letters
Lancs.
Morecambe,
or comments for publication in the News Letter.
VVVVVVWV
.....

Edward H. SPIRO.
R .P.S. , L.

PRESIDENT:
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r - Editor:
MR. P.. L STRATTON
60, Regency Street,
London. S. W.1.

:_. Hon-.-. Secretary, _.
MRS. E.J. RAWNST ,Y,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford. Essex.
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EDITORIAL
It is with much regret
Increase in postal rate for foreign mail.
that I have to inform members that this will be my
Information is now available on the Propaganda
last 'News Letter'. A comstamps to be issued on 9th March. There will be 4
bination of circumstances,
valuess 5, 10, 20 & 50 c. (the latter being the new
domestic, medical and
rate for foreign mail).
business, prevent me from
Details ares
giving the necessary time
and effort for the success5 c. To mark the opening, on 1st July 1959, of the
new Transport House in Lucerne. The stamp,
ful production of the 'News
printed in grey, red, yellow and light green,
Letter'. I had hoped to be
shows the 4 types of transports road, rail,
with you much longer.
air and sea, and is designed by Celestino
Meanwhile,Mrs. Rawnsley,
Piatti, Riehen.
our untiring Secretary, has
10 c. For NABAG (Nationale Briefmarkenaussetellung
agreed to carry on, so I
St. Gallen) 21-30 August, 1959. Depicts the
can safely say that our
arms of Canton St. Gallen, the lictor's rods,
monthly Bulletin will be in
and the posthorn. Printed in green, yellow
sure hands.
and brownish-grey, it has been designed by
I should like to place on
Eugen & Max Lenz, Zurich.
record my grateful thanks
to Mrs. Rawnsley for all the 20 c. For the protection of wild animals and shows an
help she has given me during
owl, a hare and a fish. Colours are red, blue,
my short period of editorbrown and grey and the designer is again
ship, indeed, without such
Celestino Piatti.
help I could not have
50 c. Commemorates the 400th anniversary of the
carried on.
foundation of the University of Geneva. The
My grateful thanks are
stamp shows Jean Calvin and the first Rector,
also extended to those
Theodore de Bbze, and is in light blue, dark
members who have sent artblue and violet. Designers Bernard Cuendet,
icles, suggestions and
Vevey.
letters of appreciation,
The stamps measure 36 x 26 mm. and are printed
and I hop you will give the
in
helio-gravure
by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-desame measure of support to
Fonds,
on
white
paper
with red and blue fibres, in 4
my successor.
sheets of 25 (A-D). They will be on sale, in place
P. W. STRATTON.
of ordinary stamps of these denominations, from March
9th until stocks are exhausted, or until 31st December 1959. The special First Day Cancellation shows two snowdrops and the wordings
BERN, AUSGABETAG 9 MARZ 1959.
For the National Philatelic Exhibition 'NABAG' at St. Gallen, there will be
a special Miniature Sheet, bearing replicas of the 10 c Propaganda stamp, with values of 10 & 20 c. (both stamps in the same design). Above the stamps is the inscription 'NABAG 1959 ST. GALLEN' and 'Nationale Briefmarkenausstellung' and belows
'Exposition Nationale de Philatelie and Esposizione Nazionale Filatelica' on a background of St. Gallen lace, and the whole will be printed in 7 colourss light-blue,
grey, cark-blue, green, red, light-olive and. gold. The stamps will be imperforate,
but both the complete miniature sheet and 'cut out' stamps will be valid for postage
both at home and abroad.

PROPCPkDP ST2VDS'9

The cost of the Miniature Sheet will be Fr.2.- and the Pr.1.70 supplement
will be used towards the cost of the Exhibition and for the advancement of philatel3
Information on the special post offices which will be in use during the exhibition and special cancellations will be available later.
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(Continued) NUMBERS ISSUED. Details are now

ALL ABOUT SWITZERLAND
....
....

Other means of communication have also developed rapidly. At the time of the introduction of the railway, Switzerland possessed a
comparatively well-developed road system,
which is now being improved to meet the new
demands of motor traffic. Public coach services, run partly by the Post Office and
partly by licenced companies, have increased
from year to year.

available of the following stamp
issuess
Propaganda Stamps 1958
5 c.
10 c.

20 c.
40 c.
Pro Patric 1258
5 +

5 c.

=
=

11,986,628
29,789,350

=
=

15,098,996
7,047,251

=

2,470,575

The telephone system is a state monopoly,
10 + 10 c.
=
4,305,561
administered by the Federal Post Office and
3,523,850
20 + 10 c.
=
has, in the last generation grown prodigiously,
30 + 10 c.
=
1,312,555
with a total at the end of 1946 of 695,790
40 + 10 c.
=
1,513,524
subscribers, and over 1 million miles of cable, 2nd United Nations Atomic Conference
providing one of the densest telephone systems
40 c.
=
6,061,345
in the world.
HELVETIA SOCIETY SERVICESs
Radio is also under the Postal AdministraOutline mapss on white card,
tion. Its 4 transmitters, broadcasting in 3
12/6d.
per 100, on paper 10/- per 100.
languages, are those of Beromunster, Sottens,
Smaller
quantities proportionately,
Monte Ceneri and Schwarzenburg, a short-wave
postage
extra.
station. The number of licences issued
Photo-copyings articles and
reached 1 million in 1950, that is about one
illustrations.
fourth of the population.
For further details apply to
The whole system of communications corresthe Hon. Secretary.
ponds to the many-sided, highly complex economy of the country, with its huge demand for ;
travel and transport and its vital connections
We have great pleasure in
with the rest of the world.
announcing that we shall be represented at
Switzerland holds a unique position among
the nations. Public economy and prosperity
imply world recognition of achievements in
STAND
35
material things. The high quality of Swiss
goods on the world market has given the counMarch 13th - 21st, 1959
try its purchasing power to procure goods it
lacks and cannot produce and has made it poss- when we hope to see many of our
ible to increase the population to 4 millions, clients and give personal attention 1
to their requirements and Swiss
although it has been calculated that of all
stamp 'problems'.
European countries, perhaps of all the world,
Switzerland has the highest population deThe more knowledge we can acpendent on connections with the outside
quire of our customers' collections,
the more chance the collector has
E;
world, too dense by 131% to be able to meet
s'
of benefitting by being offered
the needs of its present standard of living
by its own resources.
'tit-bits' throughout the year which
are likely to be of interest.
It is to the advantage of the country that
Free Vouchers for the Exhibitpeople as well as goods should move freely
ion, redeemable on orders of over
across the frontier and that political conditions should be sufficiently stable to guar-1 20/-, have already been sent to our
regular clients. If you are not on
antee that freedom. Peace between nations,
such as Switzerland has been able to achieve • our books and want to visit us at
at home, is vital. To achieve this Switzerland 'STAMPEX', send a stamped addressed
envelope and a Voucher will be forhas based her relations with other countries
warded
to you.
on the principle of perpetual neutrality inspired by a spirit of peace.
We take this opportunity of
thanking you for your support and
The Confederation was founded for the purcustom since the last Exhibition
pose of ensuring the existence of its members
and hope our service has been satby a united defence against enemy attack. The
isfactory.
expansionism which developed in the Middle
Ages was checked by the defeat of Marignano at
the beginning of the 16th cent., and resulted
COLLECTOR
AMATEUR
in a withdrawal from world history. This was
LTD.
the price the Confederation had to pay to
maintain its inner balance and to save itself
from future dangers. Thus Switzerland was
Woodside Park
7,Westbury Road,
spared the horrors of the 30 Years' War (1618
-1648) and its independence was formally reLondon. N. 12.
cognised by the Peace of Westphalia in 1648,
when the self-imposed principle of neutrality

nmp x
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10 Cts, RED
122 V. str. L. of face on globe
172. two dots in shawl; small str. in shawl
23 sun under 10; spot over G of Grasset
73 dot under A of Postale
dot in cloud above globe
12.3 h/line R. of DE, thro' S(elle) to wires
173 star R. of 5 in 1875
small dot R. under 0 of Union
24 dot on R. upper arm
dot in cloud under UB
74 dot L. under 0 of 10
dot in cloud under U of Univers
124 dot above,btw. 18 of 1875
dot in top R. tab.
174 str. btw. J and curved line
str. in lowest letter
25 dot in scroll L. under 1875
small dot in 0 of Union
75 star below frame under, btw. D and F
dot in clothes above 87 of 1875
125
175 large
large spot on 1 wire
dot in shawl at L. at R. shoulder
26 H. str. in shawl under R. fore—arm
dot under hyphen
76 dot in tab. R. of 10
126 dot above top L. corner
dot outside R. frame at curved line
176 dot under U of Jubile
dot under, btw. 87 of 1875
27 spot under S of Postale
dot after Grasset D
77 dot in 0 of Union
small V.str. under frame and D
127 small str. over frame and L of L'Un.
dot on R. upper—arm
177 small star above globe; dot in cross
28 dot outside top R. corner
frame broken L of 10 (like 78B)
78 dot in cloud under N of Universelle
dot below frame and ,G of Grasset
128 small star on pole L. below arms
small dot R. of Jubile
178
29 small dot outside R. frame at curved
line
small dot in clothes over 5 of 1875
79 small dot over curved line under J
129 small dot outside L. frame at tab.
179 dot above hyphen
30 dot on lower pole
dot above V of Universelle
---

80

---

130 dot outside L. frame at 1875 level
small str. btw. RS of Universelle
180 small dot in cloud above globe
dot on R. hand
31 small dot above top frame and Union
small dot under L of Postale
81 two dots on pole; dot on L. upper—arm
131 dot in tab. R. of 10
large spot in bow above L. upper—arm
181 dot on pole; dot on A of Florian
32 two dots in clothes
dot btw. 3 and 4 wires
82 dot on top of 1 of 10
small str. in lower R. corner.
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by W. R. Morrison (Continued
Line Perforation (Continued)
132 dot under 4 wire at L.
small dot under U of Jubile
182 small str. L. of top of 1 of 10
33 small o under U of Universelle
small o top R. in tab.
83 small V. str. outside frame at
ribbon dot btw. J and U of Jubile
deep
str. above 7 of 1875
133
dot above globe
183 h'line btw. hyphen and 1900
small dot R. above 10
34 spot outside frame at bottom L.
small dot in 1 0 of 1900
84 spot above wing
dot in clothes above 7 of 1875
134 dot under JU
dotted line from frame at L. thro'
1 wire to cloud
184 dot in 9 of 1900
two small dots under wires, Postale
35 star on 1 of 1875
star in lower R. frame
85 small dot in cloud under B
small dot under hyphen
135 dot on pole above L. index finger
foot of R extended to R.
185 small str. btw. LE of Jubile
two dots on 7
36 small o below frame and scroll
small o on U of Universelle
86 star under J; dot above 0 of 10
136 H. str. in E of Jubile
large spot L. of Univers.
186 str. on 5 of 1875
str. above,btw. 90 of 1900
37 clasp or hook on breast; spot above,
wing
87 dot in cloud under UB
137 dot L. under 1 of 1875
dot low R. after D of Grasset D
187 dot in top R. tab.
small str. on top R. corner
38 small str. at R. frame above arms
letter on lower frame open at top
88 small star under bottom frame at L.
138 H. h/line over DE L'U
spot R. under lower R. corner
188 dot on R. shoulder
dot btw. 1 and 2 wire
39 V. h/line on lower pole
small str from R. shoulder to neck
89
139 dot over 1 wire, under J
h/line thro' clouds over globe
189 small star outside L. frame at tab.
40 small dot under wires at Postale
90 dot on curved line under B
140 dot above hyphen
190
41 small str. over frame and E of DE
scroll open at lower L.
91 small str.in 0 of 10
small dot under hyphen
141
191 dot at 2 L of Universelle
angle outside lower R. frame
(To be Continued)
---
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Three members contributed displays of
'PRE-STAMP COVERS' at the meeting held on
4th February. Mr. J.H. Short began with
early straight-line cancellations of
GENEVE, of 1747 and LUGANO of 1789. Three
interesting covers were of ROUTES BERTHOUD
BIRWIL & BRITTNAU, while others showed
'Franco Grenze' and many other frontier and
route markings in both red and black inks.

At the January meeting, Mr. L. Moore
presented a paper and a display of
Swiss Postal History over the last Five
Hundred Years! Beginning with a dated
letter from Geneva to Venice in 1458,
Mr. Moore ended with postcards which he
sent from a Swiss ship on the Rhine,
from Basle bound for Rotterdam, franked
with Swiss stamps and cancelled in GerMrs. E.J. Rawnsley followed with a further man towns, dated 1958.
selections early straight-lines of GENEVE,
Several 17th century items were
shown, but the first hand-struck town
VEVEY & NEUCHATEL, a cover of the HELVETIC
REPUBLIC, various types of circular cancel- cancels were those of PORRENTRUY (1789)
lations, including 'Horseshoes', and some
and ST. GALL (1790), the latter unTICINO OVALS.
recorded by Winkler. Early Ship Letters
on lakes Maggiore, Como, Lugano and
Mr. G. W. Daglish provided the third dis- Constance were shown and a special
play, covering many types of early covers.
feature was an almost complete range of
Two outstanding items were a very fine
the postmarks of CHUR (Coire), Cantonal'
early 'CHARGEE' cover, and another sent from town of Graubunden (Grisons) from 1805
L'ECRENAZ (which has no post-office) via
to the middle 1860's.
'BREVINE, dated 1853.
,

The next meeting, on 4th March, will again
be an opportunity for ALL MEMBERS to take
part, by producing from their collections
all the odd items that seldom see the light
of days POSTAGE DUES, OFFICIALS, TELEGRAPHS
etc. etc.

r-nmoLs swiss

ON sT1(YmPs

HANS KONRAD ESCHER von der LINTH(1767-1823)
Was a member of the General Council of
the Helvetic Republic from 1798-1802. As
President of the Board of Expansion, he
devoted himself to the canalization of the
Linth - the upper course of the Limmat
(the Escher Canal) from 1807-1822.
He and his family were granted the honorary surname 'von der Linth' by the Grand
Council of Zurich in 1823.
FERDINAND HODLER (1853-1918)
Born at Gurzelen in Ct. Bern on March
14th 1853. Received his early education in
drawing at Thun and later at Geneva, where
he worked under Barthelemy Menn, at the
same time studying at the University. After
various journeys, notably in Spain, which
explains the Spanish influence in his work,
he settled down in Geneva, where with a few
intervals, he remained until his death on
May 20th, 1918. He was a protagonist of
the expressionist influence and became one
of the most famous European painters of
historical subjects. His paintings of
Swiss battle scenes are well-known, particularly the 'Retreat from Marignano'. The
best display of his works is in the Kunsthaus in Zurich.

The display covered most types of
the known cancellations and instructional markings of the first forty years
of adhesives, the meeting having previously agreed with Mr. Moore that
Postal History did not end in 1843.

Subscrip tion s
These are coming in fairly well, but
if you have not yet sent yours, it
would be appreciated if you would do so
as soon as possible.
Auction prices prove the everincreasing popularity of Swiss stamps.
Lot mo quote for those missing
items before prices rise still further
and while stocks are yet available.
PRE-STAMP COVERS
CLASSICS

STRUBELIS

...

STANDING HELVETIA
AIRMAILS
PRO JUVENTUTE
ETC.

PRO PATRIA
PROPAGANDA
ETC.

Want lists welcome

•

•.... .

RMSTRONG

Torrisholme,
14, Low Lane,
Morecambe, Lancs.
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EDITORIAL
In taking on the task
of producing the 'Helvetia
News Letter' I should like
to make it clear that I do
so purely as a temporary
measure in order to ensure
the continuity of our publication. I am only too
conscious that I have neither the journalistic
ability nor the philatelic
knowledge to warrant the
post of Editor, although I
am quite willing, as hitherto, to cope with the hack
work of typing, assembly
and despatch.
Pending the appointment
of a more qualified Editor
I will do my best to keep
things going, but if there
is anyone who is willing
to take on the task I trust
they will get in touch with
me as soon as possible.

B. J. RAWNSLEY.

Hon.Exchange Pkt.Supt;
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham, Reading.

-
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MUNICH PRINTS.

FURTHER COMMENTS BY LT.-COL. J. D. BLYTH
In the absence of any record of the constituents of
the inks used in printing the Munich issues it is
impossible to find any direct proof that the colours
of the 10 and 15 Rp, values differed in the two issues,
and, as Mr. Moore says with perfect truth, the exist- encofthswvalueindfrtcolusdent
in itself establish any particular chronological. order.
It is a recognised fact, however, that circumstantial
evidence can be so strong that it may be accepted as
positive proof, and I hope to show that such evidence
does exist.
The opinion which I expressed in my previous article was based mainly on the appearance of the stamps when examined under various conditions of lighting,.
but since reading Mr. Moore's reply I have made a
fairly extensive series of tests on colour mixtures in
which I attempted to match the colours of the 5, 10
and 15 Rp. values of both printings in all the varieties in my possession. The results seem to have a con-,
siderable bearing on the question of chronological
order, but before describing them it may be as well if
I avoid, any possible confusion by giving the exact
meaning which throe words in the following are intended to convey.

The term 'shade' refers to the depth or strength of an individual colour. If
white is added in varying quantities to say ultramarine a number of shades ranging
from full strength to light or pale will be obtained, but the colour will remain unchanged. If, however, another colour such as yellow is added to ultramarine the
result will be a new colour which cannot be described correctly as a shade of ultramarine. It will be a green whose quality will depend upon the amount of yellow
added. This quality I describe as 'hue' and it should be remembered that shades
of each hue can be made by the addition of white. The third case occurs when black
is added to a colour and differs from the other two because black, having no colour
itself, cannot change any colour to which it is added but merely has the effect of
sullying or partially obscuring it and making it dull.
In making the tests I employed only pigment which would have been available at
the times Vermillion, Chrome Yellow, Ultramarine, Prussian Blue (sometimes called
Chinese Blue), and Lamp Black. My white was Chinese White (Zinc Oxide); it is more
likely that the white used in preparing the printing inks was Flake White (Load Carbonate) but this is not available in water colour. The shades obtained will not be
affected by the difference. And now having established the grounds upon which my
own contributions are based, I will submit the items of evidence as far as they are
known to me and the inferences which it seems reasonable to draw from them.
When Herr Weiss submitted samples in October 1852 he reported that he had the
following quantities ready- 100 9 000 x 5 Rp., 200,000 x 10 Rp., 250,000 x 15 Rp. and
150,000 x 40 Rp. The limited number of each value printed and the fact that Teiss
submitted samples suggests that ho looked upon the first printing as a trial run,
the inference being that the amounts of ink mixed would be no greater than was necessary before definite approval of the colours had been given.
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In Zumstein's 'Handbuch' (1908) it is said that "the stamps wore too pale, and
some could be mistaken for others in artificial light; but the Postal Administration
accepted them and ordered further supplies with.the 5 Rp. and 40 Rp. in darker colours". (I quote from an English translation and - do - not know what German word was
rendered as 'pale). It appears, then, that as long as 50 years ago Ernst Zumstein
had some grounds for believing that all four 'Values were too pale (or perhaps 'matt')
even though the order specified darker colours for two values only. As there is no
direct evidence on this point I will only remark that it is not impossible that it
had some influence on the printers when they were mixing the fresh lots of colour
for the second printing. In any case it is most unlikely that the shades and hues
of the 10 and 15 Rp. values of the second printing would match those of the first
printing precisely unless careful records of the exact composition of the colours
had been made and kept, and this does not seem to have been done.
The first clue to the chronological order is to be found in the fact that Weiss
submitted samples of the stamps which were ready for delivery. Weiss was an experienced printer, and it is only reasonable to suppose that he made every endeavour
to keep the colours constant and in agreement with those of the samples; had he not
done so the samples would have had but little meaning and his reputation might have
suffered. For such limited numbers the task would not have been difficult; the preparation of a sufficient amount of ink to print the whole number of each value would
ensure that the proportions of the constituents remained unvaried and the only further precaution necessary would be insistence on the importance of keeping the ink
constantly and thoroughly mixed during printing. The logical inference to be drawn
from this assumption is that the 10 and 15 Rp. values which show marked variations
in shade and hue belong to the second printing, while those which show little or no '
differences can be assigned to the first printing. This method of classification
is far from complete; approximately 2 million of the 10 Rp. and 1 million of the 15
Rp. of the second printing were issued, and of course large numbers of each value
are to be found which might be assigned to the first printing on the grounds that
they show no appreciable variation in shade or hue. The next problem is to identify the particular variety of colour of each value which belongs to the first printing,for if this can be done the remaining varieties can be assigned to the second
printing and the chronological order will have been established.
In the case of the 15 Rp. the solution of
is known that the 5 and 15 Rp. values of the
first printing could be mistaken for each
other in artificial light, therefore, if one
variety alone out of a number of varieties
of the 15 Rp. closely approximates to the
colour of the orange-brown 5 Rp. when examined together in yellowish artificial light,
it seems to prove conclusively that the
lone 15 Rp. may be assigned with certainty
to the first printing. As I said in my earlier article I have used this means of identification, and my belief in the accuracy of
the identification is strengthened by the
fact that in daylight the colour of the
specimen can be described as dull, which is
in accordance with the descriptions given
in Zumstein's and Muller's catalogues. The
experiments which I made with colour mixtures and will describe later, seem to confirm the identification. To be Continued.....
The rising prices of Swiss stamps are reflected in the valuations given for the
sale of Airmail material from the Marquis
of Bute's collection, despite the fact that
almost all are described as 'damaged by
moisture' to some degree.
Blocks of 4 of the scarce 1913 (June 8th)
Lugano-Mendrisio 25 c. label. (without gum)
are valued at from x.70-£90, and two pairs
at £35 & £50. A card for the Vevey-Villeneuve flight (22/6/13) is shown at £15, with
x.10 for a card of the 1913 'Schweiz Plugpost/Grencheu-fSoloth.',to mention only a few
of the choice items. It will be interesting
r
+ 1, n
rpa.l ised.

the problem presents no difficulty. It
THE

P PTEU COLLECTOR LTD.
Are you interested in PRE-STAMP COVERS?
We have a vast stock at your disposal
from the inexpensive to the rarities.
Or in the CLASSICS?
We have some choice items in stock.
Or in STAMPS from 1850 to date?
Select your items from our approval
books; either mint or in fine used
condition.
Or in FLIGHT COVERS?
We have many interesting items to
offer.
Or in THEMATICS?
Swiss stamps cover a wide variety
flowers, insects, trains, heraldry etc
Or in SOLDIER STAMPS?
On or off cover we can supply a
large selections 1914 -18 & 1939-45.
Whatever your needs in Swiss stamps
it is almost certain we can satisfy
your demands.

27 Westbury Road, Woodside Park,
London. N.12.
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1900 L, P ,L,
By W. R. Morrison (Continued)
No. 78A - 10 Cts. RED - Line Perforation
42 large spot over UB
small V str. under F of Florian
92 dot above E of Postale
small dot L. of top of 1 of 10
142 star outside L.frame; small diag.
str.outside L. frame at curved line
192 small dot in cross; dot above globe
43 dot near R. frame at elbow
small o in top L. tab.
93 dot outside R. frame at wires
143 dot in tab. at L. frame
hiline thro' E and DE to L. of L'U
193 dot L. of 10
small str. after Grasset
44 star in cloud under UN of Universelle
spot on R. shoulder
94 dot under OS of Postale
144 dot on pole near arms; dot under
lower frame and A of Grasset
194 large dot at U of Union
dot L. of 5 of 1875
'---- 45 semi-o btw. 1 and 2 wires
lower frame damaged under scroll
95 small dot over 1 of 10
small dot R. under 0 of 10
145 small str. under hyphen
two dots on pole
195 small barbs on hyphen
H. str. on pole above ribbon
46 dot under curved line and J
spot over top frame L. of pole
96 dot L. under 1 of 10
dot L. of Universelle
146 three spots R. globe under arms
dot under 9 of 1900
196 h/line from E of DE thro' IL
h/line from 2 E of Univers. to iOn
47 h/line in clothes
diag. h/line over hyphen
97 small o above globe; dot in 5 of
1875
147 spot L. above J; spot under J
197 dot above 1 of 10
dot below,btw. 1 and 0 of 10
48 h/line from top R. tab. to frame at
1900; dot above frame and pole
'98 dot btw. 7 and 5 of 1875
str. low in U of Union
148 dot outside R. frame above E
198 white blob on R. hip
49 dot on breast
str. on R. wrist (bracelet)
99 V. h/line under frame and F of
Florian; dot outside R. frame at
cross
149 small dot outside L. frame near tab.
199 dot over E of Postale
spot in top of 5 of 1875
50 str. in cloud
dot outside R. frame, R. hand level
100 h/line from L. frame thro' tab.
small dot under wires under Postale
150 H. str. bolow frame and D
small star on topmost letter
200 line in lower scroll
dot L. of 1 of 10
(To be Continued)
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HOTELTAMPS,..„.
The 'BELALPI stamp

The following letter has been received
from Messrs. L.N. & M. Williams, and will,
we feel sure, be of interest to membersg
"Our attention has been drawn to the two
articles, written by Mr. E.M.Hamilton and
published in the 'Helvetia News Letter',
Nos. 7/8 & 9 of 1958. These articles are
of considerable interest to us $ and it is
good to learn that what, in some quarters,
is regarded as a forgotten group, is still
the subject of study and research.
However, your contributor makes one
statement with which we do not agree, not,
we are sure, will many other philatelists.
He states that BELALP, Z.Nos. 2-4 are not
lithographed but engraved (recess). This
in fact is incorrect s the stamps were
certainly not recess-printed. If your
contributor doubts our assertion let him
satisfy himself on the point by applying
the test for recess-printing, i.e. by
placing a piece of clean silver paper on
one or more of the stamps, gently rubbing
the surface and then seeing whether the
silver paper has picked up any of the impression. He will find that it has not;
but let him apply the same test to any
known recess-printed stamp and he will see
at once that the impression a however
faintly, is taken up by the paper.
There is little, if any, doubt that the
Belalp stamps were lithographed. What may
have happened is that the original design was engraved on metal and that transfers
were taken from it for laying down on a
lithographic stone. This has been done
quite frequently in stamp production. If
Mr. Hamilton has any recess-printed impressions of the Belalp stamps we suggest
that they are either proofs (which is
possible) or forgeries. If the design was
engraved on motal in the first place it is
quite likely that proofs were taken from
the metal base, and they would, of course,
be recess-printed.
We can add one small point to your contributor's notes. We have in our collection a somewhat crude forgery of the RigiScheideck stamp in blue. The blue is
brighter than that of the genuine stamp,
the letters of the inscription are larger
and the background behind tho envelope in
the design consists of vertical lines only.
Specimens of this forgery must be very
scarce, as we have not seen any others.
We described the forgery and illustrated
it in an article on forgeries of local
stamps, published in 'THE STAMP LOVER',
Vol. XXXV, pages 120 & 127 (JanuaryFebruary 1943).
L.N. & M.WILLIAMS.
Mr. Hamilton comments s "Messrs.Williams
are quite right in saying that all BELALP
stamps are lithographed. I was misled by
an 'expert' and took his word for it, instead of looking further into the matter.
My best thanks to them. Please publish the
It
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YORKS/LANCS GROUPS
Hon. Secretarys
J.A. Eastwood, Whinney Field House,
Skircoat Green Road, Halifax, Yorks.

The subject for the March meeting was
On February 7th some 15 members of the
POSTAGE DUES, OFFICIALS ETC., and select- Group welcomed as a visitor, 'Helvetia'
ions of items under this heading were
member, Mr. J.S.Armstrong, who had driven
shown by
60 frosty miles from Morecambe.'
Mr. E. Lienhard - including stamps issued
The display of the day was by Mr. J.
by the various International Offices.
Walker who showed a most remarkable range
(Notes Another member said that certain of covers from 1840 pre-stamp material
of these Offices were now using meter
right up to the comparatively recent specmarks and when asked why, said they only ial flights. Early stampless covers were
used the special stamps 'when they were
shown and also several bearing the early
not busy'!!
stamps (Strubeli etc.) with interesting
Mr. M. Uehlinger - an example of the 500 postmarks. Among the outstanding items
c. Postage Duo used for postage; a superb were a Rigi Kulm Hotel stamp on a postcard
telegraph cancellation on a 50 c. 'Sitting used in 1885 and a cover with the red
Helvetia' (perf.); a Rigi-Kaltbad cover, cachet of ' Royal Hotel Clarens' duly canunfortunately posted 1 year too early to celled with the c.d.s. of 'Clarens
have a hotel stamp, and a card with a
(Montreux)' and dated 1913. Most of the
Rigi-Kulm hotel stamp used in conjunction early Flying Meeting 'labels' were on
with a 10 c. 'Cross & Figure' stamp.
view and the general presentation was outMr. M. E. Young - showed a variety of un- standingly clear. Members expressed their
usual items of specially issued cards and pleasure at such a remarkable exhibition''
cancellations, machine cancellations etc of such a wide field - with something of
Mrs. E. J. Rawnsley - later Postage Due
interest to everybody. Mr. Walker brightissues and 'Tt marks; frank stamps, tele- ened up a very dull day and certainly prograph cancels, customs marks, lake steam- vided still further stimulus to the ever
er cancels and a page of the stamps
growing trend towards cover collecting.
issued for internal use on the railways.
The Group is becoming in great demand
• to provide displays for ordinary philatelMembers are reminded that we have an
important meeting on Wednesday, 1LI_AIril ic societies. Owing to the illness of a
when Dr. K. Strauss will be giving a talk distinguished philatelist, the Leeds Socand display on 'STANDING HELVETIA'. This iety found itself suddenly with a vacant
date. No need for a Syllabus Secretary to
should not be missed.
panic though, just call in 'Helvetia' who
can be relied upon to bring a joint disof Switzerland far more effective and
more acceptable to other collectors than a
NEW POSTAL RATES
normal one-man effort. Such a display covers every period and aspect of Swiss
Details are now available of the new
rates which come into force on 1st Aprils collecting, and members are becoming experts in their own particular sections.
Letters; not exceedings
This joint display to the Leeds P.S. was
20g.50c. 40g.80c. 60g.1F10 80g.1F40
on February 21st.
(1F15)
(90c)
(40c)
( 6 5c)
up to 200g. 3F20 (2.65) - old rates are
shown in brackets.
Printed matters Surface Mails 10c. 50g.
Airmail surchar e for rinted matters
10c. for 50g. reduced from 15c. for 50g.)

Postcards s 30c. (25c.)
II-2=printedcardsa New cards 30c. to be
issued as from 1/5/59
Existing stockss surcharged 30c. (1/4/59)
The surcharge - by H. Th8ni - consists
of 8 parallel bars of equal length (red)
placed diagonally over the 25, and new
value 30 printed on the left.

. S --n P.N.S 1 ‘--- ONG
*****

* * * * * * * * * * 4 * * * *

The present Auction Sales of
AIRMAILS
show that this fascinating subject can
be both interesting and profitable.
May I help YOU to enlarge your
airmail collection?
Material sent on approval to members 1
of the Helvetia, or supplied against
Wants Lists.

Personal deliverys 30c. (no charge
previously)
50c. (from 40c.)
Registration Fees
80c.
Express Fees (same) letterss
Fr.1.10
packetss

Send to
Torrisholme,
14, Low Lane,
Morecambe, Lancs.
....... ............... ..a„ .... ..
......... ...... ............. .....
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THE SWISS \\ DIY OF THE POSTAGE STAMP
oOo

The idea of holding one day per year as the "Day of the Postage Stamp" originated at the 1936 Congress of the Federation Internationale de Philatelie in Luxembourg
when it was decided that each of the affiliated societies should choose one Sunday
each year for this purpose. Since then collectors have been celebrating their 'Stamp
Day' with local exhibitions, bourses, films and wireless programmes about philately,
w hich have done a great deal to encourage newcomers to the hobby.
The Swiss Federation of Philatelic Societies, representing about 40 Societies,
following the lead of the F.I.P., selected in 1937 the first Sunday in December as
the Swiss 'Day of the Stamp', and it has been held on this day ever since, with the
full support of the Press, Radio and the P.T.T. which provides a special cancellation
for philatelic mail.
The Federation chooses a different place in Switzerland each year to receive
this special cancellation and the selection is submitted to the P.T.T. administration
for the preparation and issue of an appropriate postmark. For the first 5 years a
round date-stamp was used with inscription 'Tag der Briefmarke' and the name of the
town. In 1942 circular pictorial cancellations were introduced, showing a typical
attraction of the place where the date-stamp was used. With the exception of 1938
a single cancellation has been used in that year only three similar cancellations
in the three languages (German, French and Italian) and for three different places
were used. Later cancellations are in the language of the part of Switzerland in
which the town is situated and are thus either 'Tag der Briefmarke', 'Journée du
Timbre' or 'Giornata del Francobollo'.
These postmarks, together with the official cards, can form an attractive and
colourful side-line. In 1937 cards of two different colours were issued; in 1938
three cards of the same design but in the three languages. In 1939 and 1940 there
were three different colours as well as the three languages. Since 1941 one card
only has been issued, usually with an attractive pictorial design relating to the
occasion, such as the Gotthard mail coach, some aspect of the post connected with
that particular town, i.e. the old Basle letter box, or the special cancellation in
use.
The following is the list to date of the towns which have celebrated this
events
1947 Luzern
1941 Zurich
1953 Geneva
1948
Schaffhausen
(German) 1942 Geneva
1954 Luzern
Vevey
Lausanne (French) 1943 Fribourg
1955 Basle
1949
1956 St. Gallen
Lugano (Italian) 1944 Winterthur 1950 Grenchen
1951
Bern
1957 Basle
1945 Bern
1939 Bern
1948 Bellinzona
1952
Vlattwil
1946 Sion
1940 St. Gallen
The official cancellations applied to the postcards for 'Stamp Day' do not
include all the special cancellations used on that day, for many exhibitions are
held on the same date and have their own cancellations, mostly franked by the Swiss
mobile Post Offices which are in attendance on such occasions.
The early cards of the years 1937 to 1942 9 with all the different languages,
are now becoming difficult to find and some hunting may be necessary to form a complete collection. E.J. RAWNSLEY

1937 Bern
1938 Basle

REMINDE R:

London Meeting - 6th May ...

U.P.U. 1900 - All Members
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STPINDING H LVTIP'1 DISPLPY
Notes on the April visit of Dr. K. Strauss to the London Group.
The 'Standing Helvetia' issues, which appear so confusing at first, are a subject
which virtually all Swiss collectors tackle sooner or later and find of immense interest. It was a privilege, therefore, to have a visit from Dr. K. Strauss, an Hon.
Member of the Society, who has carried out a tremendous amount of research on these
issues, and who gave a magnificent display covering every aspect, which was not only
a joy to see, but also helped to solve some of the problems perplexing the less experienced collectors.
Dr. Strauss began by explaining the technicalities of the production of these
stamps by the then modern process of copper plates, a method chosen to replace the
more expensive embossing of the previous issue, and also gave reasons for the many
flaws, retouches, varieties of printing etc. which occur, as well as the methods of
application of the security marks and watermarks.
Then followed essays of design; many suggestions were put forward and among some
of the rarely seen unaccepted designs were a pictorial and one based on the 'ROitli
Oath'. Essays of the accepted design were then seen, with colour trials, some bearing the notes of the printers on the mixture of colours used. After these came a
straightforward series of one sheet for each issue of mint stamps and a sheet of
various types of postmarks, including two examples of Customs cancellations of Geneva
and Porrentruy and a double ring cancellation described as a 'dumb' cancel for outsize packets.
The main part of the display consisted of each value, treated separately, showing ^
mint and used examples of all three printings, together with flaws, retouches, degrees of wear, varieties etc. Among many interesting pages mention can be made of
the 20 c. value which provided a galaxy of colour from pale yellow to brown-orange
and included a â sheet of 50, of which 44 show retouches. Dr. Strauss considers the
25 c. green to be one of the most interesting, and older members will recollect the
splendid article which he made available and which was published in our 'News Letter'
in 1 949. The sheets displayed ranged from the blue-green of the first printing and
the yellow-green to the later 'flat' green, again with a vast array of flaws etc.,
and examples of double prints. The 30 c. brown included the 'Helvetia' error and
examples of the so-called 'White Helvetia' caused by dry printing. Each value,
right through to the 3 Fr., had its own 'highlights' of unusual items.
The Chairman, Mr. Daglish, expressed appreciation, on behalf of those present,
for this magnificent display, which he was sure would send everyone home to look
much more thoroughly at their own collections, now that they could see so clearly
the tremendous scope of the subject.
E.J.R.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SWISS

APPRO VAL

SERVICE

The following sections of Swiss Approvals, beautifully mounted in booklets or on
special sheets, are now available for clients' perusal.
LANGUAGE STRIPS
POSTAGE DUES. Mint
CANTONALS
BLOCKS OF FOUR. Used
POSTAGE DUES. Used
RAYONS & STRUBELIS
SOLDIER STAMPS 1914-18
POSTMARKS 1845-1882
POSTAGE 1907-1933. Mint
SOLDIER STAMPS 1939-45
LANDSCAPES 1914-49. Mint
SITTING HELVETIAS. Mint
SOLDIER STAMP COVERS
Mxd MODERN PICTORIALS
SITTING HELVETIAS. Used
VARIETIES & ERRORS (Mod.) SOLDIER MINIATURE SHEETS
NUMERALS. Mint
OFFICIALS
NUMERALS. Used
AIR. MAILS
SOCTFTE de NATIONS
JUVENTUTES. Mint
STANDING HLVETIAS. Mint
LABOUR BUREAU
JUVENTUTES. Used
STANDING HELVETIAS. Used
OTHER INTERNAT. OFFICES
NATIONAL FETES
VARIETIES & ERRORS to 1914
PRE-STAMP COVERS
TETE-BECHE
TELEGRAPH STAMPS
MIXED COVERS
SE-TENANTS U.P.U. 1900
POSTAL STATIONERY
GUTTER STRIPS
PROOFS & ESSAYS
FLIGHT COVERS
HOTEL POST STAMPS
UNUSUAL ITEMS & RARITIES
They can be sent at intervals of 2, 4, 6 or 8 weeks, as convenient,
are fully insured in transit both ways AND ALSO WHILE IN YOUR HOME!
Please complete the form which is enclosed with this 'News Letter'.
LTD.
COLLECTOR,
AMATEUR
THE
(H.L. Katcher, P.T.S.)
London. N.12.
Woodside Park,
27, Westbury Road,
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MORE ABOUT THE MUNICH PRINTS
By Lt.Col. J. B. Blyth
(Conclusion)
The 10 Rp. presents more difficulty as nothing can be learned from direct comparisons in varied but normal conditions of lighting. The only evidence is contained
in Ernst Zumstein's statement that the colour was considered too pale (if that is the
right translation) and the later descriptions 'mattblau' given in Zumstein's and
Muller's catalogues, Evidently these two authorities regard the colour as distinctive
and the specimen which I assigned to the first printing on account of its dull colour
was the only one of a number of varieties of blue which showed any peculiarity in the
light of a quartz lamp. This in itself does not establish its place in the chronological order and I have relied upon what I believe to be the correct inference
drawn from the records of the numbers printed, though neither these nor the catalogue
values can be taken as a guide to the scarcity-of the 10 and 15 Rp. compared with the
5 and 40 Rp. stamps. (Muller gives the numbers issued of the 15 and 40 Rp. as being
equal, about 150,000). The reason for the comparatively low catalogue values of the
10 and 15 Rp. is, I suggest, that the vast majority of collectors are unaware of any
difference between the first and second printings. To some extent this applied to the
40 Rp; in 1917 Stanley Gibbons priced the distinctive orange-brown 5 Rp. at 25/-, the
'pale apple-green' 40 Rp. at 4/6d. and the 'pale yellow-green' at 7/6d. 9 by 1950the
prices had risen to E12, 30/- and R.6 respectively, and in 1955 they were £20, 60/and £16. This suggests that collectors have become increasingly aware of some major
difference between the two 40 Rp. values with the result that supplies of the first
5 and 40 Rp. to a printgaeu short,ugeposibltyfadnghe
--pallection still depends on the depth of one's purse. The 10 and 15 Rp., however,
Ae extremely hard to find; in fact the specimens which I have seen are one of each
in my own collection which I picked up by chance in provincial 'stamp shops'. I must
admit that at the time I did not recognise them for what they are, but acquired them
(at a very low price) on account of their rather unusual appearance. It may well be
that the reason for their apparent rarity is that most of the existing specimens
repose unrecognised in general collections. The inference, then, is that a 10 Rp.
whose dull leaden blue colour differs from the brighter and darker blues of the Munich issues can be assigned to the first printing, though comparison in the light
ofaqurtzlmpisdeab.
,

Tp

Apart from the dull colours of the 10 and 15 Rp. stamps their unusual appearance
affords an additional means of identification. This is• best illustrated in the halftone pictures given in Muller's catalogue, which shows an enlarged portion of a 10 Rp
of the first printing.
The experiments with colour mixtures which I carried out had two main objectssfirst, to attempt to reproduce the colours of the stamps of the first printing and
compare them in artificial light and, second, by reproducing the colours of the second issue to discover what differences (if any) there were in the mixtures used in
---einting the first and second issues. The results, given in the order in which the
experiments were made, are as follows?

(1) LL

111. First -arintin . Vermilion made pale with white, dulled with a little
Lamp Black, with a little Ultramarine added.

(2)

(3)

Y ?. First rintin ,. As above, with the proportion of Ultramarine increased
and Chrome Yellow added.
2,L . Second rintin . Vermilion and white, no Black, and only a minute touch
of Ultramarine. The amount of white was varied to give varying shades of pink.
The resulting colours closely matched those of the stamps and in yellowish'artificial light it was difficult to distinguish between (1) and (2), but the
appearance of (3) seemed unchanged.
First n ri ntin€;. Prussian Blue, White, a touch of Ultramarine, dulled
10
n t
with Black.
10 RD Second printing. By mixing Prussian Blue, Ultramarine, and White in varying proportions it was possible to reproduce the varieties of colour both in
hue and. shade. No Black used.
The quartz lamp was not available for comparative tests.
LL. Second brintinr. Vermilion, Chrome Yellow, Prussian Blue, Ultramarine., and
White. These colours mixed in varying proportions gave the whole range of browns
from red--brown and yellow-brown to grey-brown which can be found in the second
printing.
40 Ul The colours of both printings are so light that I could come to no definite conclusion, but it seems possible that the first printing was made with a
mixture of Chrome Lemon and Prussian Blue, and that Ultramarine was added'or
(Continued overleaf)
even .replaced the Prussian Blue for the second printing.
^

-
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LONDON GROUPg Hon.Sec.,Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley, YORKS—LANCS GROUPsHon.Sec.Mr.J.A.11astwood,
32 Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex.
Whinney Field House,Skircoat Green Road,
Halifax, Yorks.
The Helvetia Society'were pleased to
accept an invitation from the Civil Ser.,'
At the March meeting Mr.•A. Gullis taxed vice P.S. for 2 members to give a joint the brains of members with his 'HELVETIA
display. Mr.J.A.Lowe being unfortunately ;QUIZ'. All the questions were prepared on
unable to go, the Secretary, Mrs.Rawnsleycards, most of then showing stamps, or porshowed the sheets on his behalf and was :tions of stamps. All periods from 1843 to
accompanied by Mr.J.H.Short. To their sur=1958 were covered, and the questions were
prise they found an attendance of some lOgappropriate to the many different aspects
people.
of Swiss collecting — varieties, thematics
Mr.Lowe's display consisted of a repres+ etc.
entative selection of stamps from 1862 on-' The Quiz was won by Mr. R.A. Hoyle, to
wards, with the emphasis on varietiess
whom Mr. Gullis presented an Alpine calenSitting Helvetia, Standing Helvetia, U.P. dar. Mrs. Myers received a useful cover as
U., Tell Boy & Tell, B.I.T., 'Spider on
Second Prize.
Hammer', 'Missing Roof' airmail etc.,
In expressing thanks to Mr. Gullis for
illustrated by photographic enlargements,
providing
an interesting afternoon,members
which were much admired. Mr. Short showed
were
of
the
opinion that this Quiz, being
c
Pre—stamp covers, Rayons, Strubelis,
Tc:te—
St
such
on
cards
and
needing no verbal presentation,
beche and some out—of—the—way it
should
be
offered
to the London Group for
as Kocher stamps, Rigi—Scheideck hotel
stamp, the first air—mail issue with a
Group Quiz Com
p
Competition?
L.11:.
Notes
London
will
be
pleased
to
take
up
They were warmly entertained by their
your offer and challenge!
Ed.
hosts and sent a most en 'o able evenin
S T R U B E L I S— The Munich Prints
New AUTOMOBILE P.O. cancellations, also
continued from page 15)
for April arcs
There are two possible explanations for Auto 2. Zurich 75 Jahre Schweiz.
the wide variation of colours in, for
Philatelisten Verein. 11/12.IV
instance, the second printing of the 5Rp.
(This attractive cancellation includes
The most obvious is that insufficient a representation of a Zurich 4 stamp)
care was taken in keeping the proportionslAuto 2. Zurich Sechselnuten. 19/20.IV
of the pigments and the degree of dilut— " 2. Bern, BEA (Bernische Ausstellung)
ion constant when mixing successive lots
30.IV to 10.V
of ink. The second is that the pigments
"
3. Basel Mustermesse 11/21.IV
were not thoroughly mixed, or that the
inks were allowed to stand for protracted
... Jubilee issues
periods and were not re—mixed before use,
•
thereby allowing partial separation to
... Standing Helvetia
take place with the heavier pigments sinkS
q
.
ing to the bottom.
This would cause the ink to be more dilAirmails
ute at the top, leading to lighter shades
Rayons
and the varying hues and deeper shades
would occur as the stratifications of
V ... Miniature sheets
pigment mixtures were reached.
Strubelis
It is more than likely that many members will disagree heartily with me. I
... 'T' Overprints
can only plead that I have done my best!
... Rarities
J.D.B.
...

S
T

R

New slogan pe tmarks for April includes
Lcole d'infirmibre,s La Source 1859-1959
Lausanne 2 (till 31.V.)
Gartenba,u Ausstellung Zurich.
Zurich 1 (14.IV to 14,VI)
Exposition canine internationale Geneve
Gene-ye 1
Exposition internationale de l'alimentation AIDA 1959 9 Lausanne
Lausanne 1 (15.IV to 22.VI)
Comptoir de Neuchhtel
Neuchatel 1 (to 16.V)
S U B S. If there are still any outstanding renewal subscriptions, will members please send them in quickly or they
will be in danger of deletion from the
membership list.

0

N
G

... Officials
... National Fite issues
... Gutter strips

Selections of the above and others
sent on request to Helvetia Members

Torrisholme,
14, Low Lane,
M0 R C AMBE
Lancs.

HELVETIA PHILATELIC SOCIETY

LIBRARY LIST
The following books may be borrowed against a fee of 6d. plus registered
postage both ways where necessary. We regret that books cannot be sent abroad.
Name
Author or Publisher
CATALOGUES
Amateur Collector's Catalogue
Machine Cancellations (Slogans) & Supplements
P.T.T.
Muller Catalogue
Official List of Post Offices
Swiss Aerophil. Soc.
Swiss Airmail Catalogue
Swiss Soldier Stamps 1914-18
Paul Locher
It
Swiss Soldier Stamps 1939 -45
Zumstein Simplified Catalogues
Zumstein Specialised

_21m2.0.
,
Published Le,

1958
1956

English
German
iI

1949
It
It

1949-52
1955

,t

BOOKS & PAMPHLETS

Artists Create Postage Stamps

P.T.T.
Ausgabe Stehende Helvetia, Die
Ed. Ruttimann
Basler Taube, Die
Ant. Abele
Bemerkungen sur Poste Locale
Dr. Herbert Munk
atonal Stamps, The
All ender
",entenary of Swiss Alpine Postal Coaches, A
P.T.T.
'1
,!Centenary of Swiss Postage Stamps
Designs for Swiss Postage Stamps 1936/41
It
Development of. the Postmark in Last 100 Years
Drucksteine der beiden Rayon I, Die
Dr. Herbert Munk
Grosses Handbuch der Schweizer Poststempel
Emmenegger
(1843-1882)
Helvetia Bulletins (U.S.A.) (some years incomplete)
How to Write up a Stamp Collection
Stanley Phillips
Markenheftchen, Kehrdruck & Zwischenstegmarken
Ernst Mull er
der Schweiz (1904-1954) , Die
Henrioud & Winkler
Marques Postales de la Suisse 1650-1850, Die
Liniger, Nagel &
Marques Postales de la Suisse Roman de, Les
Vuille
(1690-1850)
Fritz Billig
Oval Poststempel des Kanton Tessin, Die
Portomarken der Schweiz, Die (Postage Dues)
Hermann Ritter
(1878-1909)
Dr. George Fulpius
P9.te â Genève de l'origine è 1851, La
M. Brio/let
I pen, Les
do Reutorskiold
Swiss Cantonal Stamps & Their Forgeries
Timbres Cantonaux de la Suisse et lours
Falsifications, Les
S.B.Z.
Tolegrafen-markon 1868 - 1896, Die
J. A. Bosshard
Wohltatigkeitsmarken der Schweiz, Die (1912-26)

NON-PHILATELIC BOOKS
Art in Switzerland
Political Institutions in Switzerland
Swiss Art & Antiquities
Swiss Textiles
Swiss Without Halos
Switzerland - a short survey
Switzerland & her Industries
Switzerland - Land of Peace & Liberty

G. Sauser-Hall
C. Herold
R. du Traz

1920

English
German
It
tt
English

1944
1949
1949
1944

French
English
German
Ger./Fr.

1952-56

German
English

1956
1950
1 946

i

1954

German
fi

French
1930 Ger./Fr./It.

1955

1943

German
French
it

1943
1898

English

195 0

French
Ger./Fr.

1927

German

English
tt
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LONDON GROUPg Hon.Sec.,Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley, YORKS-LANCS GROUPsHon.Sec.Mr.J.A.!lastwood,
32 Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex.
Whinney Field House,Skircoat Green Road,
Halifax, Yorks.
- The Helvetia Society were pleased to
accept an invitation from the Civil Ser-'
At the March meeting Mr. A. Gullis taxed
vice P.S. for 2 members to give a joint the brains of members with his 'HELVETIA
display. Mr.J.A.Lowe being unfortunately QUIZ'. All the questions were prepared on
unable to go, the Secretary, Mrs.Rawnsley,cards, most of them showing stamps, or porshowed the sheets on his behalf and was tions of stamps. All periods from 1843 to •
accompanied by Mr.J.H,Short. To their sur-1.958 were covered, and the questions were
prise they found an attendance of some lOqappropriate to the many different aspects
people.
iof Swiss collecting - varieties, thomatics
Mr.Lowe's display consisted of a repres± etc.
entative selection of stamps from 1862 on 1 The Quiz was won by Mr. R.A. Hoyle, to
wards, with the emphasis on varieties
whom Mr. Gullis presented an Alpine calenSitting Helvetia, Standing Helvetia, U.P. dar. Mrs. Myers received a useful cover as
U., Tell Boy & Tell, B.I.T., 'Spider on
Second Prize.
Hammer', 'Missing Roof' airmail etc.,
In expressing thanks to Mr. Gullis for
illustrated by photographic enlargements, providing an interesting afternoon,members
which were much admired. Mr. Short showed
of the opinion that this Quiz, being
Pre-stamp covers, Rayons, Strubeli_s, Tcte were
on
cards
needing no verbal presentation,
beche and some out-of-the-way items such. should beand
offered to the London Group for
as Kocher stamps, Rigi-Scheideck hotel
their next session. How about an Interstamp, the first air-mail issue with a
Group Quiz Competition?
L.M."
probable forgery etc.
Notes London will be pleased to take up
They were warmly entertained by their
Ed.
your offer and challenge!
hosts and spent a most en 'o' able evening..
S T R U B E L I S- The Munich Prints
continued from page 15)

New AUTOMOBILE P.O. cancellations, also
for April area
There are two possible explanations for Auto 2. Zurich ?5 Jahre Schweiz.
Philatelisten Verein. 11/12.IV
the wide variation of colours in, for
(This attractive cancellation includes
instance, the second printing of the 5Rp.
la representation of. a Zurich 4 stamp)
The most obvious is that insufficient
care was taken in keeping the proportions{Auto 2. Zurich Sechsel.uten. 19/20.IV
2. Bern, BEA (Bernische Ausstellung)
"
of the pigments and the degree of dilut30.IV to 10.V
ion constant when mixing successive lots
"
3. Basel Mustermesse 11/21.IV
of ink. The second is that the pigments
were not thoroughly mixed, or that the
inks were allowed to stand for protracted
.•. Jubilee issues
J
periods and were not re-mixed before use,
thereby allowing partial separation to
... Standing Helvetia
,1,10„e with the heavier pigments sink-

Edward H. SPIRO.
R.PS,L
((r)b--/,„,
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Hon. Secretary:
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
Ethelbert Gardens,
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY, 132,
Ilford. Essex.
Temporary Editors

III A Y

No.

Pao; PATO A -35

•
+sun+
tans

4

PRO

Hon. Treasurers
MR. A.J. HARDING9
31, Somerset Way,
Iver. Bucks.

Hon.Exchange Pkt.Supt;
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham. Reading.
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GEOLOGICAL SERIES CONTINUED.

The following information is to hand regarding
the new issue of Pro Patria stamps which will be
on sale on 1st June. The lowest value symbolises
.,.ae Swiss resident throughout the world, while the remaining values continue the unusual
theme of 'minerals, rooks and fossils' introduced last year.

5+5

5 + 5 0.
10+10 Q.
20 + 10 c,
30 + 10 c.
40 + 10 c.

Terrestial globe and Swiss flags — grey and red. Designers Bernhard Reber,
Bern; Engraver: Karl—Albrecht Bickel Jr., Walenstadtberg.
) These four values
Agate — green, orange, red and brown
) are designed by
Tourmaline — red, blue—green, yellow and grey
) Niklaus Stoecklin,
Amethyst — brown, blue—violet and grey
Petrified salamander — blue, blue—green and grey ) Riehen.

90% of the surcharge will be used for the Swiss resident abroad and the remaining 10%
for the Swiss History of Art Society.
The stamps measure 29 x 24 mm. (picture size 26 x 21 mm.). The 5 c. value is printed
on white paper (without coloured fibres) by combined copper—plate and heliogravure at the
P.T.T. Printing Works, Bern, and the other values on white paper with fine red and blue
fibres by roto—heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux de—Fonds. The 5 c, will be
printed on 2 sheets each of 50 stamps (Nos. 1 & 2 ) and the others on 2 sheets each of 50
(A & B).
They will be on sale in all post offices from 1st June to 31st
August 1959 and at the P.T.T. Philatelic Agency or from Automobile
Post Offices as long as stocks last, but no longer than 31st
December 1959.

A special envelope (First Day cover) bearing a set of the stamps
and cancelled with a special date stamp depicting the tourmaline
crystals from the 20 c. stamp and inscribed 'BUNDESFEIEREARKEN —
BERN — 1.VI.59 — AUSGABETAG' will be available through the P.T.T.
Philatelic Agency, price fr. 1.80 plus postage (1 Int. Reply
Coup n). A special National Day postcard wil also be is ued by
the Bundesfeier Committee. This shows a painting of Lake Thun
with the mountains Eiger, Moench and Jungfrau by Ferdinand Hodler.

***** ********
During the period 25th April to 11th October 1959 the First National Horticultural
Exhibition is being held in Zurich. The postmark for use on mail posted from the special
exhibition post office is circular and reads: 'ZURICH — 1. SCHWEIZ. GARTENBAU
AUSSTELLUNG' with the Federal Cross in the segment above the date and 1li/591 below.

* * * * * * * * * * * * *
Two special offices will be set up for the 'Conference des ministres des affairs
6traneres Geribve' which opens on 11th May, one in the United Nations building and the
other, designated as the 'Matson de la Presse' in the Salle du Conseil general'. Mail
will be franked either: Conference des ministres des affairs etrangeres,
Palais des Nations, Geneve
Conference des ministres des affairs étrangéres,
Nelson de la Presse, Geneve

OR

Pa 'e 18.
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(Conclusion)
ALL
ABOUT
SWITZERLAND
In 1815 the Congress of Vienna and the Convention of Paris formally set down in
writing that the neutrality and inviolability of Switzerland, as well as its independence
from any foreign influence, is in the true interests of European politics. The powers
which - signed the Convention of Paris were Austria. -.Trance, Britain, Russia and Prussia;
Spain, Sweden and Portugal joined later. Sincelhen Switzerland has been preserved from
war. Nevertheless, she does not rely only on the fact that her neutrality has become a
provision of international law, but as a safeguard against attack maintains a military
force based on compulsory military service. There is no standing army and very few
professional soldiers - changed days from the era when Switzerland supplied soldiers to
all the armies of EUrope. Nowadays, in time of war the Confederation elects a general
who takes over sole command. The army consists of well-trained militiamen who are kept
up to the mark by spending a few weeks each year in training. During the Second World
War there were 800,000 citizens with the colours or auxiliary services and vast sums were
spent on the redout in the heart of the mountains. The mountains offer a natural defence
system and every soldier is trained in mountain warfare.
Swiss neutrality is not merely negative, but is a basis for many activities. The
country has become the headquarters of many international organisations 3 The Universal
Postal Union, International Telecommunications Union, Central Office for International
Rail Transport, International Bureau for protection of Intellectual Property, and the
League of Nations (1919-46), while the foundation of the International Red Cross by Henri
Dunant of Geneva, ratified by the Geneva Convention of 1864, represents the most important
and permanent achievement of international solidarity. Other later services are the Aid
for Children Fund and the Swiss Relief Fund.
The names of many Swiss are famous throughout the world. Calvin and Owingli were
two outstanding personalities whose influence extended far beyond the swiss frontier.
The teaching of Rousseau, the watchmakerts son, has proved more durable than that of any
other 18th cent. philosopher. Heinrich Pestalozzi, born at Zurich in 1746 and Father
Girard of Fribourg (1765-1850) won world wide recognition for their educational systems.
Apart from those who have so far been honoured by portrayal on Swiss stamps, mention
can be made of others who have attained high positions and done great deeds abroad, for
instance 11g, the engineer, who was minister to the Emperor Menelik of Abyssinia; Walter
Munzinger of Olten who explored the country on the Abyssinian frontier andwas appointed
Governor of Eastern Soudan. Johann Ludwig Burckhardt made a study of the little-known
countries of Islam and was the first European to eater Mecca. One of the prominent
explorers of Upper Egypt was Edouard Navelle; Ch. J. Bernard was Director of the Ministry
of Agriculture, Trade and Commerce in Batavia and Sir Arnold Theiler founded in tho Transvaal the most important veterinary research institute in the world.
These names give only an idea of the manifold contributions which Switzerland and the
Swiss have made to the cause of civilisation. By embodying the idea of humanity and
neutral tolerance the living proof is given that discord between nations is not fate, but—
can be mastered by the free creative will of man, and Switzerland has, therefore, become
a symbol and a promise of the possible form that the union of peoples Inv take,
THE END.
A••••■■■•■■■•••■■■•inalWOMMONO.

TOURIST PROPAGANDA POSTMARKS
Seven new and attractive propaganda
postmarks were issued during April and
should be added to the list recently
publisheds
DATPE - Sole-Vacanze-Riposo
Sommerferien Wintersport
PLUMS
GRINDELWALD - Das gastliohe
Gletscherdorf
MEIRINGEN

:Zentrum der Aapenpasse

ST. AUBIN - Lac de Neuchatel
SCHONRIED

WANGS (Pizol)

Sonnenterasse im
Saanenland
Sommerferien Wintersport

S
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As leading Specialists in the English-speaking world, we carry the finest stocks
available outside Switzerland itself. We
are equally pleased, to fill the simplest
waits list as to cater for the most advanced
Specialist.
is renowned.
APPROVAL SERVICE
Our
1958/59 CATALOGUE on Sale 6/9d. + 5d. Post
(66 pages with 497 illustrations!)
Every Swiss Collector is invited to contact
us - we have the stamps you have been
searching for!
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
B.P.J.

(H. L. Katcher)

27 9 Westbury Road, London, N.12.
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Pale 1

79A - 25 Cts. BLUE
Lino Perforation

160 Dot over top frame and U of Union
1 Small dot under 7 of 1875
Diag. h/line from L. frame thro' clouds
• Diag. h/line outside L. frame at top
over globe
51 o outside L. frame at 3 wire
Square in R. frame at covers
11 Dot R. of 5 of 25
101 Dot : in 0 of Union
61 Dots in and under U of Jubile
151 Dot high in tab.
Dot L. below U of Universelle
Dot on V of Universelle
111
2 Small dot over 1 wire at L. frame
161 Diag. strs. from L. frame to globe and
52 Dot over globe
to Jubile; V. h/line in shawl
Small_ ring under frame and Grasser D 12 Spot in clothes above 19 of 1900
102 Curved line in cloud over 1 wire
62 Large spot R. of tab.
Small dot under E of Postale
H. str, under 1900
152 Small dot high btw. LE of Jubile
112
Indent in R. frame at arms
162 H. h/line thro 2 N of Union end pole
3 H. h/line thro' L. frame into scroll 13 Another small dot over frame above
to frame damaged above DE L' U
D of DE; dot btvi, 2 and 3 wires
Dot
at
L.
of
E
of
DE
Dot
L. of face
65
53
Diag. h/line thro' 5 of 25
Dot btw. 1 and 2 wires
103 Dot outside R. frame at covers
113 Small dot under curved line under Jubile
Dot on pole at oak leaf
Small. dots R. of 25
163 V. str. L. of 9 of 1900
153 Dot btw. 2 and 3 wires
Small str. top L. at L of L'Union
Small dot under 2 of 25
4 Small dot above value figures
14 Small dots over 5 of 25
Small star top R. in tab.
Small h/line from U of Union to LL
Dot
in
cloud
under
J
64
Dot
over 25
54
Two dots above globe L. of face
Dot outside R. frame at covers
104 25 ro-engraved at bottom
114
164 Dot over top frame and pole
154 Dot over P of Postale
5 Small dot outside L. frame at 1875
15 Small dots at 2 of 25
level.
Small dots over 5 of 25
65 Dot at 8 of 1875
55 Small dot over globe
Dot on R. forearm
H/line on R. forearm
105
115 Dot outside L. frame at bottom
---155 Dot btw. 3 and 4 wires at insulator 165 Small dots over globe at L.
Dot over 1 wire at L. frame
Small dots in clouds above 1 wire
6 Small dot under carved line below J
16 Dot under 169 dot over globe at L frame
Small dot btw. 25
66 Small apt under 4 wire at L. frame
56 Small dot under 5 of 25
116 Small. dots L. of 2 of 25
Small dot L. under J at frame
166 Dot R. of L. hand
106
17 Small dots over top frame and PO
156 Small dots over globe
Small dots at bottom of tab.
Diag, h/lines from L. frame thro' 67 Small V. str. in shawl
cloud and wires.
Small dot R. of L. hand
7 Top frame damaged over ON of Union
117
167 V. h/lincs in wing
Small dots above globe
57 Small dots under 1 wire
18 Small dot over frame and D of DE
68 Small dots in R of Universelle
Diag, str. under frame below A of
Florian
Two dots below frame and 2 0 of 1900
107 White figure on pole L. of L. elbow 118 Small dot btw. DE
168 Partly dotted line over top R corner
Small dots under wires under E of
Postale
19 Dot under I of Universelle
157
Diag. h/line over globe
8 Small dots under hyphen
69 Dot in 5 of 25
H/line under hyphen
Two small dots on breast
58 Small dot L. of J
119 Small dots over hyphen
Dot over 2 of 25
169 Dot over globe
108 Small dot low in tab.
20
158 Dots over frame above E DE
70 Small dots btw. JU
9 Small dots on 2 wire
Small dots over 2 of 25
Small dots over frame above PO
120 Small dots under BI
59 Small dots in curve above globe
Small dots on lowest insulator
Small dots under 4 wire
170 Two small dots under J
109
21 Small str, over 5 of 25
159 V. str, on frame above U of Union
71 Large spot over globe
small dots in cross
121 Small dots R. of 2 of 25
10 H. h/line from L. frame to 25
Small dots over hyphen
60 Dot in J. of Jubile
171 Dot in L of Jubile; dot under 9 of 1900
Spot on pole L. below arms
110 Dot at top of pole
Small str. at R. of 5
( To be continued )
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LONDON GROUP; Hon. Sec.Mrs. E.J.Rawisley,
32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex,

There was a well attended meeting of the
London Group on May 4th, when the subject for
the programme was 'U.P.U.1900'. After the
reading of a short paper giving information
on the production and issue of these stamps,
five members; Messrs. J.H.Short, L. Osborn
and J.A.Lowe, Dr. F.H.Taylor and Mrs. E. J.
Rawnsley, gave displays, which jointly covered the many interesting aspects of this
issue. These included mint and used stamps,
with some fine blocks, examples of aniline
dyes, off—set prints and paper creases.
Many examples were seen of plate—flaws,
retouches, hair—lines, 'dry' prints etc.
Er. Osborn was congratulated on being the
proud (and sole!) possessor of a fine mint
copy of the rare 25 c. re—engraved, quite
unmistakable when seen in comparison with the'
previous issues. Items shom also included
examples cancelled with the special Jubilee
postmark and the commemorative cards issued
to mark this occasion.

YORKS--LANCS GROUP; Hon.Sec.Mr.J.A.3 astwood',
Whinney Field House, Skircoat Green Road,
Halifax Yorks.
Switzerland and the Helvetia Society
took a 1rominent part in the 13th Annual
Convention of the Yorkshire Philatelic Association held at the City Art Gallery,
Leeds, on 9th May.
Among the many fine exhibits contributed by representatives of the Leeds P.S., we
select for comment — rather naturally — those
of our favourite country;
Early items of Swiss Postal History (2 frames)
— L. Moore
Standing Helvetia 1882-1924 (2 frames) —
R.C. Tyreman
Map, together with stamps showing can tonal
arms, costumes and views -- Mrs.F.Myer s
Miniature Sheets — Mrs. F. Myers
Famous Swiss shown on stamps with matching
photographs — F. Myers

In addition to the above the Yorks/
Lanes Group of the Helvetia P.S. staged a
The final meeting before the summer
16 frame exhibit of representative issues
including; Silk Threads, Cross & Figure,
recess will be held on Wednesday, JUNE 3rd,
when there will be short displays by Members. U.P.U. 1900, Swiss Railway and Postal Bus
It is also intended to hold a small auction, issues, Air—mail covers, Pro Juventute
issues showing flowers, Pro Patria and War
if Members will bring (or send along) some
Relief stamps. Altogether a total of 120
lots for sale.
sheets.
ESSE X CONVENT ION

Our sincere contragulations to our
northern Group for their excellent work on
behalf of Helvetia.
Ed.

Swiss items were somewhat conspicuous
by their absence at the exhibition held in
conjunction with the Annual Convention of
Essex Philatelic Societies, held at Buckhurst WANTED!
Hill on May 9th, and the honours go to Mr.
A member is seeking used copies of the
L. E, Stiles for a small selection of Swiss 6 2 fr. PAX issue. If anyone has any spare
pre—Stamp covers bearing interesting markings 'copies for disposal, please contact the
including early straight—line GENEVE, two
Hon. Secretary, Mrs. Rawnsley.
types of straight—line AARAU, 'A.E.J.F.' both
'boxed' and open, 'Franco Grenze' and on one
cover the 'Bureau de B'ale' No. 2 & No. 3.
Stamps
SW I S S
For
It was also very pleasant to meet there
our old friend, Mr. Jack Beken, and to see
contact
why not
again his delightful show of coloured slides
of Liechtenstein, many of them of places
depicted on the pictorial stamps.
SLOGAN

P O S T M A R K S

Three attractive new slogans were put into use during April, publicising BRUGG, DAVOS
and HORGEN an Zurichsee. Events during May
will use the following slogans;
Eidg. Turnfest Basel — Basel 1 (to 16th)
Europameisterschaft der Amateurboxer Luzern
Luzern 2
IVe centenaire de 1'Universite de Genbve —
Gen6ve 1 (to 6th June)
Courses de chevaux Morges — Morges (to 6th
June)
Fiesta dei Piori Locarno — Locarno 1
(to 18th)

1\ 11 1\11S1 r OiVb
sent on

Approval Selections
request;
Standing Helvetia
Air Mails

* *

Modern Commemoratives
First Day Covers
Miniature Sheets
Tete—B ^che
etc.
14, Low Lane,
MORECAMBE,

**
* ** * ** * **
etc.
Torrisholme,
Lancs.

.._—::.

^--x^ ..^

PRESIDENT2

Edward H. SPIRO.
R.P.S.,L.

LETT
Hon. Secretarys
Temporary Editors • MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
MRS.E.J.RAWNSLEY.
Ilford, Essex.
No. 6.

Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A.J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
Iver, Bucks,

JUNE

Hon.Exchange Pkt.Supt;
MR. J.H. SHORT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham. Reading.
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NEW SWISS STAMPS
TO BE ISSUED ON 22ND JUNE 1959

ID

TICAT1ON
-

A CHALLENGE TO HELVETIA MEMBERS!
It has long been thought that one of
the functions of our Society should be
Group Study on one or more sections of
In furtherance of European Collaboration
Swiss philately, so that the combined
two special 'EUROPA' stamps, Values will be
results might be made available to all
30 c. red and 50 c. blue, covering the new
our members and also be a contribution
rates for foreign postcards and letters. The towards hitherto unpublished informadesign for both consists of interlaced
tion. It has been suggested that one
circles and squares, symbolising collaborasuch subject would be the further
tion. The designer is Hans Schwarzenbach,
classification of postmarks beyond
Bern, and the engraver Heinrich Heusser,
1882 - a continuation of Emmenegger's
Oberaegeri. They will be printed by the rotfine work - to cover the period of 40
ary recess process at the P.T.T. Printing
years from 1882-1922, for the next big
Works, Bern, in 4 sheets each of 50 (Nos.l-4) change in postmarks was in 1922/23
on white paper, without coloured fibres.Size
when Switzerland began to use the 24
of stamps 29 x 24 mm. picture size 26 x 21 mm. hour clock.
From 22nd June, until the issue of new
Obviously this is too great a task
stamps they will replace the normal 30 & 50 c.
for
one person, since a great deal of
definitives. A First Day cover with special
material
will require examination and
cancellation will be available from the P.T.T.
Philatelic Agency, Bern.
checking. Nevertheless, one of our
members, Mr.U.J.F. Gosling, of Brad2. EUROPEAN POSTAL CONFERENCE AT MONTREUX
ford, an enthusiastic supporter of ous
An assembly of European Postal Administrat- Yorks/Lancs Group, has already made a
ions opens in Montreux on June 22nd. 1959, with start on this mammoth undertaking and
the aim of developing technical collaboration has listed some 500 cancellations, thE
in the field of the post and telecommunicamajor portion from his own collection.
tions, irrespective of political considerations. The Federal Council have authorised
Here is an opportunity for other
the issue of 2 special stamps for use during
members to lend a hand by taking a
the period of the Conference, but to be valid closer look at their collections and
only on mail despatched from the special post passing on any information which
office in the Palace Hotel, Montreux. The
might be of interest.
stamps will be of the same design as the
'EUROPA' issue, but will have a two-line semiWHAT IS REQUIRED ARE DETAILS OF THE
circular surcharge at the left-hand side
EARLIEST AND LATEST EXAMPLES IN GROUP!
readings 'REUNION DES P.T.T. d'EUROPE 1959' in giving place name, date etc. A tracini
blue on the 30 c. and in red on the 50 c.
or rough sketch would also be most
helpful.
First Day covers with special cancellation
and mint stamps will be available from the
Mr. Gosling has divided the subject
P.T.T. Philatelic Agency until 31st July 1959. for the present, into 7 Groups, two o:
3. HISTORICAL SERIES - Further Paper Chancel which are sub-divided, and according
Stocks of normal paper being now exhausted, to the amount of information received
other Groups or Sub-Groups will be in
further supplies of the 90 c. and. Fr.2. troduced
stamps will be made on tinted security paper. covered. as further types are disOverleaf are shown representative
90c. 'Standard Bearer' - red on 'chamois'
Fr.2.- Joachim Forrer - red-brown on light
examples of the Groups at present
Continued on Page 4•
under examinations
beige.
The P.T.T. have announced details of the
following new issuess
1. SPECIAL ISSUE OF 'EUROPA' STAMPS
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IDENTIFICATION

G 1CUx

Type I

.COUP

G^OUP

).49

(13th Year)

(Continued)

G IC JY 142

Tye II

143

June 1959

GROUP

143

GROUP 150
Type I

241V 17Xl --

Type I

*
*
*
*

Type II

The following details may help to make the identification clearers
POSTMARKS WITH
ENCLOSURE = Double circle ostmarks with bridge in inner circle
Group No. 141 W' h year, month & day. Small crosss Type I fine lines in crescent
PI
" II medium "
t
t
" III thick "
tt
1
1
11
t
i
Group No. 142
Large cross in circle below date
It
ti
"
ti
Group No. 143
No cross, but wording or letters
tt
It
tt
It
Group No. 144
& Time. Type I with small cross
" II with wording or letters
POSTMARKS WITH
Double circle ostmarks with bridge to outer circle

Group No. 145 With year, month & day. Name printed in Elzevir
tt
It
1t
!t
tt
H
Block Type I True
Group No. 146
" II As 148 with
I
tt
t t day & time "
Elzevir Type I
Group No. 147
t1
tt
It
" II
Block
t
I
tl
It
Small cross
* Group No. 148
tt
tt
Large cross in circle below date
1t
* Group No. 149
it
It
t
Type I - No cross, but wording or letters
* Group No. 150
" II - No cross, but bridge ends narrowed
These are the 7 Groups under examination.
Groups 145 & 147 do not appear to have been used after 1882; Group 149 after 1888.
3 Groups were all of the large cross type and were replaced by the small cross Thes
type when worn out. Group 146s one example only of Type I so far seens '21.VII.82.
Type II are a composite from Groups 147-150, dates seen between
Basel Mandate'.
1888-1908. Group 144, the first new type of postmark for 25 years, earliest date so
far seen 1904.
Will any members who are willing to do a little detective work be good enough to
send information which they think may be of use for this purpose tos Mr.U.J.F.Gosling,
40 Nearcliffe Road, Bradford 9, Yorks. Postage will be refunded on any items sent for
E.J.R.
ins.ection.
Your attention is drawn to the
THE
latest issue of the 'SWISS PHILATELIST'
C OLLE CTOR
AMATEUR
L T D. and details of our SUMMER OFFERS,
enclosed herewith.
27, Westbury Road,
DO NOT MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY
Woodside Park, London. N.12.
"

June 1959 (13th Year)
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(Continued) - No, 79A - 25 Cts. BLUE
Line Perforation
22
132 U of Union mutilated; Small dots
72 Dot in front of Univ.
above, R. of, below 5 of 1875
Diag. h/line thro' E. of Jubile
182 Diag. str. btw. 1 and 2 wires
122 Dot on S. of Universelle
Small dot in 5 of 25
172 Str. from R. edge of arms thro' 1 of 33 Dot above globe; Dot high in tab.
1875 to bottom frame
83 Figure under J; spot on I of Jubile
23 Small dots low in tab; Small dots
133 Dot above U of Universelle
outside R. frame above E. of Postale
H.str. from L.frame thro shawl and
73 Small dots high on pole
globe
Small str. outside L.frame at globe 183 Two diag. h/lines from 3 wire into
123
face. Diag. h/line on pole at arms.
173 H/line from top frame thro' L of
34 Small str. at foot of 2 of 25
L'Union and ER; Dot under lower
Dot in 1 0 of 1900
frame and N of Florian
84 Large spot on arms and pole
24
Dot in cross
74 Small dots top R. in tab.
134 H. h/line from pole to L. elbow
124 Dot btw. 1 and 2 wire
184 Dot R. of 2 of 25
174 Diag. h/line on breast
Small dots below frame and Florian
25 Dot under S of Postale
35
Small dot outside frame at E of
85 Dot top L. of 8 of 1875
Postale
Dot R. below 8 of 1875
75 Small dots on polo below L. hand
'135 Dot in tab. above 2 of 25
,-125 Small diag. strs. outside frame at 25.
Small dots in cross
,75 o on wires under Postale
185 Small diag. str. in U of Universelle
Dot under 4 wires
Dot outside top R. corner
26 Dot btw. 25
36 Small dots under 0 of Postale
Dot R. of arms at R. frame
86 Small dots btw. LE of Jubile
76 Small str. in cloud above wires
Small dots outside L. frame at 25 level
Small dots on hyphen
136 Small str. under bottom frame & scroll
186 Small dots in 8 of 1875
126 Small dots btw. 1 and 2 wires
176 Another small dot outside R. frame at 37 Small arc L. of 25
87 Dot under U of Jubile
covers; Small dots on polo at L.
H/line thro' L. frame, tab. to Postale
upper arm.
27 Dot btw. UB; dot under LE of Postale 137 Small dots above 7 of 1875
Small dots under 5 of 1875
77 Small dots in 5 of 25
Diag. h/line outside bottom R.corner 187 Small dots over 25
H. str. L. below 25
127 Small dots low btw. JU
Small dots below btw. UB
38 Small o on R. forearm
88
Dot on pole at L. upper-arm
177 Thick line from top of 5 of 25 into
Two small dots btw. 75
clothes; Thick line thro' clothes
138
into envelopes
188 Small dots on pole
28
Small dots under wires under Postale
78 Two small dots over globe
Small dots over E of Postale
39
89 Small o below frame and 1 S of Grasset
128 Small dot L. of 2
Small dots R. below 5 of 1875
178 H. str. in shawl above tab.
Str. in clothes above 5 of 1875
139 Small dot under hyphen
1 89 Small dots in 5 of 25
29 Small str. on shawl
Small semi-o outside L. frame at arch
79 Small str. on top frame over. D of DE
40 Dot above 5 of 25
Small V. str. before DE
129 Small dot outside L. frame at J
9 0 Small o on R. wrist
Indent in lower frame at D
Small V. str. in cross
Small dots over frame and JU
140
179
19 0 Small dots in 2 of 25
30
Small dots over hyphen
80 Dot btw. JU; small o on breast
41 Small dots in 2 N of Union
130 Small V. str. before 1875
Dot L. over 2 of 25
Dot under 75
180 Dot above frame and L. of Jubile
91 o on J
Frame below GR and R of D damaged
31 Dot outside R. frame at arms
Small dots outside R.frame at globe
Dot under frame and 9 of 1900
1 141 Small V.str. in envelope at R.frame
81 Small dot L. of face
191 V. h/line thro' envelopes at R.frame
131 Dot btw. 2 and 3 wires
V. h/line L. of pole
181 Diag. h/line in tab. from top L.
42 Dot at lower frame below FL
corner to 5 of 25
Small dot outside R.frame at band
Diag. line from 2 thro' frame
32 Dot btw. 1 and 2 wires
92 Small V. str. outside R. frame at
globe.
82 Small dot in 2 0 of 1900
Small dot in 2 N of Union
Small dot L. of 2
(To be continued)
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LONDON GROUP& Hon.Sec.Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley,
YORKS-LANCS GROUPS Hon.Sec.Mr.J.A.Eastwood,
32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex.
Whinney Field House,Skircoat Green Road,
Halifax, Yorks.
The last meeting before the summer recess was an informal one with short disAt the meeting in April, Mr.U.J.F.
plays by members. Mr.E.Lienhard commenced Gosling deputised for Mr. E.M. Hamilton at
with a cover used to send a card of thanks.very short notice and gave a magnificent
to those who had been of assistance to
display of 1900 U.P.U. issues.
British Internees during the War. The
In an instructive paper, Mr. Gosling
interest lay in the postmark reading
described
quick and easy means of identify'Militaer Internierung in der Schweiz'.
ing
the
different
plates of each value.
Then followed a display of the 1941 HistSeveral
members
brought
stamps for identorica]. Series with varieties; a number of
ification.
A
full
range
of all the stamps
printing trial stamps and unusual cards
was
shown
and
cancellations
included the
and covers. Mr.J.H.Short produced some
2nd
day
of
issue
(July
3rd
1900,
Berne) and
pre-stamp and early stamp covers recently
also
the
last
day
(Dec.
31st,
1900),
on
acquired, including a nice strip of 4 x
special
envelope.
Also
on
show
was
an
'In
15 Rp. Strubeli and a cover with a
Memoriam'
card
in
German
verse,
mourning
'Verbano' cancellation. Mr. L.E.Stiles
the end of the 'Skinny maiden' of the
also showed some very nice pre-stamp
covers with straight-line and other int- stamp.
eresting markings. Mrs.E.J.Rawnsley conYour reporter feels unqualified to give
cluded with a selection of 'Day of the
details of the methods of identification,
Stamp' cancellations.
but hopes to persuade Mr. Gosling to publish his discoveries in the 'News Letter'.
Suggestions were then made for the
next season's programme, commencing in
The A.G.M. of the Yorks-Lancs Group was
October and full details and dates will
held
in May. A list of the Officers elected,
be published in due course. The Hon.
together with the syllabus for the 1959/ 60
Secretary will be away on holiday at the
seionwlbpushedatr.
end of this month and any correspondence
will be dealt with on return.
To provide interest to Group members
NEW SWISS STAMPS (Continued from Page 1T- attending the A.G.M., Mr.J.N.Highsted
staged a beautiful display of fairly
The new stamps will be available in
unusual items. Covers and printed stationpost offices from 22nd June and will be
ery with Tessin Ovals or Straight Lines
, supplied as old stamps are used up, but
formed the main part of the show, and
will be available on demand. The current interesting T.P.O.s followed. In some
stamps retain their validity.
cases, there were combinations of all threes
printed stationery with oval cancellations
4. NEW 30 c. FOREIGN POSTCARD
and T.P.O. markings. There were many T.P.O.s
Stocks of the printed postcard surand 'Bahnpost' cancellations of the smaller
charged 30 c. (on 25 c.) - referred to
'side' lines.
in our March issue - being almost exOne interesting cover from St. Gallen
hausted, a new postcard will be issued as
to Strasbourg during the Franco-Prussian
from 22nd June. The design, in letterWar of 1870 bore the oval stamp 'Schweiz
press printing, size 26 x 21 mm., shows
tuber Baden'. Your reporter wonders if this
in red the figures '30' in bold style
with 'Helvetia' on the left-hand side and was a roundabout route because of the operthe Federal Cross on the right. The de- ations in Alsace-Lorraine. Perhaps some
!member can elucidate.
si ner.is Hans Thoeni, Bern.
SPECIAL GLIDER FLIGHT TO AID NATURE
To mark the opening of a
RESERVE.
nature reserve at Egerkingen (Ct.
Solothurn) a special glider flight will
be made on 18th July 1959, which will
carry mail as follows&
Flight card with landing cancel ..Fr.2.4
Flight letter with pilot's autograph and landing cancel
All mail will have a special cancellation.
The net profit will go to the Nature Protection Committee Egerkingen for the upkeep of the reserve. Orders should be
sent to Post-check-konto Vb2612,
Segelflug, Egerkingen, not later than
Saturday, 11th July, 1959.
'HELVETIA' CLUB PACKET The Pkt. Supt. Mr.
J.H.Short is in urgent need of good grade
material for the Club Packet. Please use
the summer recess to mount up those dup-
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SWISS

STAMPS

are attractive, provide untold interest
in many fields and are a sure investment.
Prices are rising so let me fill those wants lists without
further delay.
14, Low Lane,

Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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PRMS S

by E. J. RAWNSLEL
Possibly no other Swiss stamps convey in such a small space so much of the
country's historical and industrial activities.
To the lover of heraldry they
constitute some of the finest examples on stamps, produced at a time when multi--- colour printing was not as advanced as it is today, while many collectors overlook
the implications of the background designs. The earlier ones bear many allusions
to historical events, while the later ones indicate some of the principal industries.
A word or two on heraldry itself may be appropriate for those who have not studied
this fascinating subject. The lore of heraldry is very ancient, dating in an organised form from the early 12th century and the days of the Crusades.
So strong were
the associations between France and England that even today British heraldry is still
based on the old Norman French - the Lingua Franca of medieval times, the then international language.
So the colours are still given in French: argent for silver, or
for gold, gules for red, azure for blue, vert for green and sable for black, while
for clarity, when using black and white drawings, a system is laid down whereby plain
white represents silver, dotsfor gold, vertical lines red, horizontal lines blue,
diagonal lines from left to right green, and both horizontal and vertical lines black:
this method has been used for the illustrations to this article.
The terminology
used for describing the blazon or interpretation of a shield also follows definite
rules and may sound complicated at first, but reference to a simple manual, such as
'Heraldry' by Milbourne (published by Foyle at a modest half-crown) will give quick
understanding.
The arms originated from the banners, or in some oases seals, of the rulers or
leading families. They were used primarily for military purposes as a means of
recognition and their adaptation for towns and districts was but a logical step, as
will be seen. Many variations of the shields are to be found on old documents and
paintings and, therefore, when it was decided to place stained glass windows of the
cantonal arms in the hall of the Federal Palace in Berne, a great deal of research
was first undertaken by Dr. Stanz of Berne, and the blazons depicted in the windows
may be regarded as authentic.
Switzerland's struggle for independence began in very early times, in the 13th
century fold precise. This wild mountainous region was then a vassal state of the
Holy Roman Empire, owing allegiance to the Emperor. Sometimes the Emperor was wise
and kindly,then the Swiss received certain privileges in return for their loyalty and
all went well; at other times, as has happened throughout the course of history, the
Emperor tried to suppress these privileges and to subdue the sturdy independence of
the people. This was the case under the Emperor Albrecht, who in an effort to break
the spirit of the Swiss, divided the country into three parts and picked three of his
most ruthless adherents to act as Governors in his name. It must be remembered that
The first Confederation was
Switzerland then was much smaller than it is today.
built up from the central German speaking areas, and although from the 15th century
almost all the remaining regions which form modern Switzerland were allied to it as
subject or adherent areas, it was not until the early 19th centuzry that they were
admitted as independent cantons.
Conditions under the Emperor Albrecht became so intolerable that the idea of
striking a blow for liberty was born, and it was on August 1st, 1291 9 that Werner
Stauffacher of Schwyz, Walter Furst of Uri and Arnold von Melchtal of Unterwalden,
each with a little band of trusted followers, among there} . Wilhelm Tell, said to have
been the son-in-law of Walter Furst, met secretly at night on the Ruetli, a secluded
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meadow on the shore of Lake Lucerne and there they pledged themselves to fight for
freedom from the tyranny of Austria. This pledge is known as the 'Ruetlischwur' the 'Oath on the Ruetli', and although the original pledge was renewed at Brunnen on
December 9th, 1315, it is August 1st which remains in perpetual commemoration as the
Swiss National Day.
In the sequence of adherence of the various Cantons to the 'Ewiges Bund' - the
'Everlasting Alliance', lies the history of the country's development, so we will
oommence with the Three Founder Memberss
i2
U R I - (
- Arms: Or, a bull's head cabossed sable, tongued
gules, in his nostrils a annulet of the last.
The origin of these arms is lost in the mists of time, but traditionally they are said to be derived from the 'Taurisci' or people
of Uri, the early inhabitants of the region, in turn derived from
'Aurochs' or 'Urochs', a type of buffalo, denizens of the area aeons
It is also said that originally
ago, and suggest a 'canting'name.
the field was red and the bulls head white (silver) and that by
Papal concession the field was changed to gold. In earlier times
the ring through the bull's nose was sometimes shown broken, said
to symbolise the breaking of the Austrian yoke, but this form is no longer used. The
arms first appeared on early seals of the 13th century and, together with that of
Unterwalden, can be seen today on the Charter of 1291 in the Archives House at Schwyz
the seal of Schwyz has unfortunately disappeared from this document. Since Uri
figures so largely in the story of Wilhelm Tell, which is - or should be - so wellknown that it does not need to be told here, the border of the stamp issued in 1918 —
shows apples transfixed by arrows, commemorating his feat in shooting the apple from
his son's head.
ALTDORF - the chief town of Uri, was the scene of this exploit and has
for arms a party shields or, a demi-eagle sable, and bendysinister of 5 gules and argent, which are shown on an attractive stamp
issued in 1930. On one side of the shield is Gessler's plumed hat, and
on the other the apple and the two arrows.

S C H Y Z

(1291) - Armss Gules, in sinister chief
point a cross couped argent.

Can be called the birthplace of Switzerland, since it is from the
name of this Canton, originally 'Sweicz', that the term 'SC ;WIZ',
the. German name for Switzerland, is derived. Also, it was largely
because this Canton supplied so many soldiers to foreign armies that
they became known as 'Schwytzers`. The banner of Schwyz was originally plain red, without any modification, and although one theory
is that the white cross was added because the Oath on the Ruetli was-,
taken under a banner bearing a Crucifix, the more logical explanation is that it was a concession granted by the Emperor Rudolf of Hapsburg after the
battle of Besancon in 1289, when 1500 volunteers from. Schwyz decided the issue in a
hand-to-hand fight: and impressed the Emperor with their fighting qualities. The use
of the cross, in diminutive form, passed into use as part of thé arms sometime around
the end of the XVII century, the precise date being unknown. Sometimes the cross
was to be found in the dexter corner and sometimes in the sinister; it was not until
the last century that it's position was fixed, contrary to heraldic rule, in the
sinister position, although when borne as a banner it is placed in the corner nearest
the pole. In the stamp issued in 1920 the border shows uplifted hands, with three
fingers pointing upwards, a reminder of the Oath on the Ruetli and symbolising Swiss
liberty.
To ..he. ont .n leslA.... .t
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There are only a few days left
until JULY 25th in which to take advantage
Iof our l2% SUMMER DISCOUNT
Prices are rising and present stocks
will not last indefinitely. Write
without delays
27, Westbury Road, Woodside Park,
LONDON, N.12.

\1_ S
t -11J9

\JC.J 1

At your service for all types of
STAMPS
SWISS
As an investment you cannot do better]
than complete your collection NOW.I
Send your Wants Lists to me for
ATTENTION ..
PROMPT
14, Low Lane, .... Torrisholm
tt
Lancs.
MORECAMBE ....
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(Continued - No.79A - 25"cts. BLUE
Line Perforation.

142 H. str. on pole at arms
Small star and dot low in tab.
192 V. str. thro' wings to R. upper-arm
V. str. thro' globe and shawl
43 Small dots on hyphen
93 Colourless dot on L. wrist
Dot on L. of 1 of 1875
143 Dot under U of Jubile
Small str. from 0 of Union to
last E. of SELLE.
193 Dot, in 1 L of SELLE
Diag. h/line in top L. of tab.
44
94 Two small dots low L. in tab.
Small dots under 5 of 25
144 Small dots under frame and D
Two dots over globe
194 Small dots over hyphen
Small dots outside L. frame at 25
45 Two small dots R. under J
Small dot under line under 87 of ,
1875
95 Small dot R.. under V of Universelle
Small dot in cloud under N. of
Universelle
145 Two large warts under 2 of 25
Str. under LO of Florian
195 Small dots R. of 5 of 25
46 Small dots under hyphen
96 Small dots under frame and L of
Florian
.

146 Small dot over globe at L. frame
196 Dot in 5 of 25;' Spiral line under
arch, below Postale, thro' L. frame

47
97 Small dots btw. 2 and 3 wires
Small dots under 7 and 5 of 1875
147 L. eye missing
197 V._h/line over globe

48
98 White spot in arch under JU; White
148
198

49
99
149
199

area in corner ornament bottom, L.in tab.
Dot low in tab
Dot L. over 1900
Dot btw. 1 and 2 wires
3 and 3 wires broken
V. str. below frame and D of Grasset D
Small dots under 75 of 1875
Wart (pear) under 1 L. of Universelle
Small dots R. at 2 of 25
Small dots in 5 of 25
Dot below frame 'below 1 0 of 1900'
Bottom frame below D damaged

50
.100 Dot R. below insulator R. of pole
Dot under T'of Postale
150 H h/line low in scroll
Small dot over hyphen
200 Dot on curved line under AL of
Postale

Box Perforations
5 c. GREEN.
No. 77B
105 Two small dots btw.-19 2 wires, under
1 Dot above and below 5 of 1875
-

Dot R. of hyphen
51 Small hook before UNIV
Small V. str. on top L corner
101 Dot L. above J
Small dot in cloud under J
151 Dot in cross
Small H. str. on lower shawl
2 Small dot in 8; Small dot on R.hand
52 Small dot in value 5
Small star btw. LE of Universelle_
(partly blemished tooth at L frame
over tab)
102 Small hook under 1 of 1875
Small dot R. of 1875
152 Spot on hyphen '
Diag. h/line below frame and Grasset
3 H h/line under centre of bottom frame
53 Figure above D of DE; Dot btw V and E
103 Str. before 1 of 1875
Two small str. on hyphen
153 Small star on 7
Small star on mast below,nr. oak leaf
4 Two small dots above globe
54 Strong dotted line from E,of Jubile
to 2 wire and up towards pole
104 Dot on 5 of 1875
154 Dot on 8
5 Small dot on 7
55 Small dot on hyphen
Two small dots above band at R.frame

B of Jubile; Small dot high on pole.
155 Armband on L. wrist
Small H. str. on top R. corner
6 Dot on R. upper arm; Dot under hyphen
56 Small str. •high btw. ' DE
Small H. str. in tab
106 Small o in value 55
Small dot under t ail of value 5
156 Diag. str. under 1 of 1900
Small star under 4 wire
7 Small dot under . 2 N of Union
Small dot L. of eye
57 H. h/line thro' tab. and robe
Dot on cheek
107 Small dot L. of 1875
Small dot under I of Jubile
157 H/line in tan; Dot outside, top R.frame
8 Mite spot in top R. corner
Small diag. str. in tab
58 Star over globe; H.h/line thro value 5
108 Tab. and lower band sprinkled with dots
Value 5 redrawn at bottom
158 Dot at frame L. of Jubile
H/line from L. frame into value 5
9 Small o below lowest insulator
Small dot in value 5
H..h/line
thro' lower value 5
59
Dot under ON of Union
109 Dot in robe; Dot in top R. insulator
159 Small o under 00 of 1900
Star under AN of FlorianTo b© continued
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NEW SLOGAN POSTMARKS FOR JUNE:
Tell Freilichtspiele Interlaken(also
July);Eidg.Turnfést Basel - Basel 2 (to
12.VII):Verkehrshaus der Schweiz in
Luzern Luzern 2: NABAG Nationale Briefmarken Ausstellung St.Gallen - St.Gallen
1 (to 30.VII):Juni Festwochen. 1959 Zurich la
Festival' internazionale
del film - L.ocaxno (15.VI to . 190711)
AUTOMOBILE P.O. CANCELLATIONS FOR JUNE:
Auto 2 Geneve, IVe centennaire de
l'universite' - 4.VI,1959
To all our members we wish . happy holidays,
Auto 3 St.Gallen Kinderfest - 30.VI.1959
With plenty of leisure to enjoy a wellNEW SLOGAN POSTMARKS FOR JULY:
earned respite from everday cares and, as
Internationale Musik-Festwochen - Luzern
alwaysl good (Ehilatelic2 hunting
2 (to 10.IX)
Gartenbau-Aussbellung Zurich - Zurich 22
tr
to 31.VIII)
Museum
zu Allerheiligen - Triumph der
USE OF 'OFFICIAL' STAMPS TO BE DISCONTINUED
Farbe - Die Fauves - Eine europaeisch
As from 1st July all correspondence exempt
Ausstellung - Schaffhausen 1 (to 10,IX)
from postage sent outby the authorities and Championnats du monde de canoe, Geneve offices of the Confederation will be bulkGeneve 1 (8 - 24.VII)
mlaiTd, thus doing away with the need 'for
Fetes de Geneve - Geneve 1 (25.VII
the overprinted service stamps.
15.VIII)
From this date, therefore, the issue of the Four attractive pictorial slogans are:
1942 series of stamps surcharged 'Officiel'
Gastliches BASEL - Kongres-Stadt am Rhein
will be, discontinued. Subject to stocks
they will continue to be available to oollec- Das schoene alto BIEL
BIENNE - ville moderne
tors, either mint or cancelled 'Bern 1
Annahme' from the P.T.T. Philatelic Agency, WIL St. Gallen - die alte Aebtestadt.
AUTOMOBTLE P.O. CANCELLATIONS FOR JULY
Bern. The use of the official stamps is
Auto 3 Luzern, Eroeffnung der Verkehrshlimited to federal services and expires on
let January2 1960.
auses der Schweitz - I.VII.1959.
Auto
3 Basel,:65.Eidg.Turnfest, FrauenWEDDING BELLS. Heartiest congratulations to turntag
- 5.VII.1959)
äVr.B.H.Gray and his bride-to-be, whose
Auto
3
Basel,
54.Eidg.Turnfest wedding takes place this month. Mr. Gray
9-12.VII.1959
has been acting as our Publicity Secretary.
TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANONIZATIONS
LIECHTENSTEIN NEW ISSUE
Three new ones have recently been issue
`''hose who also collect the stamps of
FINSTERSEE - Ruhe Erholung
Lir 'ztenstein may be interested in details
CORNERGRAT - Weltberuehmtes Panorama
of a new set of 5 stamps to be issued on
SPIEZ
-See and Berge
23rd July, 1959:
FOR THE SPECIALIST:
10 Rp. Flags in Vaduz castle and view of
An interesting control mark variety has
Rhine Valley (slate-grey)
been observed on the 5 Rp. brown 'Sitting
20 Rp, The Rhine dam (carmine)
Helvetia' 1862/3. The control has been
30 Rp, Gutenberg Castle (brick-red)
dis-placed so that a portion has been cut
50 Rp, Vaduz Castle floodlit (dark blue)
off in perforating and appears at the top
60 Rp, View from Bettlerjoch to the
of the stamp 'immediately below on the sheet.
Naafkopf and Falknis chain
The stamps, therefore, have portions of 2
(Turquoise-green) control marks to the extent of 1.7 mm. at
The stamps (36 x 26 mm.) are designed by
The
the top and 8 mm. at the bottom.
Prof. Josef Seger of Vienna and printed by
example seen was cancelled Lausanne
roto-heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A. on
14.11.75-1. This variety is not mentionwhite paper with fibres of brown and green, ed in the catalogue.
in sheets of 25).
Two varieties have been noted on the
Atomic Conference stamp: (1) a redneck
CLUB PACKET
in centre, between the 2 arrows (7th
Booklets are urgently required for packets
stamp of sheet Blll); (2) dark blue
to be circulated in the early Autumn.
fleck to the right of the atom centre
We have an S.O.S. from our Packet Superin(2nd stamp of same sheet). Although
tendent, so please look out your duplicates small, both varieties are visible without
and mount them up.
the use of a magnifying glass.
(From the S.B.Z.)_
,The holiday season now being in full swing,
Society activities have largely closed down
for the Summer recess and there will be
little news under this heading for the next
Couple of months. However, that does not
Mean that Helvetia affairs are being neglected - far from it Active plans are .in preTaxation for next season's programmes, full
details will be published later, and -- barr ing accidents, the 'Helvetia News Letter'
will appear on schedule to remind you of
matters philatelic.
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o JLVENTUTL ARMS STAVP S
by E. J. RAWNSLEY

it

13th YEAR

PART II

The third of the Founder Cantons is
1 20/
U N T E R ;^^ A L D E N- ( ate ) . Although generally referred to by
this name it actually consists of
two half-Cantons. The separation took place around 1300. The terms
'Obwalden' and 'Nidwalden' are presumably derived from 'Ober' and
'Neider' - the upper and lower forests.

OBWALDEN. Arms: Per fesse gules and argent, a key in pale wards
turned to the dexter, all cowiterchanged.
The ancient banner of Unterwalden was red and white; this has now become the arms
of Obwalden and to it a key was added in the 18th century and its use confirmed in 1816.
The Canton is under the protection of St.Peter and the church at Stans, the old capital,
is consecrated to this apostle, the reason for the symbol of the key. The key is sometimes depicted with the wards facing sinister, it can be seen thus on the doorway of
the Town Hall at Sarnen. On the seal, however, it is turned to the dexter and is so
depicted in the windows of the Federal Palace. The stamp of 1919
shows a border composed of halberds, a med.ir val weapon.
NIDWALDEN. Arms: Gules, a key argent with double wards.
The red field is charged with two keys of St.Peter, joined to
make one double-warded key, while the seal shows the image of St.
Peter. The border of the stamp of 1919 again bears witness to the
fighting qualities of the people, and depicts 'Morgensternen' or
)rning Stars'. History tells us that this was a gnarled root of
a hardwood tree into which iron spikes were driven, then attached
to a chain and whirled like a mace - a handy weapon at close quarters.
Two other stamps may appropriately be included here: the 3 &. of
1938, which depicts the taking of the Oath and shows the three shields in the centre,
and the other the 10 c. National Fete of 1941 giving a map of the Lake of the Four
Forest Cantons, and which has on it the arms of the first three.

L U Z E R N - (1332) - Arms: Per pale azure and argent
The arms date from the 14th cent., there being apparently no
specific reason for the choice of colours, although it is a good
simple heraldic design. One theory is that the blue represents
the lake and the silver the snow mountains; it is, however, probable that being a Catholic stronghold the blue may have some assooiation with the Madonna. Whatever the origin it is certain that
the use of these colours appeared as early as the Battle of Sempach
in 1386 and also on a seal of the same date. Luzern freed itself
from Austrian domination in 1332 and joined the Confederates, thus
becoming the fourth Forest Canton. The border of the stamp of 1922
shows little sailing ships, indicating the pleasures to be found on the lake, and these
are encircled with rosaries, a reminder that this is an important center of Catholicism.
Continued on page 30
PROGRAMMES FOR THE 1959/60 SEASON ARE GIVEN ON PAGE 32. MAKE A NOTE OF THE DATES I ! I
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THE PRO JUVENTUTE ARMS STAMPS (Continued).
NATIONAL PHILATELIC EXHIBITION -'NABAG'
ST. GALLEN 9 21st - 30th August, 1959.
ZURICH- (1351) - Arms: Per bend
•

azure and argent.

During the period of the Exhibition a
special
post-office will operate in the
This canton has also
OLMA
Hall,
St.Gallen, for the purchase
a simple coat-of-arms; the
of
the
commemorative
miniature sheet
blue and silver colours
(with
a
postal
validity
of 30c.), other
placed diagonally are said
The
stamps
and
the
despatch
of
mail,
to be indicative of the
circular
first-day
postmark
shows
the
lake lying from north to
OLMA Hall, date - (21.VIII.1959-12) and
south and appeared as fax
back as 1389. Prior to this 'NABAG' in the centre, ST.GALLEN at the
the emblem of the city was top and 'Nationale Briefmarkenausste1lu
at the bottom. There will also be an
the 3 saints Felix, Regula Automobile
P.A. cancellation and slogan
and Expurantius. Obviously (Auto No.3),
and finally a balloon
in an age when heraldry was important this
flight
to
take
place on 29th August. A
would not have been easily distinguishable.
special cover issued by 'NABAG' will be
Zurich is the largest city in Switzerland,
used for mail carried on this flight,
being the centre of commerce and industry and costing Fr.2 - for home and Fr.2.30
it is not surprising therefore, to find the
abroad. Stamps for this flight will be
border of the stamp of 1920 composed of cog- cancelled with the 'NABAG' P.O. stamp wheels.
29 Aug.1959 (without hour figures) and
WINTERTHUR, which is also in Canton Zurich,
will carry a slogan in blue showing a
balloon and the inscription 'NABAG' 1959
has for arms: Argent, a bencilet
-'BalonPstf:
between two lions pules, which were the arms
of the Counts of Kyburg, once lords of the
AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS FOR AUGUST
district, but whose house became extinct. It
is the centre for the manufacture of locomo- Auto 2 Bern,Bundesfeier 1959 1.VIII.195>
"
2 Genbve,F'étes de Geneve 15-16.
tives and marine engines, and despite the
VIII.1959
fact that it has no water on which to float
"
2
Biel-Bienne
Bieler
Messef
a ship or use an anchor,
Foire de Bienne 26.VIII-6.IX.1959
the latter are shown on
"
3
Zurich,Bundesfeier
1959 1.VIII.
either side of the shield
(same
design
as
for
Bern) 1959
on the stamp of 1928.
SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS FOR AUGUST
Another stamp which may
be mentioned here is the 5
Basler Freilichtspiele 1959
Basel 2
+ 5 c. stamp of the 1951
Wir danken ftir Ihre Spende - Rheumaliga
National Fete issue, which
Zurich 1
(to 25.8)
although well balanced from
Modestadt St.Gallen-Internationale
the design point of view,
Pferdesporttage. St.Gallen
(to 13.9)
commits a serious breach of heraldry, since Spectacle "Son et Lumibre"Sion 1(to 30.9)
the arms cannot be divided both from right to Courses et concours hippiques Yverdon
left and from left to right. The right hand
Yverdon
.8
^ tivvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv 44
444
shield, in this case, is correct.
BUSINESS- cum - PLEASUR
R
G L A R U S
(1352) - Arms: Gules, a
pilgrim
When this advertisement appears I
proper (St. Fridolin)
shall be in Switzerland making purhabited sable,corded
chases for the coming Season. This is
or.
business,of course,but that part of
The arms show the fig- our trade which always gives me the
most pleasure. Replenishing our stock
ure of St. Fridolin,
to me,is the same as for a Collector
first missionary in that
to fill gaps in his Album. In fact, I
area, who came from Ireland with St.Gall and St. regard my stock as my collection and
only when it is truly impressive am I
Column. He preached
satisfied. This 'peculiarity' of mine
Christianity, founded
has, obviously, been of great advantchurches and monasteries
age to my Clients. By always having
and travelled so extensgood stocks,price increases which took
ively that he became
place in Switzerland months earlier
known as 'The Pilgrim'. He died about 540
could be delayed while I was selling
A.D. and was buried at Sh,ckingen. Sometimes
off 'old' stock-which is happening now.
the staff is shown as a cross but this is an
The material I shall be bringing back
error as Fridolin never attained bishop's
at the beginning of September will,in
rank, nor does he bear the usual symbol of
a pilgrim, the cockle shells. As in the12th
most part, have to sell at the new
& 1th centuries almost the whole of Glarus
higher prices,but until then,make the
belonged to the Convent of S .ckingen, St.
best of what we can deliver from stockFridolin became the patron saint. There are
you will not regret placing an order
two. explanations for the border design of the now.
H.L. KATCHER
1923 stamp. One asserts that he Edelweiss
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
ontthat
27 Westbury Road, Woodside Park,
on thé loot heert tha Gittris rameuf
ainousregi
n
TT 1 0
T.evnr7 es,
its printed fabrics.
(To be continued
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(Continued - No. 77B - 5 cts. BLUE
Box Perforation

By W. R. Morrison
119 H. smudges in the upper clouds
10 Small dot L. of value 5
Dot over L. shoulder
V. h/line outside top R. frame
169 H. h/line from L. to R. frame under •
60 Star on D of DE
Universelle; Small star L. of J
Dot high btw. IO of Union
20
Spot
on 1 of 1900; Dot on 9 of 1900
110 Dot on 7 of 1875; Dot under hyphen
Damaged
V
160 Spots in E of Postale; R. frame smudged 70
H. h/line thro' cloud over 1 wire
11 Dote in J and U of Jubile
120 Dot on globe at left
Dot below frame and E of Grasset
Spot in centre cover
61 Small str. high in tab.
170 Florian missing; Dot high btw. 75
H/line from L. upper arm into pole
21 Dot in 0 of Postale
111 Small star L.' of 7
V. str.s at L. frame near J
Small dot on lower pole
71 Dot in 3 E of Universelle
161 Dot on E. of Postale
Spot below frame and F of Florian
Small star outside frame R. of Postale
121 Small o on line. Under Universelle
12 Dot in V
Dot on L. elbow
H/line thro' top letter and R. .frame
171 White dot on value 5
62 Small dot btw. 1 and 2 wire
22 Dot in value 5;- Dot top R. in tab.
Small dot btw. 2 and 3 wire
72 Diag. h/line top R. in tab.
112 Dot high on pole; Small dot on cheek
Small dot low btw. 19 of 1900
162 Dot high btw. BI
Diag. h/line from L. frame under 4 wire 122 Small o outside L. frame at bottom
Dotted line R. over head
13 Diag. h/line at L. frame above tab
172 Dot under 1 of 1875; Dot low inc ss
Small dot over globe
23 Dot in cloud under N of Universelle
63 H/line from 2 wire to R. shoulder
Dot in cross
H/line thro' '!shawl
73 Dot on L.upper-arm at elbow height
113
Small dot R. near value 5
163 Small dot L. 'above J
123 Small dot on E of Postale
H. h/line on , brow above L. eye
White area in globe at bottom L.
14 Horseshoe on,nose and brow
173 Small dot in 0 of Postale
Small dot outside L. frame at shawl
Spot on mast below ribbon
64 V. h/line L. ' of 8
24 Large spot on top L. of globe (Ret.)
144 S 'on its back'on scroll at bottom
Small dot on arch under UB of Jubile
left; Small.dot btw. 1 and 2 wire
74 Small dot under L of Postale
164 Small o on robe; Small star above V
Small str. in J
15 Two dots in cloud above globe
124 Small dot L. over globe
Small dot on mast
Small dot high btw. 19 of 1900
65 Figure btw. 1 and 2 wire
Small diag. str. low betw. 1 and 9 of 1900 174 Diag. h/lines over top frame at L.
Diag. h/line L. in tab.
115 Dot high betw. 18
25
Dot
in tab. L. of value 5
H. h/line thro' pole and L. forearm
Small
dot outside L. frame, betw.
165 Spot on 3 wire at L.; Spot high'in tab.
1
and
2 wires.
16 Small dot betw. wires under Postale
Small
dot
over hyphen
75
Small dot outside R.frame, level of leaf
Small
dot
over
globe
66 V. str. low left in tab.; Diag. h/line
5
thro' LL,and I of Union to top frame 125 Dot in value
Spot on cover at frame (pale)
116 Spot R. Of value 5; Small dot under 7
175
Spot
at R. frame in cover (dark)
166 Spot on to frame over P
Diag.
h/line outside top R. frame
H/line thro' tab. and robe
26
Dot
in
S of Universelle
17 Small dot on pole above oak leaf
Three
small
dots L. of value 5
67 H. h/line thro' Jubile and under de
76 H. h/line from head to L. elbow
L'Union
Small dot outside R. frame at Postale
117 Small diag. str. outside L. frame,
126
Small
o betty. DE and L'U
level of foot of value 5
Small
dot in U of Union
Small dot and H. str. in cross
176
N/line
from
lowest insulator to R.
167 Dot L. below 1 of 1900
frame
H. h/line thro' 1900 and R. frame
Small
star
L.
under
first
0
of
1900
18 Small o high on N of Universelle
27 Dot on 1 E of Universelle
Oval on robe
Thick o on breast
68 Two small str. on L. forearm
77 H/lines over nose, thro' cross,thro'
Figure in lower L. corner
tab.; V.small str. R. of 1 of 1900
118 Small dot low R. of D of DE
127 Various dots in V
Dot under frame and F of Florian
Small dot high btw. 75
168 H. h/line from L. frame thro'to 1900
177 H/line from L. frame thro' cloud to
H/line thro' clouds over 1 wire
2 wire; Three small circles on pole
19' Small dot low betw. LE of Jubile
28 Dot on R. forearm
69 Dot in cloud above 1 wire
Small str. above value 5
H. h/line thro' Jubile to R. frame
(To be continued)
,
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ONDON GROUPS Hon.Secret aryl Mrs.E,J.Rawn.sley YORKS/LANCS GROUFsHon.SeeretarytA.dullis
32 Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford. Essex,
3 Bowood Road, Elland,Yorks.
It was found last season that the first
ednesday in the month was not always convenent for some of our most enthusiastic supprters and endeavours were made to book the
ECOND WEDNESDAY for the 195960 Season.
espite early application it has not been
ossible to get this day in each month and
embers are, therefore, asked to make careful
ote of the dates. Similarly the meetings
ill have to be divided between Rooms 31 & 32
t the Kingsway Hall, Kingsway, London.W.C.2.
,

PROGRAMME 1959/60
çt. 7 (1st Wed.) 'The Railways & the Post'
Room 31)
Mr.R.L.Christian
ov. 11 2nd Wed.) ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING &
Room 32)
'Latest Acquisitions' Short displays by members
ec. 2 (1st Wed.) Informal Christmas Party

(Room 31)
.
60
...
No Meeting
Feb.- 10 2nd Wed.) Swiss Films-Arranged by
Room 32)
Mr.A.J.Harding
liar. 9 (2nd Wed,) Inter-Group Quiz (Room 32)
Details to be announced
later
Apr. 13 (2nd Wed. ) Annual Cup Competition
(Room 31
Details to be announced
later
ay 11 (2nd Wed. ) Landscape Issues - All
(Room 31
Members
June 8 (2nd Wed.
Informal Evening
(Room 31
It will be noted that the date of the
nnual Competition has been changed from
ecember to April. This has been done at
he request of members because of the par icularly bad weather conditions which have
re ailed on the last'3 occasions, drastic11 j curtailing the attendance and inconven'encing the Adjudicators.
It is hoped that this change will meet
ith general approval, and that we shall have
record attendance when the time comes.

The following Officers were electEd for the 1959/60 Season at the A.G.M.
of the Yorks/Lanes Group held in Mays
Chairmans
R. A. Hoyle
Vice-Chairmans J. N. Highsted
Hon.Secretarys A. Gullis
Hon.Treasurers J. A. Eastwood
Hon. Librarians H. W. Robertshaw
Hon.Translators U.J.P.' Gosling
J. Walker
Hon.Copyists
Publicity Secretarys L. Moore
Delegate to the Yorkshire
Mrs. F. Myers
Philatelic Assocs
All meetings will be held at the
residence of Mr. J.N.Highsted, 4 Park
View Rd,. Heaton, Bradford, on Saturdays
at 2.30 p.m.

SYLLABUS 19591.60

2212

Oct. 3
Nov. 7

Chairman's Display(Mr.R.A.Hoyi‘
Annual Competition for the _
'Highsted Cup'- open to all
Northern members of the
Helvetia P.S. (see below)
Postal Stationery -Discussion
Leaders Mr.J.N.Highsted
'P.E..R.F.' (Proofs Essays,
iscussion
Reprints,Forgeries)D
Leaders. Mr. L. Moore
'Off the Beaten Track' -Small
Displays by All Members
'Helvetia Quiz' - Mr.A.Gul1is
Reserved for a distingui s hed
Visitor
Annual General Meeting
,

Dec.

5

1960

Jan, 2
Feb.

6

Mar. 5
Apr. 2
Apr. 30

Mr. J.N.Highsted has presented a
Silver Cup for the Group's Annual Comp. __
etition. Gratefully accepting this generous gift at a recent meeting, it was
agreed that entries next session would
not be limited to members of the Group
but would gladly be accepted from any
Northern Members of Helvetia P.S. As
the main idea would be to provide an
interesting display, there will be no
precise definition of 'Northern'. Full
details will be given later,
LIBRARYs 1e are indebted to M. Max
j
J
J
3
Hertech of Zumstein & Cie . for
generously donating a copy of the 1959
For all issues of
11 Specialised Catalogue to our Library.
SWISS STAMPS
This is a most useful addition, and
will be of particular benefit to newer
also
members.
Pre-Stamp Covers
An item which is being
'TIPS's
ji
Special Flights
'tipped' as a stamp with a
P
Miniature Sheets
future is the first National Fete issue
Etc. Etc.
(Z.lz) - on GRILLED paper. Used blocks
are becoming extremely scarce.
LIECHTENSTEIN: With reference to the
fl Enquiries and Wants Lists given prompt
note on the forthcoming
Write now tos
attention.
11
stamps in our July issue, Mr. Jack
14 Low Lane, Torrisholme, Morecambe, if Beken points out that thesecomprise
the first instalment of a long awaited
•`► i
Lancs.
•••--•-- ' set of new definitives.
)

J- J

_j y

,

Edward H. Spiro
R.P.S.,L.

PRESIDENT:

LI\-114 11('

LFTTIR /
Temporary Editora
MRS.E.J.RAWNSLEY.
No.

Hon. Secretary
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY
32 Ethlebert Gardens,
I__
Ilford, Essex,

9

S WI SS
FO TN IGHT

-17 - h October 1959
For two weeks Switzerland is
to be on show in London, with
further activities in various
other places. Supported by
British Government Departments
and by Swiss public and private
)rganisations "SWITZERLAND ON
SHOW" will present for the
first time a picture of that
small but progressive country.
Main shopping thoroughfares in
London, Manchester, Glasgow and
other towns will feature Swiss
merchandise in window displays,
and exhibitions of a vast range
of consumer products will be
held at Park Lane House, London
and elsewhere.

Hon. Treasurer:
MR. A.J. HARDING,
31, Somerset Way,
Iver, Bucks.

SEPTEMBER

I CI*69

Hon.Exchange Pkt.Supt
MR. J.H. SHOAT,
115, Peppard Road,
Caversham„ Reading.
13th YEAR

In accordance with the Society's RulesNOTICE
is hereby given that the

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
will be held on WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11TH, 1959
(2nd Wed.) at 6.45 p.m. prompt, at the Kingsway Hall
(Room 32), Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
AGENDA
1. Minutes of A.G.M. held on 5th November 1958
2. Matters arising from the Minutes
3. Chairman's Address
4. REPORT by the Hon. Secretary
5. Hon.Treasurer's REPORT & STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS
6. Hon. Pkt. Superintendent's REPORT
7. ELECTION of Officers & Members of the Societyts
Committee for 1959/60
8. MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS (see below)
9. Any other business

NOMINATIONS% Nominations for the Election ofOfficeris
& Members of the Committee, i.e.
Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Hon. Secretary, Hon. Treas.In connection with this event urer, Hon. Pkt. Superintendent, Hon. Auditor, Chairman of the Expert Committee and (not exceeding)
a display of Swiss Postage
TWELVE
Members of the Committee should be sent to
Stamps etc., organised by the
the
Hon.
Secretary, Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley, to reach her
Swiss General Post Office and
not
later
than first post on Tuesday,lOth November.
the Swiss National Tourist
Office, will be held at 'THE
RESOLUTIONS% Any Member desiring to move a ResolujOUSE OF BEWLAY', 138 Park Lane,
tion or Motion at the A.G.M. must give
London, W.1., and our Hon.
N OTICEin writing, enclosing the text of the
Treasurer, Mr.A.J.Harding has
Resolution to the Hon. Secretary before the opening
arranged an evening - THURSDAY, of the A.G.M.
OCTOBER 15th at 6 p.m. - when
After the business meeting, which is expected to
members of the Helvetia Philalast about l hour, there will be SHORT
telic Society, in company with
DISPLAYS by Members on 'LATEST
members of the London-Swiss
ACQUISITIONS t.
P.S., will be able to enjoy a
private view of this interestMEMBERS ARE REQUESTED TO MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO ATTEND
ing exhibition, and at the
THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING,
same time to taste some Swiss
and are also invited to contribute towards displays.
wine and other specialities!
E.J.RAWNSLEY (Hon. Secretary). G.W.DAGLISH (Chairman)
All London members and those
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S
near London will in due course
receive an official invitation.
2 MAIN SERVICES
If any Provincial members antare at your disposal
icipate being in London on this 1. FILLING OF WANTS LISTS a With our splendid stock
date and would like to attend,
almost any item is obtainable, and in SUPERB
will they please drop a line to
CONDITION.
Mr. Harding.
2. APPROVAL SERVICE: The ideal way to acquire outof-the-way items, or to browse at leisure and
LONDON OPENING MEETING
select the kind of copies you like.
October 7th (1st Wed.) -Room 31
WRITE NOW - stating your requirements
Kingsway Hall, London, W.C.2.
to
'THE RAILWAYS & THE POST' 27,
Westbury
Road,
London„N.12.
Tel. HILlside 6857
Mr.R.L.Christian of Lincoln.
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JLVENTUT I A1'VS ST/IVES
By E. J. Rawnsley

Part III.

Z U G - (1352) - Arms: Argent a fesse azure.
Zug is the smallest of all the Cantons. The arms have been in
use since the 14th century and are said to be a variation on the
arms of Austria which are: "'Argent, a fesse gules', and may have
been adopted to mark the freedom of the area from Austrian domination. The old part of the town of Zug is an almost perfect example
of a medieval city, with its arcaded buildings, frescoed walls and
picturesque fountains.
The border of the stamp of 1922 shows
fishes; these are known as 'Zugerrbteli and are found only in
this lake.
In 1952 the 5 c. National F'éte stamp commemorated the 600th anniversary of the entry
of both Zug and Glarus into the Confederation, and yet again a heraldic error was made,
for St. Fridolin on the Glarus shield is shown facing the wrong way, an error which
could have been easily avoided had the two shields been reversed.

B E R N - (1353) - Arms: Gules, on a bend or a bear passant
sable, armed and langued of the first'.
Of all the Swiss arms those of the capital Canton are probably
the best known. Legend has it that Berchtold of Zahringen, searching for a name for the new town which he had founded, organised a
hunt and vowed to call it after the first quarry he slew. It is
said that this was a hart but Berchtold did not consider it a
sufficiently noble animal and the hunt continued until a bear was
killed, and thus the city acquired its name. Bern became a free
city in 1218 and by 1244 the bear had appeared on the town seal.
Until 1289 the black bear was shown on a silver field (the Zahringen colours), the
change to red followed the battle of Schlosshalde, when the white banner was dyed by
the blood of the standard bearer, Vaale de Greiferz. In commemoration the field was
changed to red with the bear on a bend of silver. Later on, at a time not exactly
known, the bend was changed to gold, perhaps as the result of Imperial concession.
For a while also he bore the Imperial Eagle on his back, but for centuries has stood
alone. The bear is well beloved, and is used in every way and on every occasion, from
chocolates and cakes to bears in stone, bronze and wood along the streets and round the
beautiful fountains. Live bears have always been kept in a bear-pit, except for a
short time during the Napoleonic wars, when Napoleon had them removed to Paris. The
heads of wheat in the border of the 1921 stamp call attention to the wheat cultivation
of the Canton, commonly called the 'bread basket' of Switzerland.
The same heraldic error was made on the 1953 National F'e`te stamp marking the 600tt
anniversary of Bern, as was made for Zurich, inasmuch as the shield is shown facing
both ways, again that on the right being correct. Another stamp which can be includevais the 1941 issue commemorating the 750 anniversary of the foundation of Bern, which
also prominently displays the shield.
The admission of Bern brought the ancient Confederation up to 8 Cantons and there it
remained for 130 years without further additions.
FRIBOURG -- (1481) - Armss Per fesse sable and argent.
Owes its origin to two distinct types of arms, those of its
banner and those of its seal. The banner is black and silver, the
Zahringen colours of the three towns founded by that family:
Fribourg (founded in 1178), Berthoud and Bern (original arms). The
seal shows a castle with three crenelated towers, representing the
fortress built by the Duke of Zahringen, which gave the name to
the town of 'Freie Burg'. Of the two shields, the military ones
'Per fesse sable and argent' has always figured in paintings and
on monuments as representing the Canton.

FRIBOURG_(CITY) has for its.municipal shields 'Azure, a three towered
castle TAW, having a demi-annulet at base of the
last'. The origin of this demi-annulet is no known. In the 17th
cent. the two arms were combined in a quarterly shield, but this did
not prove very popular and by the end of the last century this had
disappeared from use and town and Canton reverted to their original arms.
The border of the stamp of 1922 has mitres and rosaries, drawing
attention to the fact that the city of Fribourg is the See of the Bishop of Fribourg,
Lausanne and Geneva, while the border of the stamp of 1930 showing the town arms, has
on one side the symbols of learning and industry and on the other the Bishop's mitre
and
crozier.
(To
be
continued)
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(Continued — No.77B — 5 cts. GREEN
Box Perforation

.

,

; 87
1
;137
t
;187
j

Dot over globe at L.
Small dot in value 5
Two spots on cross
H/line from neck to arms
H. h/line thro' cross
Small
dot btw. 87
Dot after E of Jubile
Small star in cloud over globe
Small dot on R. hand
Small star on R. shoulder
Small star on 1 wire at L.
Dot
under I of Union
j 38
Small star on L. forearm
Dot on lowest insulator
Ret. to indent below FL of Florian
88 Dot in robe over 5 of 1875
Small dot L. above value 5
1 138 Str, thro value 5 and 8 of 1875
Dot outside L. frame at J.
t
Dot under 7 of 1875
H. h/line thro' L.frame below indent 188 Small star over globe at L. frame
Dot above top frame at R,
Small star low in tab.
t
Small dot in L. frame of arms
• 39 Dot in top R. tab. Dot under 9
H.h/line from I of Jubile to R. frame 89 Dot on pole
Small H.str. over frame and 1 N of 1139 Small dot btw. 18; Small dot in cross
Union j18 9 H. line from L. frame under J to pole
Dot in L of L'Union
!
Dot under U of Jubile
Spot on 0 of 'Union
1 40 Dot L. of 5 of 1875; Dot in D of DE
Small star top R. in tab.
H.h/line from over globe L. to R. i 90 mall
wireofunder
Smalldot
dot on
on 2foot
valueIV5
fr ame j 40 Small barb over frame and DE L'
Small dot top R. of D after G ra ss et i1
Dot L. below 7
Slight double print of top lettering![190 H. h/line outside L. frame at bottom
Dots in J and on I of Jubile
Small star in cloud under arch
!
Spot on pole R. of L. upper arm
1 41 Dot R. of arms
Small dot on hyphen.
Dot outside L. frame btw. 3 and 4 wires
Small dot under JU
'
L. frame of tab. doubled
Small dot outside L.frame at 1 wire 9 1 H. line below bottom frame
V. h/line btw. VIJ
1 141 Figure L. above.)
Small dot under hyphen
V. small str. under U of Jubile
Short str. under U of Jubile
;191 Small V. str. on topmost cover
Wart over E of Jubile
Small V. str. from 8 into robe
;
Small dot L. below J
2 Two small dots under wires below Postale
Small curved line on one of the
Small dot L. of value 5
covers
92 Dot in 8,
Small dot outside L. frame at 1 wire
Dot below frame under G of Grasset
1142 Dot
Small dot under value 5
on 1 of 1875
Value 5 smudged; Dot on 7
Small
dot under H of Postale
1 192
Small dot under U of Jubile
Small star on globe
Small dot under 7
H/line outwards from L.frame near globe
Dot L. below, J
Dot high btw. 75; H/line btw. 75
H/line from L.below J and to 2 wire 43
Dot L. below 1 of 1875
` 143 Small V.str. outside R.frame at lowest
Small dot on R. wrist
wire; Small str. on L. forearm
Diag. str. in robe R. of tab.
Small star outside R.frame near wires
1
193
Star btw. 2 and 3 wires
Small diag. str. L. below .value 5
Small dot below 90 of 1900
SmalstronL.famet1wir
44
White dot in globe at R.
Dot
below
apostrophe
of
L!U
Two small dots in tab. L. of 5
Two small dots low outside L.'frame 1 9 Spot over globe; Small dot on pole
4Smaldotwinb. Dot L. of face
Small dot under frame and S after i 194 Diag.h/_lines in .tab. from bottom to top
Spot above btw. EL of Universelle
Florian
Small star L. outside frame at 1 wire
Dot on frame outside top left
j
45 Curled line on ribbon R. of L. arm
Small dot over 8
H/line from value into"robe
Small dot R. of value. 5
Dot
top left tab.
Small diag. str. btw. D and Florian• 95 Dot in
in
bottom left tab.
Small str. in Value 5
145 Dot before UNI
Small dot in tab. over 18
Dot outside R. frame beside covers
Three small dots in and R. of value 5
195 Star L. of value 5; H. h./line on pole
Small dot over B
Small star over frame over N of Union 46 Dot low btw. DE L'
Dot top R. near value 5
Small barb in globe at R.
96
Dot outside L. frame L. below J
Dot top L. in tab.,Dot on.3 wire j
H, h/line on pole
White area in top L. corner
'146
Small dot under 2 N of Union
Small star outside frame near J
H.
h/line thro' robe and pole
Two small dots L. of 1875
Small dot in L. of tab.
Small star over frame over I of Union
Small star and dot in cloud under UNI
To
be continued)
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LONDON PROGRAMME FOR 1958 60

We regret to have to make a change of
ate. It has been found impossible to hold
he FILM SHOW in February and this has been
ut forward to March.
It is hoped, after consultation with our
Beds Group, to transfer the 'Inter-Society
uiz' to February. Further details regardng this will be published later.
ORE WEDDING BELLS! Our heartiest congratlations to Mr. W.R. Morrison of Glasgow
valiant translator of our current U.P.U.
rticle), who is being married this month.
lire wish him and his bride-to-be a long and
appy married life.
UTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS FOR SEPTEMBER
uto 1. St.Gallen - Internationale Pferdesporttage - 10/13.IX.1959
"
2. Zug - Zuchtstiermark - 9/lO,IX.1959
"
2. Zurich - Knabenschiessen -12/14.1X.59
"
3. Lausanne - Comptoir Suisse 12-27.IX.1959
extra Solothurn - 50 Jahre Philatelistenverein - 12/13.IX.1959
SLOGAN POSTMARKS FOR SEPTEMBER
nterlaken Quinzaine gastronomique (to 20.
X) Zurich freundlich and sauber (12-20.IX)
LMA St.Gallen. St.Gallen (13.IX to 18.X)
-.Oe Comptoir suisse Lausanne'(to 27.IX)
t.orges Wte des vendages - Merges (to 3.X)
].ontreux Septembre musical - Montreux 1.
ZUMSTEIN SMALL CATALOGUE OF
SWITZERLAND & LIECHTENSTEIN - 1.60
A copy of this publication has just been
]eoeived. This excellent 90 page production
s so up-to-date that it includes the 1959
ro Juventute issue - details of which are
till awaited at the time of reviewing.

SEPTEMBER 1959 (No. 9 _
th Year)
"INDUSTRY & LANDSCAPE" - 20 c. 'GRIMSEL'
The 'Schweizer,Briefmarken Zeitung'
recently published a letter from a Bernese
collector reporting a double print variety
on the 20 c. 'Grimsel! stamp. This occurs
near the bottom left, frame-line, in the
figures '20' and in the mountain slope at
the left above the hospice. Several thousand copies of the stamp were examined and
some singles, pairs, and a horizontal
strip of 4 and one of 5 have been found,
all showing the double print. The majority
were cancelled during the period 30 Jan.
1949 (? 1950) to 27 Dec. 1950, but the
strip of 4 and one pair bear the dates of
22 Jan. 1953 and 24 March 1953. These
latter also show a colour difference of
'reddish-brown' instead of 'brown-carmine'.
It is thought, therefore, that the doubleprint must have occurred either on a complete sheet or at least part of a sheet,
and that two separate printings must have
been made. Another cylinder must also have
been in use at the same time which showed
no errors.
Consultation with the Stamp Printing
Section of the P.T.T. apparently elicitei
the following informations Due to certain
technical circumstances the cylinder became subjected to strain and warped, necessitating re-stamping. In the process of
re-rolling the die did not quite fit the
matrix, resulting in a shift to the left.
The double-print was not noticed at the
time of the initial printing and even had
it been, it would not have been necessary
to destroy the whole printing as the
double-print is barely visible to the naked
eye. The cylinder was eventually destroyed
in 1954, having developed many surface
imperfections.
The writer of the letter considers this
to be of importance to collectors and
would like to see it included in the
'Specialised' Catalogue. He also poses t
questions Does this represent a third
version of the 20 c. stamp?
Have any Helvetia members come across
this variety?
Next month we will publish some observations on this subject by Lt. Col. J.D.
Blyth.

All issues of stamps are covered in deail including the major varieties, with
refuse illustrations in the same style as
he Zumstein 'Europe' Catalogue. It is
nteresting to note, on comparison with the
959 Specialised (which we understand is
lready out of print)' that small but signiicant price increases appear throughout,
ma ven on recently current stamps. Some
'
i(
examples at random show the 1945 Peace 5 Fr i ^
(Z.2.73) up to Fr.28 mint and Fr.45 used;
i
J
0 fr. (Z.274) Fr.28 mint and Fr.l6 used.
he 'Grimsel Dam' double print (Z.301A/Pf.l);I CONTINUE IN POPULARITY AND THEIR VALUE
CONSTANTLY INCREASES.
p to Fr.650 mint or used. Almost all the
l ,iniature Sheets show increases.
!i
ilIs your main collection virtually complete?
This catalogue can be recommended to those;! If
siderho like to follow the Zumstein listing but Ij ines to ^ be triedanyPOSTPdARKS l .g SPECIAL
CIAL
ind the 'Specialised'' edition too technical CANCELLATIONS .. THEMATICS .. POSTAL
It can be obtained at the modest price of ^iSTATIONEPY etc. etc.
/6d. (postage 5d.) from Harris Publications ^;t;`hy not let m© help by supplying approvals?
.2 Maiden Lane, London W.C.2. Orders should
t be delayed as supplies are limited and
0
is not likely to be on sale for long.
This co
copy may,
Y be seen at the meeting on i
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme, Moreoambe,
ct. 7th and will then be added to the
,
Lancs.
library.
1
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London has looked very gay during
the past two weeks with Swiss flags flying everywhere, displays of Swiss goods
The new international letter and postcard
including delightful knitwear, textiles, rates which came into force on 1st Apri 1 1959,
especially the exquisite St.Gallen emnecessitate the issue of 30 & 50 c, stamps,
broideries, watches, wines, cheese etc. as well as a change of colour of the present
The most interesting event for us, 20 c, The new stamps will be issued on United Nations Day, October 24th, for the Euroo course, was the exhibition of Swiss
pean
Office of the UNO in Geneva. Correspondstage Stamps, organised by the P.T.T.
ing
values
for the other international organat the House of Bewlay, Park Lane, W.l.
isations
will
probably follow next year. The
The opening ceremony on October 5th was
Stamps
are,
intended
exclusively for pre-payperformed by His Excellency the Swiss
ment
of
UNO
mail
in
Geneva.
Ambassador, M. Armin Daeniker, at a re20 c. Carmine (change of colour) - winged
ception attended by Their Excellencies
the Ambassadors of Belgium, Costa Rica, 30 c. Orange-red (new value) - figure
50 c. Blue (new value) - Globe with laurel
and Haiti, the High Commissioner of
branches
Ceylon, Representatives of the Foreign
30 c. 29 x 24 mm
Stamp & picture
Office, the G.P.0., Members of the Royal
26 x 21 mm
sizes:
50 c. 24 x 29 mm
Philatelic Society and other guests.
21 x 26 mm
For exhibitions of this kind the
Designer: Hans Thöni, Bern
P.T.T. can supply only modern material, Engravers: 30 c. Karl Bickel Jr. Walenstadtberg
but the exhibits were enhanced by photo50 c. Albert Yersin, Mont-sur-Rolle
graphic enlargements of the artists'
sketches for the 1938 High Values, 1941 Printed by rotary line engraving at the PostStatesmen and Soldiers (Historical Set) age Stamp Printing Office, Bern, on white
and the 1949 Landscape & Technical issue paper without fibres, in 2 sheets (Nos.l & 2)
support this Herr Grass of the P.T.T. of 50 stamps each.
invited displays of 'Old Swiss' from the On the occasion of the United Nations Day
Royal and Helvetia Philatelic Societies. the European Office of UNO organises a philatFrom Dr. H.Landau and Dr. K. Strauss of the elic show of all postage stamps of the League
of Nations & United Nations so far issued anyRoyal came a galaxy of old covers, in
superb condition, bearing Cantonal and where in the world. On 24th October the post
office Geneve 10 (in the UNO Building) and the
other early stamps, with many rare
'special
'Office temporaire' operating thereon
cancellations.
24th & 25th, will use a special post marks
Displays by members of the Helvetia GENEVE - JOURNEE DES NATIONS UNIE. A special
P.S. includ&. Mr. L.Moore' s fine cup winnirg cover will also be available.
sheets on 'The Framing of the Federal
Cross' on Ortspost, Rayons etco,'Strubelistenthusiasts turn up in force, but a number of
showing Bern & Munich printings from Mr. members from more outlying areas also came
along and made themselves known to tho Sootety,
J.H.Short; a 'Study of the 1900 U.P.U.
Issue' with first, second & third plates thereby adding greatly to our pleasure.
illustrated by photographs from Mr.J.H.J
With the excellent Swiss wines flowing
Lowe, and to round off the modern issues' 'freely and an infinite variety of 'cheese
the 'Pro Juventute' arms stamps from the snacks', those present enjoyed a most convivSecretary. In addition to stamps there
ial evening, and thanks are due to the P.T.T.
were also some very fine prints of the
and The House of Bewlay for their hospitality,
routes over the Passes, views of old
enabling us not only to feast our eyes on many
Luoerne etc.
treasures, but also to enjoy a very pleasant
Members of the Helvetia P.S., with social evening'which will be long remembered.
members of the London-Swiss, attended a
E.J.R.
private reception on Thursday 15th Oct.
at which not only did our regular

NATIONS STAMPS

,
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THE PRO JUV\ I ,.T= 4,RMS STAV
By E. J. RAWNSLEY .

Part IV

S OLOT HURN - (149) - Arms: Per fesse gules and argent.
The town of Solothurn is under the patronage of St. Urs,
martyred on the site of the Cathedral, and the earliest seals
depict St. Urs carrying the banner of the Theban Legion. In 1318,
however, the Austrian Duke Leopold instituted the use of thé red
and silver banner (a reminder of Austrian rule) and these became
the Cantonal arms. The little banners in the border of the 1924
stamp are a reminder of St. Urs and the mitres represent the
Bishop of Basle, who had a residence in Solothurn.

BASEL

(1501).

The Canton was governed by the Church until
1501 when it joined the Confederation.
Later friction arose between the burghers and the country people
which led to a revolt in 1833 in which the townsfolk were defeated.
By decree of the Diet there followed separation into two'half cantons, thus dividing cantonal rule between the townsfolk and the
country people.
-

BASEL-STADT (Town) - Arms: Argent, the head of a crozier sable,
facing dexter.
The arms of the town of Basel are derived from those of it's Prince-bishop who
bore: 'Argent, a crozier gules facing sinister', which first appeared on a seal of
1385. As a difference the town adopted a black crozier and turned it to the dexter.
The little croziers forming the border of the 1923 stamp are a reminder of the
connections with the church.

BASEL-LAND (Country)- Arms: Argent, the head of a crozier with
7 crockets gules, facing sinister.

The red crozier was adopted in 1833 following the separation,
and is said to be based on the arms of Liestal, the chief town.
The seven crockets are also said to represent the seven districts,
which form the half-canton. On the stamp of 1926 the border is
composed of ribbons, one of the principal industries of the region.
The joint arms per pale are frequently used on a combined
shield.
The shield is sometimes seen with a single supporter, a wyvern - a type
of dragon also called a basilisk - which is a punning reference to to the name, the
origin of which, however, came from the Roman fort or 'basilic' built around A.D.
358.

SCHAFFHAUSEN - (1501) - Armss Or, a ram salient
sable, langued gules,
armed and crowned of the
first.
The cantonal arms are a simplified form of the arms of the
city of Schaffhausen, shown below, but are of ancient origin,
being used in this form on banners at the Battle of Sempacb in
There is some controversy as to the origin of the name
1386.
'SCHAFF AUSEN'. One theory is that it was derived from the name
of a noble house - the 'House of the Ram' - the other that it is
The
derived from the 'Schiffhauser' or warehouses from which it got it's wealth.
former explanation is more likely to be correct, for in those early days the emblems used heraldically had very specific meanings and were more likely to be de(The tendency to the latter was alater
rived from a family name than from trade.
18th century development when the art and use of pure heraldry fell into decline).
The ram appears on the ancient seals as far back as the 12th century. The grapes
in the frame of the 1924 stamp refer to the vineyards of Hallau, from which come
famous wines.
The town arms area 'Or, on a mount in base vert, a city gateway argent, issuing from the sinister side of the escutcheon,
and therefrom a ram springing sable, horned and crowned or.
These are shown on the stamp of 1930, the border of which is
composed of bunches of grapes, again significant of the flourishing vineyards of this region.
(To be continued)
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`GRIMSEL' DOUBLE PRINT VARIETY
Some comments by Lt.-Col. J. D. Blyth
The 'Schweizer Briefmarken Zeitungt is a little late in its report of the discovery of a 'new' double print on the 20 c. Grimsel stamp, as I described and illustrated'it (among others) in an article published in the 'Philatelic Magazine' as
long ago as Dec. 16, 1955! The most pronounced feature is the doubling of the left
hand frame line which thickens from the top downwards until it splits near the bottom,
and the inner curve of the commencement of the figure 2 is doubled in the same way.
The white space between the doubled lines can be seen in cleanly printed copies, but
the extrusion of ink during printing often makes the doubling appear to be only a
thickening of the lines. In some specimens traces of the doubling can be seen in
both figures of the '20', but except in the frame line and the inner curve of the
commencement of the '2' these traces amount only to a thickening of the lines.
I find it impossible to accept the writer's explanation that the doubling was
caused by re-rolling with the die (transfer roller?) not quite fitting the matrix,
resulting in a shift to the left. Such a shift would lead to a doubling of the whole
impression of the stamp, but in all the copies which I have found even the fine diagonal lines of shading in and around the numerals are clear and distinct and show
no signs of thickening. Further, the fact that the left hand frame line thickens
from the top to the bottom shows that the doubling is due to a slight angular displacement and not to a lateral shift. Such an angular displacement can only be due
to the axis of the transfer roller having been set slightly askew relative to the
original impressions on the plate. Now, it is obvious that while the impression is
being rolled into the plate the roller must move in a direction exactly at right
.g1es to its own axis, for if it did not do so an element of skidding would be inGroduced which, however slight, would make it impossible to produce a clear impression in the plate and would lead to the rapid destruction of the roller. It follows,
then, that the angular displacement must be due to the plate having been set slightly
askew on the bed of the transfer press so that the transfer roller travelled across
it in a direction not quite parallel to the Original frame lines of the design. In
the width of a single stamp this slight divergence would lead to the thickening and
final splitting of the side frame line as is seen in the variety under discussion,
but after the roller had travelled the full width of the sheet the new line would
have departed to quite a considerable distance from the old one.
-

that the only possible conclusion is that the original design
It appears to
was not on the plate when it was re-rolled but had been ground and burnished off,
and that the apparent doubling is not a true re-entry but is due to the grinding
having been too shallow at one side of the sheet. This would remove the fine lines
of shading but would leave parts of the deeper lines such as those for the frame
lines and numerals, and the remains of these lines would produce the effect of what
is somewhat incorrectly described as a 'double print'.
Such traces of earlier impressions on a plate are by no means unknown in lineagraved stamps, and as they constitute recurrent varieties I have always felt that
they should have their place in Specialised Catalogues among, but distinguished from,
re-entries, double entries, retouches and true double prints.
Practically all the specimens which I have found were cancelled during 1950, and
in view of the fact that the issue was then only a few months old I think that it is
not impossible that they were printed from the plate from which Die I had been removed prior to re-engraving with Die II.
Incidentally I find it very difficult to account for the specimens which the
Bernese collector describes as having been cancelled in January 1949 and think this
may be an error for 1950. As the date of issue of the 'Industry & Landscapes' series
was 1. Aug. 1949, any stamps of that issue bearing cancellations during the first 7
months of 1949 must be very rare indeed.
PICTORIAL TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELLATIONS

AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATION

The following should be added to the
published lists

Auto No. 3 St.Gallen, OLMA 9-18.X.
1959

GERSAU - am VierwaldstAttersee
ISERABLES - Balcon sur Is Rhone
MANNENBACH-SALENSTEIN - Schloss Arenenberg
SENT - Sonne - Lrhohlung - Sport
TSCHIERTSCHEN - Sommer and Winterku.rort
UZENSTORF - Schloss Landshut

Journee des Nations Unies — Geneve 1
from 20.X.1959

SLOGAN CANCELLATION

NEXT LONDON MEETING
Wednesday, 11th November, 6.45 p.m.
MEETING
ANNUAL GENERAL
followed by Members' displays ons

LATEST ACQUISITIONS
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SLAVES TO THE CATALOGUE
SWISS POSTMARK COLLECTOR'S VERSION
by R. L. Christian
All serious students of Swiss Postmarks
of the period 1843-82 will know the 'GROSSES
HANDBUCH DER ABSTEMPLUNG:N AUF SCHWEIZER
MARKEN 1843-1882', the standard work on Swiss
postmarks. This excellent work, with its
supplement, is the result of intensive studies
and attempts to record all the postal markings to be found on Swiss covers and stamps
of this period. The same pitfalls exist,
however, for the unwary user of this 'catalogue' as exist for the unwary user of any
stamp catalogue, indeed even more so. Blind
and slavish collection of the marks to be
found in the 'Handbuch' is not a state to be
recommended to the student of Swiss Postmarks.
Let each decide what his own scope is to be,
and where to 'draw the line'. These few
notes are drafted with the intention of
assisting those not too well versed in the
whys and where-fores of the various groups
and types of postmarks included in the 'Handbuch' and to be found on Swiss covers, and
also to attempt in certain cases to ascertain
the precise status of some marks where their
exact meaning is still in doubt.
The first group where doubt exists as to
the true meaning of some of the markings is
Group 8, dealing with Monogram stamps. These
include 'R' boxed and unboxed, 'PF?, 'LV',
'C.T.', 'P.A.', 'L.G.', 'J.J,' and 'L.B.'.
The listing is explained as being made because the precise significance is not sufficiently certain to allow them to be listed
under their correct groups.
The significance of the 'R' is given as
either 'Retour' or 'Recommandée'. The 'P.Â. 1
isugetdaihr'Post-Augabe,
'Paket-Ausgabe', 'Post-Ambulant' etc. The
letters 'P.F.' it is explained have been
found on a number of letters which have passed via Frutigen and may, therefore, stand for
'Par Frutigen'; on the other hand the most
widely accepted interpretation is 'Payé
jusqu'e, la frontiere'. This latter is contradicted by a cover from Geneva to Martigny,
stamped with 3 Rayon IIIs and cancelled in
red with 'P.F.' in a circle, as this letter
did not cross the frontier.
'L.G.' is suggested as 'Lausanne-Geneve'
but the more widely accepted meaning nowadays
is 'Lettre Genevois', with the 'L.B.' being
'Lettre Blois'. These letters are also to
be found combined with a value in Kreutzer,
indicating the postage to be reimbursed to
the Cantonal administration by the postal
authority ultimately delivering the letter
and collecting the postage. Similar to these
are the letters 'L.Z.' (Zurich) and 'L.V.'
(Vaudois). The 'C.T.'cancellations are thought
to originate from Lugano and Locarno and may
stand for 'Canton Ticino' or more likely still
be comparable with the _last-mentioned group
and stand for 'Corrispondenza ticinese'.
(To be continued)

_._.—

NUMBERS

ISSUED

PRO JUVENTUTE 1}58
5 + 5 c.
11,026,776
10 + 10 c.
8,560,784
20 + 10 c.
6,142,377
30 + 10 c.
1,786,210
40 + 10 c.
2,245,635
SERVICE STAMPS FOR INTERNATIONAL
ORGANISATIONS
Courier du Bureau international
d'educations
(a) Historical seriess
50 c. 50,000
1 rr. 46,300
60 c. 48,100
1.20 Fr. 45,100
70 c. 46,500
1.50 Fr. 44,300
80 c. 47,900
2 Fr. 46,200
90 c. 46,800
es
(b) High valu
sss
10 Fr. 37,000
3 Fr. 38,000
5 Fr. 38,500
Bureau international d'educations
L_a_ndssc_ape & Technical issues
5 c. 93,100
10 c. 115,800
15 c. 80,300

35 c. 52,500
40 c. 43,900
50 c. 51,300

20 c. 35,600
25 c. 28,200
30 c. 22,700

60 c. 51,000
70 c. 51,100

VERKEHRSHAUS DER SCHEIZ. LUZERN
The recently opened 'Transport
House' now has its own post office for
the supply of stamps and despatch of
ordinary and registered mail. A special cancellation was put into use as
from 1st September.
CONFERENCE DE PLENIPOTENIAIRES DE
L'UIT
From 14th October to 17th December
1959 a Conference of Plenipotentiaries
of the 'Union Internationale des Telecommunications' will be held in Gene'
The post office set up to deal with
mail of the 'Conference administrative
des radiocommunications' will also
deal with mail for this new Conference.
Special postmarks will be used.
For Swiss Stamps of all
Periodss
CLASSICS - STRUBELIS
SITTING HELVETIA
STANDING HELVETIA

X\CL
U .P.U.
MODERN ISSUES:;
AIR-MAILS
etc.

14, Low Lane, Torris'rlolme, Morecambe
Lancs.
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.1900
No. 77B -

OCTOBER

By W. R. MORRISON

5 c. GREEN

196 Diag. str. thro' top R. corner
Small o in cross
47 Dot R. of arms; Small str. under hyphen
97 H. ' h/line overhead (partly)
Small o outside R. frame at topmost cover
147 Small V. str. low in tab.
Spot on hyphen
197 Str. from 1 to 4 wire,' & from globe to
R., shoulder.
Small dot and str. outside L.frame at
globe.
48 Small dot on pole below L. hand
Two small dots L. over value 5
98 -148 Small dot in value 5; small dot in cross
198 Small o btw. wires under Postale
Small star bt0. 1 and 2 wire

1959
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(Continued)

- Box Perf.
49 Small o high on breast
Small dot R. of value 5
79 Spot on 2 wire
149 Str. from L.eye to bottom R.cbrner
Small str. on U of Jubile
199 Small " star below wires under Postale
Small star btw. 2 and 3 wires
50 Spot R. of arms
Small - str. on F. of Florian

100 Small star btw. JU
Two small dots in cloud
150 Spot on shawl L. of pole
Small dot under 4 wire at L. frame
200 Spot btw. last E of Universelle
and. insulator
Spot on 2 wire

NOTE; This stamp (77B) is much harder in some ways to identify, and some points arise
1. White areas 9 especially T.2 in top L. corner, are not always clear.
2. The white breaks R. of the globe, (T.19) are too low, and should be one sq\,_,re
(on the globe surface) higher, i.e. in line out from the white dash of T.l.
3. Many marks ,(e.g.T.3 dotted line, hairlines) are much more faint than would be
expected -,this applies in many cases, but is, of course, much affected by
the degree of inking.
__-roOo____
No. 78B - 10 c. RED

1 H. str. under U of Jubile
V. str. in cloud under I of Universelle
51 Dot below frame under 00 of 1900
Small dot L. in globe
121 Dot on E of Jubile
Star under E. of Postale
151 Dot btw. 1 and 9 of 1900
2 - 52 Str. through envelopes and R. frame
Small dot over 10
102 Small dot over frame at UN of Union
152 White flocks in envelopes, globe and
clothes; Curved line over 8
3 Small star outside L. frame near top
of globe
Small star outside L.4rame at 3to4 wire
53 Dot above btw. LE of Postale
H.str. outside L.frame beside tab.
103 Small o on 2 wire; Large spot on 1 of 10
153 Dot on pole above"ribbon
Small star above 10
4 Dot in U of Jubile; 2 dots on L. Shoulder
54 Spot on clothes below R. elbow
H/line from L', frame to face
104 Diag. h/line btw. 1 and 2 wire
Diag. h/line in cloud above wires
154 Dot on bottom R.' corner
Spot on 1 of 1875
5 Star below frame and covers
Small star on pole
55 H/line thro' bottom R. corner
Dot top R. in tab.
105 Dot under S of Postale
H. h/lines in Jubile and clouds
155 Wart in bottom L. corner
6 Small dot in cloud under U of Jubile
56 Two h/lines thro' tab. and shawl
Dots thro'19 & bottom frame

- Box Perf.

106 Two small H. strs. outside L. frame
at J
Small dot L. below F of Florian
156 Star on 8
Small dot L. above F of Florian
7 Small dot R. below 8
57 Str. in top L. corner
Two dots on pole below L. hand
107 Star under wire and Postale
Small str. in cloud under JU
157 Small o on top L. insulator
Small dot above frame over ON o
Union
8 Small 0 on pole btw. top insulators
Dot on pole above ribbon
58 Diag. h/line thro' tab.to R. frame
Dot L. below 10 and btw. 1 and frame
108 Small dot L. below 10
158 Small dot L. below first 0 of 1900
Small dot in 2 E of Universelle.
9 Dot under N of Florian
Small star btw. 1 and 2 wires
59 Dot low in tab.
Dot above L. index finger
109 Dot after 2 N of Union
Dot in frame L. of cross
159 Small dot betty. 1 and 2 wires under IV
Small dot in cloud under V of Universelle
10 H/line thro' tab. and body
Top R. corner retouched
60 Dot under A of Postale
Small dot under arched line
110 Small o on envelope
V. and H. lines on top R. corner
160 Str. in 3 E of Universelle
Wart in frame L. of globe
11 Small dot below 1875
Str. above globe at L.
(To be continued)
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The National Philatelic Exhibition
The opening meeting of the new season on held in St. Gallen is now over and re..
ports show that it has been a great suc7th October, was very successful with a
cess. High. praise has been given to the
good attendance despite'the continued fine
organisers for the excellent setting.and
weather; late holidays, - the imminence of
spacious arrangement of the exhibits.,
Election Day and other functions on at the
which
totalled. 1600 frames. Special emsame time. The guest of honour was Mr. R. L.
phasis,was
laid on quality, especially
Christian of Lincoln, who gave a magnificent
of the 'classics' and cancellations of
show on 'RAILWAY CANCELLATIONS'. These
the early issues. Several postmark collcancellations, which are not postal in origections were arranged cantonallys St.
in are, nevertheless, used postally as part
Gallen, Schaffhausen, Glarus, Graubunden
of the co-operation between the railways and
and Tessin.
the post-office. The station-master is responsible for passing on mail posted in
We asked Mr. H.L.Katcher for his imstation boxes after the last postal collect- pressions and although his visit was
ion. If sent by a train having a T.P.O. then brief he, too, remarked on the extremely
the station cancel is not supposed to be
high standard of the Swiss exhibits; the
used, but this rule is not always adhered to. condition of the stamps displayed, even
If the mail is put on an ordinary train then the cheapest, being unbelievably good.
it is cancelled with a station cancel.
He was particularly impressed by some of
the postmark displays, varieties on
. ..cue display started with photographs of
'Standing Helvetia' and some very dethe earliest types, now hard to find, and
tailed collections of 'Postage Dues'
proceeded with examples of cancels used by
(with many of the most expensive items
the Swiss Federal Railways, usually of a
in blocks of 4). Also highly amused,
'box' type, with many variations. Then follwhile admiring a magnificent display of
owed a series of sheets for the private rail'Rayons to hear them described as
ways, embellished by maps showing the routes
'beautiful Cantonal stamps', and on
and information on the dates of opening,dis-,
another occasion, while looking at two
tance covered etc., together with examples
sheets showing halved and misplaced conof cancels from the various stations on the trol marks of 'Sitting' and 'Standing'
line, demonstrating the diversity to befounda
Helvetias, which were naturally mounted
Mr. Christian was heartily congratulated to show the reverse side, two gentlemen
nearby were admiring the beautiful mounton his masterly handling of this subject
a difficult one, necessitating a great deal ing and writing up and one saids 'Isn't
it perfect; pity the stamps are so
of research work, since there is virtually
We find it difficult to be.
faded'.
no published information.
lieve, however, that these gentlemen
YORKSANCS GROUPS Hon.Sec. Mr. A. Gullis,
were serious collectors!
3 Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks,
SA L E
FO R
A member has for disposal the following
'HIGHSTED CUP' COMPETITION
SLOGAN POSTMARK COLLECTION - comprising- '
Further details are now available regard
42 Special covers - all 1951
ing this Contest, which will be held on 6th
183 Slogans mounted - 1935 - 1956 •
February 1960. It has been agreed that it
25 Slogans unmounted - 1957 — 1959
shall be open to all Members of the Yorks/
Swiss P.T.T.Slogan Catalogue ... 70/-.
Lanes Group, together with Members resident SOLDIER STAMP COLLECTION - comprisings
in Scotland and Counties north of Lancs/
27 mounted on leaves 1914 - 1918
Yorks.
158 mounted on leaves 1939 - 1945
Entries, to consist of not less than 6
Locher Soldier Stamp. Catalogue.. 70/-.
and not more than 12 sheets, may be on any
Enquiries in the first instance to the
aspect of Swiss stamps. Judging will be by
Hon. Secretar s Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley.
popular vote of all Helvetia Members present and the 'Highsted Cup' will be retained
by the winner for a period of 1 year.
The prices of Swiss stamps conEntries to be sent by registered post to
tinue to rise, while many items are
the Competition Organisers Mr.J.N. Highsted,
becoming increasingly elusive.
4 Park View Road, Heaton, Bradford 9, to
Fill those blank spaces N 0 W reach him not later than let post on Thursbefore
the new prices come into
day 4th February, 1960. They will be covereffect
with the publication of our
ed by insurance while in his possession.
1 9 6 0 CATALOGUE
It should be noted that this Competition
is distinct from that held annually for the
See preliminary notice enclosed..
'SPIRO CUP' the National Helvetia Society
27 Westbury Road, Woodside Park,
Competition to be held on April 13th,1960.
London. N..12.

MATE- UR COLLECTOR LT?

Edward H. SPIRO.
R.P.S.,L.

TTR
Hon. Treasurers
MR. A.J. Ii .RDING,
31, Somerset Way,
Iver. Bucks.
N

.
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Hon. Secretary & Editor:
MRS. E.J. RAWNSLEY,
32, Ethelbert Gardens,
Ilford, Essex.
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MR. J.H. SHORT,
! 115, Peppard Road,
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13th YEAR

JUVENTTT 1959

The long awaited details of the 5 Pro Juventute stamps with surcharge
are now to hand. As has become the custom over past years the lowest value portrays
a famous Swiss, while the other 4 values continue the present series of wild and garden flowers.

+ 5 c.

KARL HILTY (1833-1909) of Grabs (St.Gallen). An eminent professor of
public law and author of numerous historical, philosophical and legal
publications. Issued to mark the 50th anniversary of his death. `One
colours brownish-carmine,

10 + 10 c.

MARSH MARIGOLD (Caltha palustris) - green, yellow and brown.

20 + 10 c.

RED POPPY (Papaver rhoeas) - bluish-carmine, red, orange and green.

30 + 10 c.

NASTURTIUM (Tropaeolum majus) - olive, yellow, orange and green.

50 + 10 c.

MORNING-GLORY (Lathyrus odoratus) - blue, light red, greenish-yellow,
grey.
Stamp format:
24 x 29 mm.
Picture sizes
21 x 26 mm.
Productions
5 c. Steel engraving by Karl Bickel, sen., Walenstadtberg, after a
photograph from the Swiss National Library in Bern.
10, 20, 30 & 50 c. Designed by Hans Schwarzenbach, Bern.
Process: 5 o. Rotary line-engraving by the Postage Stamp Printing Office PTT, Bern.
gapers

Other valuess Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fonds.
5 c,. White line-engraving paper without coating or fibres.

Other valuess White, slightly coated paper with red and blue fibres.
No. of sheet s p er form cylinders, 5 c. 4 sheets (1-4) Remainders 2 sheets (A & B).
Period of sales 1st December 1959 to 31st January 1960 at all post-offices.
Je 1960 at the Philatelic Agency PTT,
1stDee
cmber 1959 to 30th un
Bern.
1960 .
Postal validity 1st December
1959 to 30t h June
90% of the proceeds from the additional charges goes to the Pro Juventute Foundation; the remaining 10% is intended in equal parts for day nurseries and mothèrhood
training.
A special envelope with embossed vignette portraying Karl Hilty will be available
(cost 20 c.). A special first day postmark designed by Hans Tomamichel, graphic
artist of Zurich, showing the marsh marigold and inscribeds 'BERN - 1.X11.59 - PRO
JUVENTUTE-AUSGABETAGI will be used for mail cancelled on December 1st 1959 by the
Philatelic Agency.
A stamp booklet in gold coloured envelope, which has been produced at the request
of the Pro Juventute Foundation, contains twelve 5 + 5 c., twelve 10 + 10 c. and
four 20 + 10 c. stamps. It costs Fr.5.-An 8 page booklet published by the Central Secretariat Pro Juventute, Postfach,
Zurich 22, containing descriptions in German and French and coloured reproductions
of the stamps, can be had from the above address for 40 c.
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,
LANCS.
MORECAMBE,
Approval selections available for all sections: Pro Juventute, National Fete, Miniat - tre Sheets, Modern Issues, Varieties, Soldier Stamps, Pre-stamp Covers, First Day
and First Flight Covers, etc. For Thematic Collectorss Sports, Heraldry, Flowers,
Insects, Stamp Centen'ty, etc. Price list of Swiss stamps now ready.

J. S , ARMSTRONG.
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YORKSJLANCS GROUPg Hon. Secretaryg Mr. A. Gullis, 3 Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.
At the first meeting of the season, in October, Mr. R.A. Hoyle entertained members
with a most enjoyable 'CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY', in the course of which he took his audience
on a philatelic tour of Ct. Graubunden. Appropriate stamps and covers were shown,
covering heraldry, architecture and history of the largest canton. Embellishment was
added by a show of colour slides photographed by Mr.-Hoyle, showing corners of the
cantonal capital Chur, and many scenic view
the Engadine, Bernina and Pratigau,
Altogether a most interesting afternoon, particularly well handled by the new Chairman,
who has spent several holidays in the canton. Members present were very impressed by
the display which was in Mr. Hoyle's customary immaculate style.
At the November meeting members brought along small displays 'OFF THE BEATEN TRACK',
and many were the varied interpretations of this theme. Apparently main line rail-ways were not forbidden territory for, as one member explained, steel rails are not
'beatent but 'rolled'!
Mr. Goslina showed a wide range of postmarks of sub-post offices Ticinese ovals,
straight line, boxed marks and many of the later marks on which he is working currently.
In several cases he was able to show covers from the same town cancelled within a
few days of each other, but with different marks, thus dating the change, say, from
handstamps to machine cancellations.
lbs. 'Seman gave a display of the postmarks of the private railways Brienzer Rothorn
Bahn, Chur-arosa, B.L.S., etc., well supported by excellent photographs.
`Mr. Moore produced a series of covers of World War I from Switzerland to addresses in
various zones of occupation and returned to sender marked 'No Postal Connection' or
the equivalent in the languages of the countries concerneds France, Belgium, Austri- Bulgari,GcndTurkey.
Mr. RRobertshaw exhibited a large map of the Gotthard line, on which, opposite nearly
every station from Basel and from Zurich to Chiasso, he had mounted stamps with the
appropriate postmark. 65 different town marks were noted and only 17 of the smaller
stations were missing.
Mr. Highsted, from one of his hitherto unexplored Aladdin's caves, unearthed a be-wildering range of Swiss postal instruction labels, bi-lingual and tri-lingual, mostly
printed, perforated and gummed, and covering almost every possible contingency, and
- tell it not in Gath - or B.... - most of them were shown in mint sheets!
I^te
r . J. Walk er, from his extensive collection of covers, put on view a few much tray.
elled'gems with interesting forwarding instructions and an array of postage dues.
One by Airmail from Karachi, franked with 12 annas' worth of mixed Indian & Pakiste,ni
stamps, was taxed in Switzerland 2Fr.40c., made up by 2 x 10 c. P.D.'s and 1 x 2Fr,
Historical definitive! The Chairman, Mr. Hoyle, found yet another way of presenting
the Pro Juventute Alpine Flower stamps - this time illustrated by most beautifully
moulted and arranged pressed flowers. An additional item was a fine study of several
sheets showing doubling of frame and numeral lines of the 20 c. 'Grimsel', well illustrated by greatly enlarged drawings by his own facile pen.
Mr. & Mrs. My ers pleaded that their inability to produce an exhibit was due to their;
daughter Jean having occupied all available space in the house with her current
efforts, Jean, of course, for the past few years has been collecting prizes in all
important junior competitions from Hamburg to the Melville. Some day we hope to get
her started on Swiss!
Mr, Eastwood_ offered a fine range of Pro Juventute, while Mr. Gullis caused amuseme.t by his display, which was apparently considered truly to be 'off the beaten
track'.!
Notes I feel this long report is worth publishing in detail, if only to emphasize
-the . exthusiasm of our Yorks/Lanes Group, and to show that there is apparently no end
Ed,
to the 'side lines' of Swiss •hilatel
MORE DOUBLE PRINTS !
NUMBERS ISSUEDS
A correspondent in the S.B.Z. reEuropean Conference of P.T.T. Administration
ports that on purchasing some 70 c.
Constitutive Reunion at Montreux 1959s
Landscape & Technical stamps he noticed
30 c.
658 ,940
656,716
a distinct double print. Again this
50 c.
occurs in the figures '70' and is particularly clear in the '7'. The bottom
AUTOMOBILE POSTMARK
frame line is somewhat bowed and alAuto No. 3 Morgarten - Morgartenschiessen
most
all the horizontal lines of the
15.x1.59
figure background show traces of a
SLOGAN POSTMARK
double print. Less distinct traces are
Concours hippique international officiel
in the left hand mountain slopes. The
Geneve 1 (only until 15.11.59)
remainder of the stamp shows no traces.
The date of printing could not be estTHE DAY OF THE STAMP
ablished but the stamps came from
The town selected for 1959 is La Chaux--deSheet No. 2. It may be worth looking
Fonds. A special postmark mill be used.
out for this variety.
.
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MEETING
The Annual General Meeting was held at the Kingsway Hall Room 32), W.C.2.; on
Wednesday, November 11th, 1959, at 6.45 p.m. Mr. G.W. Daglish was in the chair.
*NONIMIS ■

••• ■•■■••■••

A hearty welcome was extended to Mr.
even 2 extra copies of the 'News
H.W. Robertshaw who attended as representative Letters for cutting up and filing
of the Yorks/Lancs Group.
purposes, these extra copies to be
MINUTES of the A.G.M. held on 5th November,
supplied at 6d. ea. or 9d, for 2.
1958 were read by the Hon. Secretary & agreed. This again might help the finances.
MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES - Nil.
He would ascertain the total number
CHAIRMAN'S- ADDRESSs Mr. Daglish said he
of such extra copies required by the
Would first like to thank the Officers for all Group, other members would be notiftheir work during the year. The programme had ied and arrangements made to increase
been very good. With a one-country Society
the quantity printed.
subjects must, of necessity, be repeated, but
Mr. Symonds asked if on the next
there was always something new to be learned.
Balance Sheet the previous year's
He also wished to thank Mr. Harding for the
figures coUld be shown for comparison
excellent evening he had arranged during 'Swiss and this was agreed.
Fortnight'. Everyone had enjoyed it immensely,
Adoption of the Accounts was pronot only the social gathering but also the very posed by Mr. Short, seconded by Mr.
fine stamps on display.
C.D. Harding, and carried unanimously,
HON. SECRETARY'S REPORTg Mrs. Rawnsley said it ELECTION OF OFFICERS & COMMITTEE FOR
had been a quite successful year, with total
1959/60
membership remaining steady. There had been a
The following were elected len
small influx of new members recently and it was bloc
—hoped they would become stalwart supporters of Chairman
Mr. G.W. Daglish
the Society. 'Helvetia' was proud to have been Vice-Chairman
Mr. B.C. Slate
able to contribute to the success of the Swiss Hon. Treasurer
Mr. A.J. Harding
stamp exhibition in Park Lane.
32 members had Hon. Secretary
Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley
attended the special evening, plus a contingent Hon. Pkt. Supt
Mr. J.H. Short
from the London-Swiss. It was with great reChairman Expert
gret that the Society had had to accept the re- Committeeg
Mr. E. Shurly
signation, for reasons of health, of Mr.
Hon. Auditor
Mr. L.H. Osborn
Stratton as Editor of the 'News Letter' and his Committeeg Mr. L. Moore
)Yorks/
valuable assistance is greatly missed. However
Mr. J.A. Eastwood)Lancs
largely due to help given by several members ini
Mr. J.N. Highsted)Group
providing articles, production had been mainThe nominations were proposed by
tained, and it is hoped that other members will Mr. V. Gonville, seconded by Mr, E.
be encouraged to follow suit. This is YOUR
Lienhard and carried unanimously.
Society. The Officers and Committee are ready Hon. Editor - Mrs. Rawnsley had taken
at all times to consider ideas, ways and means over at short notice in mid-year.
of improving facilities, and if everyone will
There being no other nominations for
do their best to help - by supporting meetings, the office and members having e*„introducing new members and so on - there is no pressed satisfaction with the present
reason why the new season should not be doubly arrangements. Mr. Robertshaw proposed that Mrs. Rawnsley be appointed
successful.
HON. TREASURER'S REPORT & STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS as Editor. This was seconded by Mr.
he Balance Sheet had been circulated. The
Daglish and carried.
amount outstanding for advertisements had since MOTIONS & RESOLUTIONS
Pascoe
been received. General expenses were much the
same as in the previous year, but eiroduction
Taylor, Vandouverg That members
should be issued with a small membercosts of the 'News Letter' and postage had
risen. Mr. Daglish pointed out that on the year ship card."
This was discussed but in view of
eXnenditure exceeded income and altho there was
present day printing costs and the
no desire to hold large funds, continued inneed to keep expenses down, it was
roads on the smaller balance would soon cause
decided not to adopt this idea in the
financial embarrassment. Mr. Robertshaw said
meantime.
that Mr. Moore had raised this point at the
last Yorks/Lanes meeting and they had consider- (b) Proposed by Mr. E.M. Hamilton,
Manchesterg "That past and
ed suggestions for improving funds, such as a
future holders of the Spiro Cup be
levy at some future date, or raising the subpresented with a miniature replica
scription. After considerable discussion Mr.
Daglish said that in view of the fact that the cup to keep as a memento,"
This was discussed at some length
subscription had never been raised since the
while it was agreed that Cup
and
founding of the Society 13 years ago, and
expenses had gone up considerably, he proposed winners should receive some permanthat, as from 1st January 1960, the subscript- ent memento, the general opinion was
not greatly in favour of a cup.
ion should be raised to 10/- and the entrance
Various
alternative suggestions were
This
was
seconded
by
Y±..
Robertfee to 5/-.
put
forward,
such as plaques or medshaw and carried unanimously.
favoured was a pocals,
and
the
most
Mr. Robertshaw stated that many members of
be
eying
glass
( -6f16 doyer'i
ma
the Northern Group would like to have 1 or
ket
ee,
arAlleeeeee
)
(Continued' on Paeg4'
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SLAVES
TO THE CtTh LOGUE
by R. L. Christian
Under Group 28 in the 'Handbuch' as
Fig. 862 is a boxed 'L.B/p Ht, explained as
'Ligne Bale par Huninguet or
'Lettre Bale par Huninguet.
The latter is now accepted as
B
the correct interpretation and
indeed later in the 'Handbucht
the same cancellation appears
as a transit mark with this
az
interpretation.
Groups 172/3 provide much food for thought
and a wide field for research. They also
provide a pitfall for the unwary. Which of
these marks were applied by the Swiss authorities and which by foreign receiving
'offices? This is a question
difficult to answer in some
cases. 'Suisse par Huninguet
'Suisse par St. Louis', tSuisse
par Dello' - all of these
would probably be applied by
the foreign receiving office.
In the case of the circular
3ott
types, however, there can be no
doubt. These are all the receiving marks of the French post office sentry' marks (3009, 3011, 3012 etc.) French
travelling post office cancellations (30163016c) or French entry marks indicating that
transit was by travelling post office (3019,
3020). Any Swiss stamps cancelled by these
would be cancelled in error. An excellent
publication dealing with all these entry
marks of France has recently appeared: tCatalogue des Cachets h date d'entr6e France,
Algerie, Levant', by Gilbert Noel.

P H

Illustration No. 3010 of this
group is of the Badish entry
marks 'Schweiz.ber Baden',.
another marking to be found on
covers from Switzerland but
which is not applied by the
Swiss Post Office.
:'While dealing with this Group I will pose
a;q,uestion regarding the mark (3001 & 3006),
both recorded as 'Transit Basel' and this
accdbrds with copies I have
seen on covers which would
pass through Basel. The
Supplement, however, re^1_ •
'°°`
cords a further type (3646)
My copy of this is on a cover from Morat to
Paris dated 5th Sept., 1848. This also
bears the French entry mark 'Berne 3 Maiche'
and it appears unlikely that
this letter passed through
1 • Basel. One further clue lies
in the manuscript fee to be
jpa b
collected, which has been
corrected. Was this letter
5.
mis-routed or does this particular 'T,B.'
stand for something other than 'Transit
Basel'? Perhaps covers in the possession of
other members can give an answer to this
problem.
(To be continued)
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It was decided to consider this proposal further before the next Competition.
ANY OTHER BUSINESS
1. Mr, Harding said he would like to
put on record his thanks to Messrs.
J.A. Lowe, L. Moore, J.H. Short &
Mrs. Rawnsley for the loan of exhibits,
on behalf of the Society, at the Park
Lane Exhibition.
2. Mr. Robertshaw asked if a further
index of articles could be published in the 'News Letter'. This was
agreed. Arrangements could be made for
a yearly index.
The A.G.M. closed at 8.20 p.m.
There being insufficient time for
the displays of 'Recent Acquisitions'
it was agreed that these should be de.•
ferred until next month as part of the
'INFORMAL CHRISTMA.S PARTY' to be held
on Wednesday, 2nd December at the King,swayHall (Room 41).
It is regretted that lack of space
prevents inclusion of further instal.7
ments of our other serials. These will
be resumed next month.
The SOLDIER STAMP COLLECTION offered
in last month's 'News Letter' is still
unsold. Is anyone interested? The
collection comprises:
27 Mounted on leaves - 1914-1918)
158 Mounted on leaves - 1939 1945)70/-Locher Soldier Stamp Catalogue
)
Enquiries to the Hon. Secretary.
-

AMAT -U R COLLECTOR'S
STAMP CATALOGUE OF SWITZERLAND
The 1960 Edition, in an attractively
designed cover, is now available.
Edited by the famous philatelic write:
Messrs. L.N. & M. Williams, and enlarged to 72 double-columned pages with
539 illustrations, this thoroughly Vievised edition includes several new
features: FIRST-TIME LISTING OF HOTEL
POST STAMPS AND RAILWAY STAMPS, and
many more Blocks of 4, Shades and Varieties, adding 1052 items. All prices
have been computed in the Autumn of
1959 and are completely up-to-date,
with 1900 increases and 148 reductions.
Catalogues sold in the dollar area
are provided with a conversion key to
Scott numbers and conversion table from
Sterling to Dollars.
Despite the added pages and vastly
higher printing costs there is only a
slight increase in the selling prices
7/9d. (U.K,) + 6d. post.
With ever-increasing interest in
Swiss stamps no collector can afford
to be without this invaluable catalogue - the only specialised catalogue
of Swiss stamps in English.

DNS
Hon. Treasurers
MR. A.J. HARDING
31, Somerset Way,
Iver, Bucks.
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THE FRAMING Of THE FEDERAL CROSS
By L.Moore, M.B.E.
The 'Ortspost' and 'Poste Locale'
stamps, also the Rayon I both on blue and
white, are all known with and without a thin
frame line around the white cross on a red
shield.Ther haslongbenmuchspeculation
as to how, when and why this came about.
Which came first, the framed or the unframed
cross. When was the modification made?
6ere
^, and why? If we take the 'Ortspost' first, issued on April 5th, 1850, we
canfidturmeanlsofd.Withua sgentri o
the argument as to which of these came first, let us at least note that
this is the only stamp of the series where the frame line is shadowed thicker on the right and lower sides. This suggests a separate drawing,
and that the stamp was treated somewhat differently from the others.
//// ^
It is generally agreed that most of the stamps of the series were
printed first without the frame line, which was added to the stones at a
later date. If this is so, then the first printing of the 'Poste Locale'
was of a very small number, because this stamp completely without frame is
very
L rare indeed. Although officially issued on the same date as the
^
{ ^J
'Ortspost', most of the surviving specimens are found with frame line,
Ckr 5t1 1,1i,c which, unlike the 'Ortspost', is of equal thickness all round the cross.
^
4-3 The evidence provided by the 2i Rappen stamps is, therefore, inconclusive.
In the Bern archives, however, are many proofs in colour, and none of them
_^
all, d- shows the cross framed. It is argued that this confirms the theory that
first printings of the issued stamps had no frame line.
a_ 't
ilif )
The Rayon I in black on blue, issued on October 1st,185G
provides the first clue to the riddle. Without frame line
the stamp is still easy to obtain, but less so with the fraiit
line. This stamp obviously appeared first without frame ane
later without complete frame. The lithographer, Durheim,
obviously thought the white cross mis-shapen, particularly
as his red ink had been too fluid, so he added the frame
line to the stones for better definition. Although stamps
with incomplete frame exist, the famous de Reuterskiold
suggested that these were the result of lithographic ink not adhering to
the newly added frame line as well as to the rest of the black design.
Therefore, a portion of the black line was not printed on the stamp. He
asserted that there were no stamps with only a trace of the frame, and
that the full frame line was still on the stones when they were used for
the Rayon I in blue on white.
,-,/
Continued overleaf ..

^o

fqembesrs

k

C
,
UBSR1DT1ONS

A REMINDER FROM THE TREASURER:
Subscriptions for 1960 are due
on January 1st and, as agreed
at the A.G.M. held last month, are now 10/-. Please remit promptly by
Postal Order or Cheque, made payable to the 'Helvetia Philatelic Society' ,
do not be one of those members who have to earlyinth ,adples
be reminded year after year.
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THE FRAMING OF THE FEDERAL CROSS
SLAVES To The CATALOGUE
Continued from previous page
By R.L. Christian (Conclusion )
The Rayon I in blue on white,
The Supplement to the 'Handbuch' proissued in February 1851, was
vides further items to investigate, Ill.
printed from the same stones as
3564 is obviously a mistake. The type
the black on blue, so naturally
of Bahnpost cancellation in question was
the first impression still bore
not introduced until a much later period
the complete frame around the
and confusion appears to have arisen over
cross, but, of course, now in
the date - 23.IX.11. and the train numblue. This stamp provides valber 81-5.
uable evidence, and answers to
Illustration 3572 is
the question 'When?'. For issues
of
a
cancellation which
in February the stamps must have been printe
is
probably
Belgian, as
some time before. The previous issue on a
also
are
3657
and 3 6 5 8 .
dark blue ground with framed cross suggests
Belgium
at
this
time
that the frame was added to the stone late in
used
a
number
of
can1850 9 soon after the issue of the unframed
cellations
similar
to
dark blue - probably late November, or in
these
as
transit
marks
on outgoing mail.
December. Very soon after the issue of the
The
cancellation
gave
pale blue on white, apparently the heraldic
the
country
of
destinerror was noticed - since heraldically the
ation and the T.P.O. on
framing of the cross implied a debasement of
which
the letter was
the Federal arms - and Durheim attempted to
being
despatched,
or the
remove the frame line from the stone. However
frontier
post
through
at the first printing that followed, traces
which the letter was
of the frame line were visible on the stamps.
routed. Illustrations - This supplies the answer to the second'When?
6s72
3727 to 3731 are of
Judging by the rarity of the complete cross
French
handstamps deson this paper, we may assume that it had a
cribed
as
'Schnorkel',
short life. So the line was (partially) reresembling manuscript
moved in 1851, probably about the middle of
figures, used by the
the year. At some later date the frame was
French
Post Office to
completely removed, and in due course new
indicate
the postage due
stones were used. Therefore, unlike others
from
the
recipient.
of the series, this stamp in light blue appeared first with the frame and ultimately
One further postmark
without.
in
the
main 'Handbuch' The Rayon II black on yellow
remains
to be commented upon. This is
issued, with the 'Ortspost'
the I11.2003, the Basel
on April 5th 1850 9 was antic-Constanz
Bahnpost
ipated to be the most commonly
canoellation.
This is
used stamp and it was printed
to
be
found
with
a varin larger numbers than any
iety
of
arrangements
in
other value at the first imthe
centre
but
with
one
pression. Like the other
consistency: it will b,,,
Rayons, it appeared at first
observed
that no Swiss
without the frame line. It next appears with
cross is included. This
only traces of the frame. The completely
gives a clue as to the
framed cross on this value is almost unknown
3726
real status of this can(except on proofs), which suggests that the
cellation, which in my
frame line was added to the stone, as with
opinion is that of a
other values, but during the time that the
I have
Badish T.P.O., not of a Swiss.
line was on the stone few further printings
an identical format type for Heidelbergwere required. By the time more supplies were Basel, also a Badish T.P.O. The Baselneeded the frame had been partially removed. Constanz marks have been seen cancelling
It is indicative of the great rarity of the
Badish stamps quite frequently, but as
framed cross on yellow Rayon II to note that yet never on Swiss stamps to my knowSperati produced a forgery of it.
ledge. It always appears as a transit
The Rayon I stamps prove that the line was mark.
It is hoped that these few notes will
added around December 1850 and removed in mid
encourage members to look again at their
1851. The whole series was lithographed at
Durheim's, so it is reasonable to suppose tha collections and regard with a new light
if the heraldic error theory is correct, all some of the items therein. It is hoped
the stamps would be treated at the same time. also that any able to shed light on the
doubtful points, or to raise others, will
take us •en and write to us.
'THE SWISS PHILATELIST'
AUTOMOBILE CANCELLATIONS FOR DECEMBER
.

Auto 3 La Chaux-de-Fonds, Exposition
philatelique intercantonale
5-6.XII.1959
Auto 3 Gen6ve, Escalade 12-13.XII.1959
Auto 3 Zurich. Pro Juventute 19-20.XII.1959

A combined autumn-winter issue is just
to hand, with 8 pages packed full of interesting notes, news, special offers,
catalogue reviews and so on. Obtainable
from Amateur Collector Ltd. Sub.2/- p.a.
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By: W. R. MORRISON (Continued)
RED — Box Perf.
Dot after DE
Small dot R. above 1 of 10
Two small dots outside L.frame.at J.
Str. btw. 1 & 2 wires
Dot under J
Two small dots at head of 1 of 10
Small dot over globe L. of head
Small dot under 0 of 10
Small o in first 0 of 1900
Small dot on S of Universelle
22
72 Dot on cheek
Small dot on pole beside arms,
122 Dot on 7 of 1875
Two dots outside R.frame at covers
172 Wart on R. upper—arm
Str. at 1 of 10
23 Small dot L. below 0 of 10
Small dot L. above 0 of 10
73 Dot outside R. frame at arms
Small dot below frame R. below cover
123 Small dot top L. in tab.
Small dot in cross
Wart
below 4 wire L. of head
1 73
Spot below Grasset
24 Dot on pole; Dot on shawl
74 Blob R. above and behind Universelle
124 Two dots btw. 1 & 2 wires under NIV
Dot below, btw. 19 of 1900
Wart
under R. forearm
174
Small dot below, after DE
25 Dot on R. shoulder
Dot on 2 L of Universelle
Large
dot L. of 1 of 10
75
Two small dots over globe
125 Small o low on 2 N of Union
Three small dots R. and below J
175 Small str. below hyphen
Small dot on frame above U of Union
26
76 V. str. R. of nose
Small dot above frame and D
126 Str. R. near L. hand
Star L. of 1 of 10
176 Small dot outside R. frame below Postal;
27 Dot L. of 1 of 10; Dot L. of pole
77 Dot btw. 18 of 1875
Small dot outside R. frame at top
127 Small dot R. below 10
177 Dot on 8; Dot L. of 10 at frame
28
78 B of Jubile broken
Spot outside R. frame at arms
128 Small dot under A of Postale
Small dot in centre cover
Small
dot L. above J
178
Small dot under T of Postale
29 Small o L. in 0 of 10
Small dot above frame and UN

61 Small star below 1 of 1875
Small dot on frame above B of Jubile
111 Small o on L. frame below arched line
Spot on envelope diag. R. below R. hand
161 Wart on breast; Small dot in cross
12 H. h/line outside R. frame at bottom
62 Two dots under 4 wire
Small dot over top L. corner
112 Small dot over top frame R. of pole
Small dot on L. forearm
162 dart top R. in tab.
o below lower frame
13 Dot R. of arms
Small star under U of Universelle
63 Dot in shawl over R. shoulder
113 Dot under 1 E of Universelle
163 Small o R. of L. hand; Str. in cross
14 Dot L. above G of Grasset in scroll
Spot under frame at L.
64 Dotted figure under 7 of 1875
Small dots over globe
'-14 Dot in cloud under UN of Universelle
Small dot in clothes above 5 of 1875
164 White spots in globe
Spots outside L. frame
15 Two small dots outside R.frame above
top cover
Small dot outside R. frame at globe
65 Dot top L. in cloud
Diag. h/line at top of pole
115 Small V. str. above wing
Semi—o outside frame at bottom left
165 Large white blob on frame L. above tab
Small dot in L. frame of arms
16 Semi—o btw. 1 and 2 wires
66 Small dot below frame & first 0 of 1900
Small dot L. below first 0 of 1900
116 Small dot in cloud below U of Universel
166 Small dot on top frame over 0 of Postale
Small dot btw. 1 and 2 wire
17 Dot on L. hand
67 Dot outside L. frame beside arch
Small dot outside R. frame at arms
117 Small dot on pole below arms
167 White dot on globe at L.
Wart at tope of pole
18 Dot in cloud under N of Universelle
Small o on neck at R.
68 Small o btw. LL
Star under wires below Postale
118 Two small dots btw. 1 & 2 wires under UB
o like wart on clothes at bottom
168 Star on U of Universelle
Dot in tab. at bottom L.
19 Small dot outside L. frame at top of
globe
69 Small o on clothes R. of 10
Small dot on top frame above 10
119 Small o outside lower R. frame
79
169 Dot over 0 of Union
129 Small str. btw. 1 & 2 wires
Star outside lower L. frame
Small dot under arch &NI Of Universelle
20 Dot R. of top R. corner
179 Small dot under E of Postale
70 Dot on pole under L. hand
Small dot in cloud under B of Jubile
Small dot under U of Universelle
120 Small V. str. btw. 1 & 2 wires
(To be continued ..)
Small dot R. of 5 of 1875
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32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex.
The December meeting was an Informal
Pre-Christmas evening. The first part was
devoted to the displays of 'Recent Acquisitions' held over from the previous month. Bot.
Mr.E.C.Slate and Mr.A.J.Harding showed a
number of very fine early covers with Geneva
Small & Large Eagles, Rayons', II & III, and
'Strubelis'. Mr.E.Lienhard showed a variety
of items, including examples of the various
cancellations, slogans, balloon flight etc.
for the recent 'NABAG ' Exhibition. Mr.J.
Symonds showed a selection of interesting
postmarks Irs. Rawnsley showed Helvetic
Republic covers, and Mr.Daglish concluded
with proofs, including 2 large blocks, of
the 'Standing Helvetia' issue

3, Bowood Road, Elland, Yorks.
At the December meeting Mr. J.N.
Highsted gave an excellent paper and
display on 'SWISS POSTA'_ STATIONERY'.
His talk on the subject showed that he
had looked up every known authority on
this'side-line'.
Following Alice's rule of starting
at the beginning, Mr.Highsted showed
first the Geneva printed stamped envelope
of 1846 9 together with forgeries,pointiug
out the essential differences. Then _",)11owed all the early stamped envelopes,
with examples of embossed stamps used as
cut-outs and postmarked on entices or
pieces. Printed embossed stamps were
shown with early adhesives in almost
every possible combination - reply paid
A small auction followed, after which
cards, stamped wrappers absolutely comMr.Lienhard produced a 'Quiz' which proved
plete. The 'Industrielle Kriegswirtschaft'
to be a real brain teaser.
overprints on printed cards of 1918, so
rarely seen these days, were on view in
Details of the February meeting varying values. Later came a bewilderLondon's share of the 'Inter-Society Quiz'
ing array of Money Order forms, Interns
will be published next month.
& foreign, Mandates, and every possiblL
Are you entering for our Christmas
piece of postal stationery. The last port
Competition? See leaflet enclosed.
-ion, perhaps more colourful, consisted
of the 'Bundesfeier' postcards, from the
FOR
SALE
first stamped issue of 1910 up to 1937 9
afterwhic yenolgrstamped.
St. Gotthard Booklet, Z.Nos.191A-193A etc.
Undeterred Mr.Highsted carried on with
at £30
Cat. price £44
...
the official printed postcards, used on
750 Years Bern Booklet with imperf. block
first day with adhesives, right up to
Only 800 of each
of 4 Z.253/AB6 etc.
the present.
Cat, price x,42 ... at £27
issued.
Some 150 sheets were on view in the
'frames,
and 8 full albums were on the
Enquiries to the Hon. Secretary.
table with a further 12 albums in the
adjoining room. This must be the largest
CHRISTMAS POSTMARK
collection of this material in the 'HelOnce more an attractive postmark of an
vetia', and every sheet was thoroughly
angel playing a musical instrument will be ,written up. Asked how he found time, Mr.
used in the village of Bethlehem, Ct.Bern
Highsted said that a promise to give a
Stamped envelopes for display to the Group overcame any disirfrom 14-31 December.
franking should be sent to Sehulhaus
clina tion and provided the neces sary s pu
Bethlehemacker,. Eic tholzstrasse 5-11,
FOR THE ADVANCED COLLECTOR
Bethlehem bei Bern,`Switzerland
The building up of my business over the
years, catering for collectors of Swiss
Illustrated is Stamps in all corners of the earth, has
the unusual and very brought with it the finest stock of matappropriate special
erial anywhere outside Switzerland itself
postmark for this
A small portion of our stock is mounted
year's 'DAY OF THE
in
approval booklets and on special sheets
STAMP'
Yet, this minor portion is priced to sell
at nearly £8000 - surely sufficient
choice to include something for every
taste.
If your gaps have defied your most tenacious attempts to secure "fillers", try
our approvals. Don't be apologetic when
GREETINGS
you show your collection to friends
for the
show it as it should beg Complete.
can help you to achieve this end!
SEASON
FESTIVE
H. L. Katcher,
To Clients old and new. As always I am at
your Service to supply your requirements of
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LIMITED,
Swiss stamps, covers, miniature sheets, etc
27, Westbury Road,
Enquiries Welcome
London, N.12
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme
MORECAMBE : LANCS.

J . S. ARVSTROI\G

.

